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ABSIRACf 

This thesis is princi pall y concerned with the measurement and 

theoretical estimation of the radiation dose from radon and other natural 

a-emitters to the target organs of leukaemia, in particular the active 

marrow of the human fetus, child and adult. The dose from radon to 

brain, breast and other organs was also estimated. Experimental and 

theoretical methods were carried out to calibrate the a-activities obtained by 

CR-39 autoradiography, for different biological and geological samples. Soil 

radon and a-activity measurements were carried out in Bristol and 

Cornwall. Paired CR-39 background controls were introduced and 

background subtraction techniques developed to improve the accuracy and 

evaluate the uncertainty of low-level CR-39 autoradiography. 

Track detectors were used to measure the natural a-radioactivity in 

placenta and corresponding haematopoietic tissues of fetuses from the 
County of Avon. The activity concentrations of 210po and 226Ra present in 

the soft tissues were found to be beyond the limits of detection. Higher 

a-activities were measured, and generally resolved, in the fetal spinal 

column. Animal and theoretical models of the placental transfer of 

a-activity from mother to fetus were investigated. Radon short-lived 

daughters were assessed as having a poor cross-placental transfer. The 

210Po/210Pb activity ratio was estimated at -0.25 in the bone of the third 

trimester fetus. The 210Po activity concentrations measured in 17 samples 

of the inner surface of the fetal spine were estimated to range from <30 to 

300 mBq.kg-l. A significant correlation was determined by regression 

analysis for increased a-activity in the fetal spinal column and the 

proximi ty of the mother's residence to the Severn Estuary. 

The age-dependent radiation dose to the haematopoietic tissue of 

bone marrow was calculated for exposure to radon, thoron and their 

daughter products. For the first time the age-dependent dose from pure 

radon to active marrow was estimated taking account of the fat content of 

marrow, since the 222Rn solubility in fat is about sixteen times that in 

tissue. The annual radon and thoron derived dose, at average UK levels, 

to the active marrow of the newborn was calculated as 30 and 40 ~Sv 

respectively, and for the 40 year old adult, 90 and 30 ~v, respectively. This 

\\'ork sho\\"s that the dose to red bone marrow from radon and thoron is 

significant, and that the possibility of leukaemia induced by these radiation 

sources warrants further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is mainly concerned with estimates and measurements of the 

natural a-radiation dose to the target organs of leukaemia, in particular to 

the active marrow of the fetus, child and adult. It is recognised that 

exposure to radon and its short and long-lived daughter nuclides provides 

the most important source of radiation dose to the general population 

(Hughes et aI, 1988). Radon, especially radon-222 (222Rn) but also thoron 

(220Rn) are a-radioactive gases produced fronl the decay of naturally 

occurring uranium (238U) and thorium (232Th) which are widely present in 

the ground. The general population is exposed to radon and thoron and its 

decay products at all stages of development, both pre- and post-natally. 

Average indoor radon concentrations vary nationally from between 9 and 

150 Bq.m-3 (UNSCEAR, 1988). The UK national average has been estimated 

as 20 Bq.m-3 (Wrixon et aI, 1988). It is estimated that between 75,000 (NRPB, 

1990) and 350,000 (IEHO, 1988) homes in the UK have radon concentrations 

in excess of the UK Action Limit of 200 Bq.m -3. 

Research into the effects of radon exposure has been dominated by the 

observed relation between radon exposure and lung cancer in uranium 

miners (BEIR IV, 1988). Computer modelling has shown that the majority 

of the radiation dose from radon to the lung is delivered by radon short

lived daughter nuclei (Jacobi & Eisfeld, 1980; James, 1988). The radiation 

dose to other organs, in comparison to lung, has been considered to be 

negligible, when individual organ doses are expressed in terms of whole 

body effective dose equivalent (UNSCEAR, 1988). However for UK 

children aged 0-14 years, there are no deaths due to lung cancer, but 175 

annually due to leukaemia; and the 15 to 29 age group have 14 times as 

many mortalities from leukaemia than from lung cancer (OPCS, 1985). 

There is epidemiological evidence that the radon exposure of the 

population is associated \vith leukaemia and other cancers in children and 

adults (Lucie, 1989; Lucie, 1990; Hensha\\' et aI, lY90), although there are 

equivocal results from other \vorkers (Butland et aI, 1990; \\'01£f, 19Y1). 

Alexander et al (1990a) also found significant correlations \\'ith radon 

1 



exposure in the UK, the greatest effect being with acute lymphoblastic 
leukaemia in children. 

a) 

222Rn~ 218P~ ~214Pb -4 214Bi ~214PO ~210Pb~ 210Bi-4 
3'8 d 3'1 min 27 min 20 min 160 JlS 21 Y 5 d 

210pO (l 206 Pb 
~ 

138 d stable 
~ ___ short lived long lived 

daughters daughters ---I 

b) 

20STl 
o 4 

,:f,7t 3'1 min ~ 
220Rn~ 216pO ~ 212Pb -4 212Bi 208Pb 

55 s 0'15 s 10'6 h 61 min cv. stable 
~212PO ~ 

0'3 JlS 

where Rn = radon, Po = polonium, Pb = lead, Bi = Bismuth, Tl = Thallium. 

Fig. 1.1. Decay products of radon (222Rn) and thoron (220Rn), and their half

lives. a) Uranium-238 decays via a series of intermediate steps to radium-
226 (shown in Fig. A1.1 in Appendix 1). Radon is then produced by the 
a-decay of radium-226. Owing to the short half-lives of the daughter nuclei 
down to 210Pb, three a-particles are associated with the decay of radon. The 
decay-chain then "brakes" at 210Pb, with a half-life of 22 years. Lead-210 
decays via 210Bi to a-emitting 210Po. b) Thorium-232 eventually decays to 
220 Rn (shown in Fig. A1.2 in Appendix 1). In considering dose to body 
tissues, 212Pb is the important precursor to the a-emitting daughters 212Bi 
or 212po. 

The majority long-lived a-emitter in the body is that from 210Po, most of 

which is fed by ingrowth from the beta-emitter 210Pb, which itself is a long

lived daughter from the decay of 222Rn and its short-lived daughters 

(Fig. 1.1). The position of these nuclides with respect to 222Rn within the 

uranium-238 decay chain is given in Fig. A 1.1 in Appendix 1. The majority 

of the adult's 210Pb body burden is considered generally to have derived 

from the ingestion of food (Hill, 1965). However, the dietary 210Pb 

2 



variability was found to be low for various countries, including the CK 

(Smith-Briggs & Bradley, 1984). Clemente et al (1979) claim that the 

differences in domestic radon levels can account for some of varia tion 

found in the 210Pb body burden. The next most abundant a-emitting 

nuclide in bone after 210Po is 226Ra. The main concern in animal 

experiments has been the transfer to the fetus of man-made actinides such 

as plutonium and americium. In children and adults these nuclides 

represent less than 1 % of the total body burden of a-emitters (Burkenshaw 

et aI, 1987; Henshaw et aI, 1988; Popplewell et al, 1988). 

The inert gas radon when inhaled, rapidly diffuses across the ah'eolar 

membrane of the lung, and is transported by the blood, to all parts of the 

body, where, by diffusion, it is taken up by the organs. In Chapter 2 of this 

thesis, the radiation dose from radon and its decay products is estimated for 

various organs of the body. The physical half-life of 222Rn is 3.82 days 

which is relatively long compared to the mean transit time of blood in the 

body of about one minute. Also of long duration compared to the transit of 

blood, are the biological half-life times of uptake into organs from blood 

which range from minutes to several hours, depending on the tissue. The 

uptake of 222Rn can be expected to reach saturation level governed by radon 

solubility in particular tissues. Account was taken here, for the first time, 

of the sixteen fold increase in the radon solubility of the fat component of 

tissues such as bone marrow, brain and breast. These tissues have an age

dependent fat content that can be relatively high compared to a low fat 

tissue, such as muscle. This results in higher doses from 222Rn than 

previously estimated for bone marrow, brain and breast. In the case of 

220Rn, the biokinetics of the convective transport of the blood stream and 

organ uptake play a more important role than radon solubility. The 

relatively short physical half-life of 55 seconds for 220Rn prevents its 

specific activity reaching saturation levels in organs under equilibrium 

condi tions. 

The a-particles from radon and its short-lived daughters have not been 

measured directly at any stage of human development. Exhalation 

experiments in humans have been used to model radon uptake and 

solubility (Bernard & Snyder, 1975). In addition, whole gan'\ma-ray 

counting confirms, in vivo, the high solubility of radon in fat (Lykken et aI, 

1991). Previous estimates of the annual dose to the red bone marrow and 
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other organs of an adult from the inhalation of radon and its short-lived 

daughters were estimated theoretically, based on the inhalation by humans 

of the inert gas, xenon (Peterman & Perkins, 1988). On the other-hand, the 

long-lived radon daughters allow for a-activity concentration 

measurements to be made directly by techniques developed by the Bristol 

group (Henshaw et aI, 1988). These CR-39 autoradiography measuren1ents 

not only give an estimate of the total long-lived a-activity concentrations, 

mainly composed of 226Ra and 210Po, but are an important indication of the 

activities of radon and its short-lived daughters. 

In order to optimise the accuracy of a-activity concentrations obtained by 

CR-39 autoradiography it is necessary to calibrate the technique. Radium 

solutions were used in Chapter 3 of this thesis to calibrate and confirm the 

theoretical analysis by Fews and Henshaw (1983). The human body consists 

of different biological tissues with different a-particle stopping po\\'ers. The 

composition of various tissues affects the a-particle range and the CR-39 

sampling thickness, which is the apparent tissue volume sampled by 

CR-39. In general the activity per unit mass derived from CR-39 

autoradiography is independent of sample denSity but dependent on the 

electronic stopping power of the material which is in turn a function of 

a-particle range. To account for the autoradiography of such diverse 

materials as fat and bone, CR-39 calibration factors have been derived 

theoretically by estimating a-particle ranges in biological materials of 

known composition. Similarly, CR-39 calibration factors have been 

estimated for rock, such as granite, to enable a more accurate estimate of 

a-activity concentrations found in soils. 

A small-scale survey of sites in South Cornwall and Bristol of soil radon 

concentration, gamma-ray dose rate and total a-activity concentration was 

undertaken and described in Chapter 4. The ground, as opposed to building 

material, is the main source of radon in dwellings, particularly where the 

radon levels are elevated. Domestic radon concentrations in the lJK are 

strongly related to the local geology (Wrixon et aI, 1988). The radon 

concentration in soil and the abundance of its parent radionuclides 238C 

and 232Th are parameters that affect the levels of radon concentrations 

found in residences. UK homes with the highest radon concentrations are 

situated in southwest England, and were generally situated on or near 

grani te or overlying grani teo Indoor gamma-ray dose ra tes were found to 
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vary with outdoor gamma-ray dose rates and local geology. Indoor 222Rn 

concentrations also varied with outdoor gamma-ray dose rates. 

The a-activity concentrations present in most human soft tissues, and fetal 

tissue in particular, are at the limits of detection of 'solid state' and radio

chemical methods. Good account needs to be taken of the background 

activities recorded by CR-39 autoradiography at these low activity levels. 

Introduced during this work, paired CR-39 background controls were placed 

in the same foil bag as the sample autoradiographs while undergoing 

exposure, as described in Chapter 5. As a control sample with zero activity 

is unavailable, therefore an estimate of the tracks due to radionuclides 

present in CR-39 has been evaluated theoretically. Background subtraction 

methods were developed and the CR-39 controls were utilized so as to 

evaluate the uncertainty of low-level CR-39 autoradiography. 

The fetus may represent the stage of human development that is most 

sensitive to radiation induced cancers (Stewart & Kneale, 1970), although 

animal experiments have failed to find a particular sensitivity (UNSCEAR, 

1986). Doll (1989) states that the only known causes of leukaemia in 

children are exposure to X-rays in utero and other sources of ionizing 

radiation and these are unlikely to account for more than 8% of cases. 

Approximately one third of all spontaneous cancers in children, and nearly 

half of all cancers induced by whole body radiation of the fetus are 

leukaemias (BEIR III, 1980). Stather et al (1986, 1988) estimated that the 

fetus is up to four and a half times at greater risk of leukaemia, per unit 

effective dose equivalent, than an adult. Mole (1990a) however has 

reviewed the risk coefficient for the irradiation of the third trimester fetus 

and estimated that risk of childhood cancer deaths is similar to that of 

adults. 

Since the publication of the Black Report (1984) into the possible increased 

incidence of cancer in West Cumbria, attention has been focussed on the 

possible role of a-activity in the induction of childhood leukaemia. The 

Black Report itself, in recommendation 6, said that "~1ore attention should 

be concentrated on measuring doses of radiation received by members of 

the public in West Cumbria". ~1ore recently, CO\L\RE (1l)SS) "aid in 

recommendation 7 that "Priority should be gi \'Cn to measuring the leveb 

of radioactivity actually received by the general members of the public .... 



The use of post-mortem tissues provides a direct form of validation of 

routine estimates, and should be measured where possible". In order to 

address the above recommendations we need to examine critically the 

contributions of the individual a-emitters to the radiation dose. 

In Chapter 6 of this work, post-mortem tissues from placentae and the 

haematopoietic organs of the fetus are exposed to CR-39 in an attempt to 

measure the radiation dose from individual a-emitters. The placental and 

fetal tissues that were studied by CR-39 autoradiography were obtained 

from the County of Avon, UK. Measurements were attempted of the 

a-activity concentrations of the long-lived radionuclides 226Ra and 210Po in 

placenta, umbilical cord and the fetal organs, liver spleen, thymus and 

spinal column. The background techniques and the CR-39 sampling 

thicknesses, described in Chapters 3 and 5, were utilized in the calculations 

of a-activity concentrations present in tissue. The limits of detection, in 

units of Bq.kg-3, were estimated in the manner described in Chapter 5. A 

range of 210Po and 210Pb activity concentrations were assessed, for those 

tissues with activity concentrations above the limit of detection, by 

employing different theoretical criteria at the time of fetal death. 

Seventeen cases were analysed and potential relationships investigated 

between the a-activity measured in the spinal column and parameters 

concerning the mother and fetus, such as age and the proximi ty of 

residence to various geographical sites. 

From a comprehensive review of the literature and the measurements 

made in this work, some general observations can be made on the 

dosimetric im plica tions of na tural irradia tion exposure of the 

haematopoietic organs of the fetus. Radon, inhaled by the mother, is 

known to cross the placenta, with similar concentrations found in the 

maternal and fetal blood (Sikov, 1987). An elevated exposure of the 

mother to radon in the home would lead to higher exposure of the fetus, 

from radon itself and its daughter products. The average indoor radon 

concentration for Avon has been given as 24 Bq.m-3 (Wrixon et aI, 1988) 

which is close to the national average of 20 Bq.m-3. No measuren1cnts of 

the activities of radon and its decay products have been n1ade to mv 

knowledge in the human embryo and fetus. 
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In Chapter 7 of this thesis an animal model and theoretical model \,'ere 

considered as alternative methods to the direct measurement of a-emitters. 

A pilot animal study was carried out to measure the placental transfer of 

radon daughter products to fetal organs after an intra venous 

administration of radiobismuth to the mother. This animal experiment 

was carried out as no data was available on the placental transfer of 

radiobismuth. The ratio of the long-lived daughters, 210Po to 210Pb, is 

important as it will greatly affect the a-activities detected on the CR-39 

autoradiographs. As no data on the 210Po/210Pb ratio in fetal organs was 

available a theoretical model was also developed in Chapter 7 and the 

activity concentrations of the principle natural a-emitters were estimated 

for a range of gestational ages. 

It is important to calculate the dose to the tissues where radiation induced 

leukaemia may originate. In the case of leukaemia the haematopoietic 

stem cells have been considered to be the cells at risk. The dose to bone 

marrow from radon and its daughter products has been previously 

considered to be small and was generally neglected (Black, 1984), except in 

the pioneering work of Austrian researchers (Pohl & Pohl-Ruling, 1967; 

Hofmann et aI, 1979). In this thesis it is intended to show that the 

combination of several previously unconsidered yet widely published 

factors contribute to the haematopoietic stem cell dose from radon and 

radon daughters inhaled by the general population (Richardson et aI, 1991). 

The estimates of the dose to red bone marrow made in this work, are 

theoretical calcula tions based on animal, human and in vi tro, 

experimentation. 

The dose equivalent derived from the exposure to radon and thoron is 

dependent on the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) employed. A 

quality factor of 20 for a-particles has been used throughout this work 

(ICRP, 1990) and the dose values expressed in dose equivalent units of ~S\'. 

The RBE for a-particles at natural levels of exposure is a matter of debate 

(Peto, 1990). For the low dose rates such as experienced \\'ith domestic radon 

exposures, the quality factor for high linear energy transfer (LET) 

irradiation may be greater than 20 (Shellabarger, 1980). Consequently, there 

would be an increase in the dose equi\'alents, given in this work, both for 

estimates based on theoretical calculations and measurements. The 

subsequent radiation risk would also be elevated. 
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Utilizing the dosimetric estimates of the author, described in this thesis and 

elsewhere, the risk was estimated in the final chapter of this thesis for the 

induction of leukaemia from radon, medical X-rays and other major 

sources of natural and artificial radiation to the UK population. In general, 

radiation risk estimates have large uncertainties, in particular those for low 

dose rate cumulative exposures. Most radiation risk data are derived from 

external, high dose exposures, such as the Japanese atomic bombings and 

medical therapy. These radiation risks have been extrapolated to low doses 

for radiation protection purposes (Richardson, 1990). The estimates of risk 

for internal high LET irradiation are limited to the relatively high dose rate 

studies of Thorotrast patients (Kaick et aI, 1986) and animal work. Unlike 

the acute radiation doses to the Japanese bomb survivors, uranium miners 

and most medical exposures, natural irradiation is experienced over the 

whole period of human development. Although the chronic radiation 

doses in the home are of low dose rate, the assessment of these doses and 

risks to the general population is important as the accumulated dose can be 

much greater than that experienced in the occupational environment. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DOSE FROM NATURAL RADON TO ORGANS AND THE WHOLE BODY 

2.1 INTRODUcnON 

The inert gas radon is inhaled in the home with air that contains the major 

proportion of its decay products attached to natural aerosols. These are 

regarded as very soluble and the main clearance pathway from lung is via 

the blood, with much smaller proportions of the total activity, via the 

gastro-intestinal tract and lymph system. For the UK, it has been estimated 

that on average, about 47% of the 2.5 mSv total effective dose equivalent is 

due to irradiation of the lung by the inhalation of 222Rn decay products 

(Hughes et aI, 1988), with negligible doses assumed for other organs. The 

inhalation of thoron decay products accounts for -4% of the total UK 

effective dose equivalent, with approximately two-thirds of this arising 

from the absorbed dose to lung, with smaller fractions of the total effective 

dose equivalent arising from irradiation of the kidney, bone surfaces and 

red bone marrow. 

The kinetics of 222Rn and 220Rn transport in the body is mainly dependent 

on four processes; these are the uptake from air into blood, the convective 

transport in the blood stream, the diffusion from blood into intracellular 

fluids and the radioactive decay during the transport in the body (Jacobi & 

Eisfeld, 1980). The mean transit time of blood through the body is about 

one minute or comparable with the radioactive half-life of 220Rn. The 

uptake rate from blood into tissues is slower, with a biological half-life time 

for this uptake ranging from several minutes in tissues with a high blood 

supply, up to several hours in adipose tissues (Kety, 1951). 

From animal and human experiments, it has been assessed that for man, 

out of the total accumulated decay products, about 30% of RaC (214 80 and 

about 50% of ThC (212 80 are transported to organs other than the 

respiratory and gastro-intestinal tract (Hofmann et aI, 1979). The current 

ICRP task group for modeling doses to respiratory tract tissues considers the 

clearance of radionuc1ides from the lung to be slower than the 

contemporaries of rlofmann et aI, resulting in much smaller fractional 
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activities of radon and thoron short-lived daughters taken up by blood 

(James et aI, 1989; James & Birchall, 1989). The activities of short-lived 

daughter products in organs and tissues are dependent on the 

"equilibrium-equivalent" decay-product concentration, which is the 

amount of each decay product necessary to collectively have the same 

potential a-energy concentration that is actually present (Nero, 1988). The 

ratio of the equilibrium-equivalent decay-product concentration to radon 

concentration is defined as the equilibrium factor F. 

The activity of radon daughters in blood are eliminated from blood by 

uptake or by excretion. In the case of the short-lived 222Rn daughters, the 

biological half-life times are large compared with their radioactive half-life 

times. The uptake of activity from blood into tissue is further discussed in 

Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis. In this chapter, estimations of the dose from 

222Rn to organs and tissues of the human body are made based on its 

solubility. The mean solubility of 222Rn gas in the whole body is estimated 

for humans at different stages of development. The absorbed dose 

estimated for 222Rn gas in various organs is compared with the dose from 

the inhalation of 222Rn daughters. 

2.2 RADON SOLUBILITY AND DOSE TO ORGANS AND WHOLE 

BODY 

It can be expected that the concentration of 222Rn in most tissues 

approaches the saturation solubility of these tissues for radon, while 220Rn 

is present at activity concentrations much less than the saturation solubility 

due to its 55 second physical half-life. The equilibrium values of 222R n 

solubility coefficients have been measured in animals by Nussbaum and 

Hursh (1957). They extrapolated their solubility data on fat and blood to 

human organs and the total body on the basis of the percentages of the 

human organs and tissues which are composed of fat and non-fat. 

Peterman and Perkins (1988), simulated. the dynamics of 222Rn and 220Rn 

in the human using a multicompartmental model and calculated 

equilibrium values of the activities in organs (mBq.kg-l) when the subject 

was exposed to constant radon concentrations in air of 1 Bq.kg-1. The 222Rn 

specific activity concentrations estimated by Peterman and Perkins (1988) 

for various organs are given in Table A1.1 in Appendix 2. 
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The specific activities of 222Rn in human tissues and organs have been re

evaluated in this work and are also given in Table A2.1. The 222Rn specific 

activities were estimated from the percentage fat in tissues as given by 

White et al (1987) and assumed the radon solubility of the fat and non-fat 

components to be 6.3 and 0.4 mBq.kg-1, respectively. There are some 

important additions and differences between this estimate of 222Rn specific 

activities and those calculated by Peterman and Perkins (1988). In most 

organs the fat content is a small percentage «10%) of the total mass or 

exists as adipose tissue separate from the rest of the organ. The skin is an 

example of the latter, with subcutaneous fat lying beneath and separate 

from the outer low-fat layers of the skin. There are several organs in the 

body which have relatively high percentage of fat as an integral part of the 

organ, including the red bone marrow, mammary glands, the white matter 

of the brain and the adrenal glands. 

The fat content of the female breast increases during puberty and the adult 

breast on average comprises of 66%, by mass, of adipose tissue. The fat lies 

just beneath the skin of the breast and between the lobes. The mammary 

glands are iInbedded in, but separate from, the large mass of hormonally 

controlled adipose tissue. The glands themselves contain approximately 

31 % lipids. The dose rate at average UK 222Rn levels is estimated at about 

24 J..lSv.y-l, assuming equilibrium conditions and that the 222Rn daughters, 

which are relatively short-lived will decay in the tissue where they are 

generated. It is also assumed, in this assessment of the relative 222Rn doses 

to tissues, that the fat is homogeneously distributed with no allowance 

made for self-absorption of the radiation dose in fat cells or other deposits 

of high fat content. 

In the brain, fat occurs on the myelin sheath of nerves. Myelination takes 

place between birth and three years of age with the fat content of the \\'hole 

brain increasing from 6.1-11.6% from 1.5-3.0 years of age. The fat content is 

highest in white matter with an average dose rate at UK 222Rn levels 

assessed at -42 J..lSv.y-1. The adrenal glands have a fat content of 5.5 t c in 

the newborn, increasing to a mean value of 26% (range 5-69%) in the adult 

(ICRP, 1975). The average dose rate from inhaled 222Rn to the adrenal 

glands of the UK adult is 75 J..lSv.y-l. Neuroblastoma is one of the most 

frequent forms of childhood cancer with the adrenal gland being the most 
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common site in infants. Cerebral tumours and neuroblastoma have been 

shown to be in excess after diagnostic irradiation in utero (Stewart et aI, 

1956) however the dose from 222Rn inhaled by the mother to the adrenals 

of the fetus is relatively small due to the low fat content. 

In the haematopoietic system and bone there are readily identifiable stem 

cells that differentiate into mature types of haematopoietic cells. In other 

organs of the adult the tumour cells often originate from mature cells and 

generally there are no readily identifiable stem cells which can be assumed 

to be the target cells for the induction of tumours by irradiation. In the 

bone marrow, the fat cells are situated among the haematopoietic stem 

cells. The fat content of marrow varies considerably with the stage of 

development, being insignificant in the fetus and newborn and rising to 

40% of total skeletal marrow of reference man (ICRP, 1975). The average 

dose rate to the whole red bone marrow, including the fat cells, has a value 

of -106 ~Sv.y-l. The analysis in Chapter 8 investigates the dose to the stem 

cells, rather than the average dose to whole marrow, taking into account 

the reduction in dose to the stem cells due to the self-absorption of 

radiation dose in fat. 

Radon in marrow also irradiates the bone stem cells, the osteocytes, lining 

the trabecular bone cavities. The osteogenic precursor cells are considered 

to lie mostly within 10 ~m of the bone surface (ICRP, 1975). It is estimated 

that the osteocytes in the trabecular cavities receive approximately a third 

of the average dose to the marrow from 222Rn. However, only half of the 

endosteal cells of the skeleton are considered to reside in the trabeculae. 

Fifty percent of endosteal cells are found in osteons that are structural units 

of cortical bone of essentially cylindrical shape with vascular (Haversian) 

cavities that are on average 70 ~m in diameter (Polig, 1989). The average 

dose to osteocytes from 222Rn in the osteon cavities is much less than that 

to osteocytes in trabeculae due to the relatively low fat content of the 

vascular cavities compared to marrow. 

Unlike the soft tissues, the 222Rn in the solid crystalline structure of bone 

mineral will not approach the saturation values governed by 222R n 

solubility. The movement of 222Rn by convection \\"ill be minimal in the 

solid and gel-like components of bone, teeth and cartilage con1pared with 

the transport of 222Rn by convection in soft tissues. In bone mineral, 
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diffusion processes are the dominant mode of 222Rn uptake and this has 

been taken into account by Peterman and Perkins (1988) in their estimate of 

0.07 mBq.kg-1 for the specific activity of bone. This value is relatively low 

compared with a value of 0.5 mBq.kg-1 calculated solely from the estimate 

of the 222Rn saturation solubility in bone, based on the fat content of bone. 

The average UK dose rate from inhaled 222Rn to the bone stem cells of the 

adult is of the order of 22 JlSv.y-l, which is about a quarter of the average 

absorbed dose to the active marrow of the adult, estimated in Chapter 8 of 

this thesis. The dose rate from inhaled 222Rn to the bone stem cells is age

dependent and is the subject of further work. 

Table 2.1. The mean specific activity of 222Rn gas in the whole body at 

different stages of human development calculated from the values for the 

specific activity of organs, assuming inhalation of air containing 1 Bq.m-3 of 

222Rn, as given by Peterman and Perkins (1988). The mean 222Rn specific 

activity of the whole body (given in brackets) has also been estimated 

assuming the body is comprised of fat, non-fat tissue and a skeletal 

component. The concentration of 222Rn in air indoors is about 20 Bq.m-3, 

on average, for the United Kingdom. 

Adult Adult Child Newborn Mid-term 

male female 10 years infant fetus 

old 

Mean 222Rn 

specific activity 1.2 1.6 1.1 0.80 0.44 

for whole body 0.2) (1.6) (1.1 ) (0.85) (0.50) 

(mBq.kg-1 ) 

The effective dose equivalent rate was calculated by multiplying the 

absorbed dose rates by the weighting factors given in ICRP (1990). The 

absorbed dose rates for soft tissues were those estimated in Table A2.1, 

except for red bone marrow which was taken as 3.7 ~v.y-l per Bq.m-3, as 

evaluated in Chapter 8 (Table 8.4, age of 25 years, 2rs = 100 ~). The dose to 

gonads was assumed to be the average of the dose to the ovaries and testes. 

The dose rate of 0.14 ~Sv.y-l per Bq.m-3 to bone, assumes a value of 

0.07 mBq.kg-1 for the 222Rn specific activity in bone. The dose to lung 
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consists of two components, one due to dissolved 222Rn in blood and the 

other due to 222Rn in air, the latter of which was assumed to 6.2 IlSv.y-l per 

Bq.m-3, as given by Peterman and Perkins (1988). The effective dose 

equivalent rate for 222Rn inhaled by adults was calculated to be 2.3 ~v.y-l 

per Bq.m-3, which is approximately twice the value of 1.1 ~Sv.y-l per 

Bq.m-3, reported by Peterman and Perkins (1988). 

The solubility of 222Rn in the tissues of the body, was applied to humans at 

different stages of development to estimate a mean value for the \vhole 

body (Table 2.1). The specific activities of 222Rn at equilibrium for different 

organs assuming inhalation of air containing 1 Bq.m-3 of 222Rn were taken 

from the work of Peterman and Perkins (1988). For comparison, the n1can 

222Rn specific activity of the whole body was calculated considering the 

individual organs of the body as comprising fat, non-fat tissue and skeletal 

(excluding marrow) tissue. The adult female on average has -29~!c of the 

body mass as fat, compared with -18% for males. The age-dependent 

masses of the whole body, organs and tissues were based on data from 

ICRP (1975). The highest mean 222Rn specific activity for the whole body is 

the value of 1.6 mBq.kg-1 for adult females. The whole body 222Rn specific 

activity of males was estimated at 1.2 mBq.kg-1, which is greater than the 

value of 0.59 mBq.kg-1 calculated by Bernard and Snyder (1975). The mean 

222Rn specific activity of the whole body of males and females is 

approximately the same before puberty, as the percentage fat content of the 

body is similar. The whole body 222Rn specific activity is lowest for the 

fetus, with values of 0.44 or 0.54 mBq.kg-1 at mid-term, as estimated by the 

two different methods. The mean 220Rn whole body specific activity of the 

male and female adult is much lower than that for 222Rn, with values 

estimated at 0.027 and 0.028 mBq.kg-1, based on the 220Rn specific activities 

of organs given by Peterman and Perkins (1988). 

2.3 DOSE FROM RADON AND ITS SHORT-LIVED DAUGHTERS TO 

ORGANS AND WHOLE BODY 

The dose to lung, arising from exposure to radon and its daugh ters, is 

primarily related to the potential a-energy of the inhaled daughters, 

although the particle size distribution of the carrier aerosol and the 

unattached fraction of the total a-energy arc also important factors. The 
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bronchial region of the lung receives by far the highest dose equivalent 

from 222Rn progeny, with values of 1000 ~s\'.y-l per Bq.m-3 on the portion 

of the lung as shown in Table 2.2. The dose to the alveolar region of the 

lung is approximately an eighth of that to the bronchial region (ICRP, 1987). 

The dose from 222Rn gas in the air filling the lung and 222Rn dissolved in 

blood contributes less than 2% of the total dose from the inhala tion of 

222Rn and its progeny. The ICRP respiratory track model is undergoing 

major revision and the ICRP's re-assessment of the absorbed doses from 

radon to lung will be published in the near future. 

The work of Eatough and Henshaw (1991) has shown that the basal layer of 

the skin, the target cells for the majority of skin cancers, received an 

absorbed dose of 120 ~Sv.y-l per Bq.m-3. This high dose results from plate

out of 222Rn progeny on uncovered skin; with lower doses, by a factor of 

-16 times, to skin permanently covered by clothing. The mean annual 

dose to an adult's bone marrow due to domestic inhalation of radon 

daughters was estimated as 0.84 ~Sv per Bq.m-3 radon concentration by 

Pohl-Riiling (1982), however a lower value of 0.28 ~Sv per Bq.m-3 is 

estimated in Chapter 8 of this thesis. 

The values for doses in Table 2.2 from 222Rn progeny to organs other than 

the lung, skin and marrow are based on estimates of Pohl-Riiling et al 

(1982). Data from the lung modelling by the ICRP task group (James, 1988; 

James & Birchall, 1989) indicates that doses from 222Rn short-lived 

daughters to organs other than lung are much smaller than the estimates 

of Pohl-Riiling et al. The dose estimates of Pohl-Rilling et al were based on 

experimental data from man and animals and assumed that the activities 

of the inhaled 222Rn progeny were in equilibrium. It has been assumed in 

this work that the equilibrium factor F has an average value of 0.5 for CK 

citizens. The doses to other organs are much lower than those to the lung 

and skin and range from 0.14 - 10 ~v.y-l per Bq.m-3. The dose to blood is 

elevated by the addition of a radiation contribution from its passage 

through the lung. As the body attempts to excrete the daughters of 2:22Rn, 

they concentrate in the kidneys resulting in a dose to kidneys of -9 ~Sv.y-l 

per Bq.m-3. Taking account of the dose to lung and other organs, the 

effective dose equivalent rate may be calculated. Although for many of the 

organs, estimates of the dose from 222Rn are not available, it can be 

expected on the basis of the estimates in Table 2.2 that the effccti\'c do~e 
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equivalent, accounting for all organs, is virtually the same as the numerical 

value based on lung alone with <5% of the contribution to the effective 

dose equivalent from other organs. 

Table 2.2. The dose rate per unit 222Rn concentration in air to various 

organs and tissues of adult humans inhaling 222Rn and its short-lived 

daughters (F = 0.5). For 222Rn gas only the values are taken from Table 

A2.1, except for bone from Peterman and Perkins (1988) and marrow which 

is estimated in Chapter 8. The dose rate from 222Rn daughters has been 

calculated for lung by James (1988), for skin by Eatough and Henshaw 

(1991), for marrow by Richardson et al (1991) and for other organs by Pohl

Rilling et al (1982). 

Organ 222Rn only 222Rn daughters (F=0.5) 

dose equivalent rate dose equivalent rate 

(J..lSv. y-1 per Bq.m-3) (JlSv. y-1 per Bq.m-3) 

Lung 0.92, 6.3a) 1000, 125b ) 

Blood 0.84 2.6,7.8d 

Skin 1.9 120 

Liver 1.3 2.1 

Kidneys 1.3 9.0 

Adrenal glands 3.8 0.95 

Bones 0.14 0.80 

Marrow 3.7 0.28 

Gonads 1.1 d) 0.19 

a) dose from 222Rn in blood and air. b) dose to the bronchial and alveolar regions, 

respectively. c) dose from 222Rn in blood and also a contribution due to the passage through 

lung. d) average of dose to ovaries and testes. 

This does not minimize the value in estimating the absorbed dose to 

organs other than lung, especially for the fetus and the child. The values 

given in Table 2.2 are valid only for adults. The geometry and physiology 

of the respiratory tract of the adult differs from that of a child. Infants and 

children receive higher doses when inhaling radionuclides because of the 

greater deposition rela live to that of an adult (Hofmann ct aI, 1979). Age is 

a critical factor in determining radiation risk. The organ \\'eighting factors 

given in Table A2.1 for calculating the effecti v~ dose equivalent assume a 
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lifetime, from birth to death, exposure to radiation and allows the 

evaluation of the lifetime risk of fatal malignant disease in the exposed 

individual or a serious hereditary defect. These organ weighting factors are 

not suitable for assessing the risk for the lifetime exposure of a child. 

Cancers such as leukaemia, brain tumours and neuroblastoma \\;hich are 

common cancers of spontaneous induction in childhood, occur as a far 

smaller proportion of the total spontaneous cancers in adults. These 

common childhood cancers have been reported by Stewart and Kneale 

(1956) to be generally far more sensitive, relatively to other cancers, to 

induction by irradiation in the fetus and child than they are in adults. 
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CHAPIER3 

CR-39 AUTORADIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL 

AND GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

CR-39 is the most sensitive of the nuclear track recording plastics (Fe\\'s & 

Henshaw, 1983). When a charged particle traverses this material it is 

delineated by a trail of chemical damage. The subsequent immersion of the 

plastic in a suitable etchant such as NaOH results in bulk etching of the 

material at a characteristic rate, VB and preferential etching of the material 

at a characteristic rate VT along the track axis. The etch pit so formed, when 

enlarged to a size that is easily visible under a microscope, can be measured 

to find the etch rate ratio VT/VB and hence the ionisation of the particle. 

CR-39 is unique among the solid state track recorders in that it is very 

sensitive and possesses a high degree of isotropy and uniformity of 

response. In terms of particle nuclear charge (Z) and relativistic velocity (~) 

it records particles in the range 6~Z/~~100. The natural a-particles 

therefore lie towards the middle of the response curve, the relationship 

between ionisation and VT/VB, which means that all species of particles 

can be recorded at full energy and over a wide span of acceptance angles. 

This feature makes CR-39 uniquely attractive for a-particle 

autoradiography. 

The VT range curve for CR-39 has been determined, by other workers, in 

the manner described by Hatzialekou et al (1988). This is plotted in Fig. 3.1 

as the variation of reduced track etch rate, (V T / VB - 1) versus range, a 

relation which is found to scale along the ordinate by a simple factor with 

changes in the plastic sensitivity. This enables the response to be expressed 

as the track etch rate at an arbitrary value of particle range. The track etch 

rate at 10 J.Ull range, VT(lO), is chosen as the scaling parameter. 

The CR-39 plastic used in this work is manufactured in a purpose-built 

clean room facility at Bristol University. The material now produced 

follows extensive research into the polymer chemistry of CR-39 and the 

factors governing the manufacture of an optimum material for nuclear 
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track detection (Henshaw et aI, 1981). The plastic has been used extensively 

for a-particle autoradiography of human autopsy tissue and applied to 

studies of the microdistribution of a-active radionuclides, principally in 

lung, teeth and bone (Hatzialekou et al, 1988). The shrinkage of CR-39 is 

investigated in this thesis, as this constitutes a possible source of error in 

the use of CR-39 for the study of a-particle microdistributions. 

Whenever 222Rn is produced in a sample from the decay of 226Ra it can 

diffuse through the sample and into the plastic itself prior to decay. The 

sampling thickness of 222Rn in CR-39 has been shown theoretically to be a 

rapidly varying function of the diffusion coefficient (Fews, 1982). 222Rn 

diffuses a significant distance dependent on the material and its 

temperature. The diffusion of 222Rn in tissue and CR-39 has been 

extensively investigated in this laboratory. At the sample storage 

temperature of -20oC the mean diffusion distance has been previously 

measured as 100 ~m from the autoradiography of lung tissue. An estimate 

of the radon diffusion distance has been re-examined here by use of 226Ra 

solutions. 222Rn itself decays with a physical half-life of 3.82 days to 218Po 

which further decays within minutes, to 214Pb, then 214po. This results in 

the two a-emitting daughter products of 222Rn moving a negligible 

distance before decay. Depending on their location and angular direction in 

relation to the surface of the CR-39 detector, the three a-emitting daughters 

result in the formation of single, double or triple tracks on the detecting 

plastic. Theoretical and experimental evaluation of the point multiple 

tracks from radon decay allows for the proportioning of single tracks to 

222Rn, that could otherwise be associated with the dominant a-emitter in 

tissue, 210Po. The CR-39 sampling thickness for the multiple tracks 

recorded by the plastic has been estimated theoretically and compared to 

those observed experimentally from frozen 226Ra solutions in contact with 

CR-39. 

Earlier work by Fews (1982) had estimated the sampling thicknesses for 

samples that contained a-emitters that were homogeneously distributed in 

a material that had physical properties of CR-39. In this work estimates are 

made of sampling thicknesses of biological and geological materials \\'hich 

have differing composition and hence stopping power to that of CR-39. 

20 



3.2 SHRINKAGE OF CR-39 PLASTIC 

Shrinkage of the plastic would require a correction of the spatial 

distribution of ex-activity detected on the plastic when comparing wi th the 

actual dimensions of the material being autoradiographed. The shrinkage 

of the plastic was studied by scribing an 8 by 5 array of fiducials on a piece of 

CR-39 from a freshly made batch. Each fiducial was nominally spaced 

20 mm apart in the X and Y directions of the array. Micrometer 

measurements were made of the fiducial separation in the X and Y 

directions on three occasions. Measurements were made after the plastic 

was a) freshly made, b) stored at -200 C for nearly four months, followed by 

pre-etching, involving the removal of 50 Jlm of the surface with caustic 

soda, and c) after drying out in air at room temperature for 10 days. 

The repeat measurements of fiducial separation, shown in Fig. 3.2, gave the 

linear shrinkage of the plastic from its fresh to pre-etched state, a) to b), as 

0.54 (±0.09 SD)%, which remained virtually the same after drying out, a) to 
c), at a value of 0.53 (±0.08 SD)%. 

3.3 CALCULA nON OF SAMPLE ACfIVITY V ALVES 

The conversion of a track density measured in track events per square 

centimetre of plastic surface to an activity concentration value, typically in 

units of Bq.kg-1, requires the calculation of an effective sampling thickness 

't for the tissue. This is defined by 

00 

't = ff(h) m(h) dh 
h-O 

(3.1) 

where m(h) is the relative emission per unit volume of the tissue and f(h) 

is the fraction of tracks emitted at height h above the CR-39 that produce a 

recognisable track. The method of calculating 1 for the constant emissi vi ty 

case m(h) = 1 will be described. The track depth Z, has a cut-off Zc, and the 

dip angle cut-off oe, (Fig. 3.3), such that only tracks with both a depth and 

dip angle greater than these values will be recorded. In this work the valUt.l 

of Zc is assumed to be constant at 2 ~m. The dip angle cut-off occurs at the 

threshold for track detection. The parameter L is the length of track pre"ent 
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in the detector plastic, from its pre-etch surface to the track end. The 

minimum of L is Le. 

1 

Fig. 3.3. The measurable parameters of a track etch cone. 

For a given range of a-particle RClJ it follows that f(h) and 't are given by the 

following relations 

f(h) = 1- Si~SmIn (3.2) 

(Ra-Lc)sin~ 

J 1 - Si;SmIn dh 
't -

(Ra-Lc)lin~ 

J f(h> dh = 
h-O 

(3.3) 

h.O 
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Where Omin is the minimum dip angle detectable at a particular height, and 

is a function of h. The density of single track events p, track.cm-2, on the 

autoradiographs (excluding background tracks), can be converted to the 

sample's activity concentration C, Bq.kg-1, from the mean sampling 

thickness 't, ~m, sampled by the plastic. Therefore, the sample's activity 
concentration can be calculated by 

c = 10
4 

• 10
3 

• P = \. p 
't . 0 . T . 86400 (3.4) 

where 0 is the sample density, g.cm-3, T is the exposure time in days and k 

is the calibration factor, (Bq.kg-1.day per track.cm-2) for the sample under 

CR-39 autoradiography. The sampling thickness is dependent on stopping 

power and density, and therefore the activity concentration of the sample is 
independent of density. 

3.4 THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF CR-39 SAMPLING 

THICKNESSES FOR RADON AND ITS DAUGHTERS 

The sampling thicknesses for 222Rn and its short-lived daughters were 

estimated assuming that the sample material has values of stopping power 

and radon solubility similar to CR-39. The ALPHA computer program 

(Fews, 1982) was run to determine the minimum angle Omin for a given 

height h from the surface of the plastic. The parameters chosen were 

VB = 1.6 ~m.h-1, VT(lO) = 8.0 ~.h-1 and a 6 hour etch, which are typical 

etch conditions for the plastics from the autoradiographic analysis of fetal 

tissue, described in Chapter 6. The variation of f(h) with h for the radon 

daughter 218Po, Ra = 39.8 ~m, is sho\vn in Fig. 3.4. Both negative and 

positive values of h have been considered, to take into account the general 

case where 222Rn may be present in the body of the plastic. It can be seen 

that f(h) is symmetrical about h=-~/2, where tJ. is the amount of material 

removed by bulk etching. The sampling thicknesses calculated and given 

in Table 3.1 assun1e that a single radionuclide, emitting a single a-particle, 

was distributed randomly in the san1ple, \\"ith zero activity present in the 

detector plastic. 
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Table 3.1. The ranges and sampling thicknesses for single a-particles 

emitted from 222Rn and its daughters homogeneously distributed in a 

sample, having the physical properties of CR-39. The ranges are those 

estimated by Fews (1982). 

Nuclide Principle Range in CR-39 Sampling 

a-particle energy Ro (~m) thickness 
Eo (MeV) 't (~m) 

226Ra 4.78 27.8 5.6 
222Rn 5.49 34.5 7.1 
218po 6.00 39.8 8.2 
214po 7.69 59.6 11.1 

21Opo 5.30 32.7 6.7 

Whenever a significant concentration of 226Ra is present in a sample, 

diffusion of the 222Rn prior to its decay will affect the observed track 

distribution in the CR-39. The detailed treatment of radon diffusion in 

tissue and CR-39 is lengthy and only a summary of the important steps 

leading to an estimation of the effective sampling thickness will be 

provided here. A treatment of the full analysis may be found in Fews 

(1982). It is assumed that radon is produced uniformly as a function of 

distance into the tissue sample. It is also assumed in this section that the 

plastic is radium free. The effects of different radon solubilities at the 

tissue/CR-39 interface, as investigated by Eatough (1991), have not been 

taken into account in this work. 

The solutions to the one dimensional diffusion equations describing the 

diffusion across the sample-plastic interface may be given by 

( 
expl -hJ~ Dslo lJ m = mo 1- sample (h~O) 
l+~DsfDp 

(3.5) 

(
eXPl hJ~DptolJ . 

m = rno ~ plastlc (h~O) 
1+ Dp/DS 

(3.6) 
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Where Os and Op are the radon diffusion constants in the sample and the 

plastic respectively, to is the radon mean life and m 0 is the radon 
production rate. 

The sampling thickness 'tRn, for 222Rn and its short-lived daughter nuclei 

is the sum of the sampling thicknesses "[(3,1), "[(3,2) and "[(3,3) for the 

detection of one, two or three a-decays from 222Rn and its daughters. Each 

component sampling thickness is obtained, similar to Eqn 3.1, by 

integration of the fraction of particles recorded from emission at a given 

height, h, above the plastic and the 222Rn concentration at that given 

height m(h). The effect of the term m(h) on the number of a-particles 

emitted from a 218Po point source at a given height h is shown on the 

lower curve in Fig. 3.4. It has been assumed that m is continuous across the 

tissue/plastic interface and that rno = 1. Typical etch conditions and mean 

diffusion distances -.JOpto = -.JDsto = 100 J..I.m were assumed. This value for 

the 222Rn diffusion distance -.J D Sto in lung tissue has been determined 

experimentally by Fews (1982) for the autoradiograph storage temperature 

of -20oC from the separation of 226Ra and 222Rn (plus daughter nuclei) 

recorded in plastic. 

Table 3.2. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental values (Sections 

3.4 & 3.5.2 respectively) of CR-39 sampling thicknesses "[ for radon single 

and multiple tracks. Also given are autoradiographic calibration factors for 

radon kRn based on the multiple tracks (doubles and triples). 

Method of "[(single) "[(double) "[(triple) "[(total) kRn 
determination (J..i.m) (J..I.m) (J..I.m) (J..i.m) (Bq.kg-1. d / 

track.cm- 2) 

Theoretical 17.3 4.7 0.53 22.5 16.8 

("DSto=l~) 
Theoretical 17.5 4.8 0.53 22.8 16.6 

("DSto=17~) 
Experimen tal -- 5.3±1.0 1.1±O.4 --- 20±4 

values 
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The sampling thicknesses t(3,1), t(3,2) and '[(3,3) are calculated from the 

variation of m(h) . f(h) with h, for the Cl-particles emitted from 222Rn, 21 SPo 

and 214po of ranges Ra in CR-39 of 34.5, 39.8 and 59.6 ~,respectively. For 

a mean diffusion distance of 100 ~, the theoretical sampling thickness for 

recording one, two or all three of the three point multiple decays were 

calculated as being 17.3, 4.7 and 0.53 ~m respectively, as shown in Table 3.2. 

The 222Rn calibration factor kRn, based on the sampling thickness of the 

radon multiple tracks 'tRn, was calculated to have a value of approximately 

16.8 Bq.kg-1.day per track.cm-2. The errors and assumptions inherent in 

this value of 'tRn, are discussed further in Section 3.5.2. 

In general, the long-lived Cl-emitters that are naturally present in human 

tissues are 210Po and 226Ra. It is important to calculate the number of single 

tracks that arise from the decay of 226Ra and its daughters. The number of 

single tracks N s on the plastic that in fact originate from 226Ra and the 

222Rn multiple decays can be given by Ns = f. N m where 

'tRa+ 't(3,1) 
f = -'t(-3,-2-) -+-'t-(3-,3-) (3.7) 

Based on the theoretical values of sampling thicknesses given in Tables 3.1 

and 3.2 the value of f is calculated as approximately 4.4. This theoretical 

value of f is compared with an experimental value and its error in Section 

3.5.1. 

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF RADON DIFFUSION AND 

CR-39 CALIBRATION FACTORS 

3.5.1 Mean radon diffusion distance by nearest neighbour separations 

A study was set up to calibrate and determine the 226Ra and 222Rn sampling 

thicknesses 'tRa and 'tRn under the conditions of CR-39 autoradiography 

storage, at -20·C and to compare these values with theoretical predictions. 

CR-39 was placed in polythene pots containing weighed amounts of 

distilled water, with 226Ra in solution. In a second attempt the sodium salt 

of an organic complex, ethylenediaminetetroacetic acid, \4;as also added, at 

0.1 g/lOOg of water, to prevent plate-out of radium onto CR-39. \\'ith the 
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CR-39 totally immersed, the pots were doubly sealed before fast-freezing in 

liquid nitrogen. The CR-39 was exposed to the 226Ra solution for 38 and 31 

days in two separate experiments at -20·C, as described in this section and 

Section 3.5.2. The coordinates for single tracks and multiple track sites were 

found under the microscope, allowing the first nearest neighbour 

separations to be determined. Allowance has been made for edge effects by 

including only those tracks' nearest neighbours that lie at a distance greater 

than the mean separation (400±350 ~m) from the edge of area of CR-39 

analysed. 

The characteristics of 226Ra autoradiography may be investigated by its 

nearest neighbour distribution, which would be expected to be composed of 

a) random distribution of tracks from the original 226Ra together with 

randomly distributed 222Rn whose parent 226Ra was not detected and 

b) separations with an exponential fall-off due to diffusion of 222Rn from 

226Ra. The number of randomly distributed ex-particles can be derived by 

calculating the probability P(n,r)dr for the nth nearest neighbour which lie 

between rand r+ dr. The random distribution is normalised to the total 

number of events N, where p is the track count per unit area (Fews, 1982). 

21tn r2n-t pn N -1tr2p 
P(n,r) dr = (n-l)! . e • dr (3.8) 

The distribution of the first nearest neighbour separations are shown in 

Fig. 3.5. The random distribution was calculated by Eqn 3.8 with the 

distribution normalised to the experimental results. The chi-squared test 

gives a 0.1 % probability level tha t the observed distribution fi ts the 

Poissonian distribution, for separations ranging from 350-1250 ~m. The 

poor fit is probably due to the edge cut-off of 400 ~ being too small a 

distance to exclude events seen at relatively large separations. The excess 

counts at low separations are caused by the diffusion of 222Rn from the 

parent 226Ra. If it is assumed that the plastic is a t\\'O dimensional sheet of 

infinite extent then the diffusion equation can be shown to be of the form 

r 
In P(r) = constant - ~ 

Dslo 
(3.9) 
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The mean diffusion distance and diffusion coefficient were found bv 

plotting a graph of In (observed frequency - random distribution) again~t 
track separation (Fig. 3.6). The gradient gives the mean diffusion distance 

~Dsto = 170 (±60) ~ 

An alternative method based on the direct measurement of the diffusion of 

radon in ice by Eatough (1991) yielded a value for "Os1o of 200 (range 100-

400) ~m at -20·C. The diffusion coefficient Os of 222Rn in water at -20·C 

was found, in this work, to be 

DS = 60 (±20) x 10-9 m2·s-1 

The errors for ~Dsto and Os are large. The uncertainty may be reduced by 

lowering the track density and analysing a larger surface area with a greater 

number of tracks. In this experiment there were 497 single, 100 double and 

34 triple track events identified on a piece of plastic with an area of 6.25 

cm 2. This gives an experimental value for the ratio f of the number of 

226Ra single tracks Ns to multiple decays N m to be 3.7±0.S. In view of the 

low track count, the theoretical analysis was not extended to investigate the 

second and third nearest neighbours to give additional evaluations of the 

diffusion distance. 

3.5.2 Experimental detennination of activity calibration factors for radon 

The track density per unit area on CR-39 of single and multiple events was 

determined for ten known activities (1.7 - 26 Bq.kg-1) of 226Ra solutions 

with an organic complex added. These known activities were then 

compared to the theoretical activities calculated from the observed track 

densities on CR-39. Assuming that the 226Ra activity is equal to the 222Rn 

activity then it can be shown (Henshaw et aI, 1988) that the activity per unit 

mass of sol u tion (Bq. kg-I) is 

kRn. pm 
CRa - T (3.10) 

where kRn is the 222Rn calibration factor, Pm is the track density of the 

multiple events and T is the time of exposure. The multiple track density 
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increases, as expected, with the activity concentration of the radium 

solution (Fig. 3.7). Assuming a linear relationship, the gradient by non

weighted least squares analysis has a value of 1.5±O.3 (SE, n=10) multiples 

per cm2, per Bq.kg-1. Allowing the sample to have a density of 0.92 g.cm-3, 

this leads to a 222Rn calibration factor kRn of 20±4 Bq.kg-1.day per track.an-2, 

which compares with 16.6 Bq.kg-1.day per track.cm-2 by theory considering 

~Dsto = 170 J..lm. The error in the theoretical value kRn is discussed in 

Section 3.6. The intercept of Fig. 3.7 represents the background multiple 

track events and has a value 4.2±4.6 multiples per cm2, and so is not 

significantly different from zero. The experimental sampling thicknesses, 

't(3,2) and 't(3,3), for recording two or all three of the point multiple decays 

were measured as being 5.3±1.0 and 1.1±O.4 ~m respectively. 

The estimations of sampling thicknesses for 222Rn by the theoretical and 

experimental methods given here are not strictly compatible. The 

theoretical calculations assume the sample material containing radon is 

CR-39 while the experimental method utilises radium in ice. 

Autoradiography of soft tissue is more analogous to the experimental 

rather than the theoretical method, as soft tissue comprises of >90% water. 

No account has been taken in the theoretical estimation of the 222R n 

sampling thickness, of the relative radon solubility of ice and CR-39 plastic. 

Similarly, when radon solubility is taken into account the calibration factor 

kRn is expected to increase in value compared to that given in this work 

(Eatough, 1991). This is also the case for tissue samples against CR-39, 

where the radon solubili ty is principally dependent on the protein and fat 

content. 

3.6 SAMPLING THICKNESSES FOR BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL 

MATERIALS 

The theoretical determination of sampling thicknesses in Section 3.4 

assumes that the sample under autoradiography has the same a-particle 

stopping power dEl d x as CR-39. In this v .. ·ork the samples under 

autoradiography include soils, soft tissue and bone whose calibration factor 

k will differ significantly from those of CR-39 itself. The stopping powers 

and a-particle ranges were estimated for several materials based on the 

elen1ental stopping power formulae given by Ziegler (1977). The stopping 
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powe~s of compounds were estimated by the additivity rule, summing the 
stopping powers of the constituent elements. According to the additivity 
rule, ~h~ relative stopping power of a compound of molecular weight M 

contammg Nl atoms of atomic weight AI, etc., is given by Eqn 3.11. 

(3.11) 

The range for a-particles of a given energy Ea (MeV) were obtained by 
integration where 

Ea 
fI(-dE)-t Ra= (I dx dE (3.12) 

The elemental composition and density of fat and liver are given by ICRP 

(1975). The stopping power of the adult liver and fetal liver were found to 
differ by <2%, with insignificant differences in the calibration factors for 
age-dependent values of this soft tissue. The elemental composition and 
density of the cortical bone of the fetus (20 weeks) and the adult are given 
by Dickerson (1962). The composition of both granite and soil were 
assumed to be silicon oxide, with densities given by Booker (1984). 

An a-particle that is emitted from a radionuclide in the sample and 

detected in the plastic will have the initial part of its range R, within the 
sample and the latter portion of its range Rt terminating in the CR-39 

plastic. For a given a-particle range Rt in CR-39, an equivalent range in the 
material being autoradiographed can be estimated, corresponding to the 
energy of the a-particle at the point of entry into the CR-39 plastic. The 

calculation of the full a-particle range entirely within the sample, allows Rl 

to be calculated. The sampling thickness 't is then estimated as described in 

Section 3.3. 

The sampling thicknesses were calculated for a-particles with a range of 

energies, Ea from 0-10 MeV. The variation of 't • 0 with Ea is shown in 

Fig. 3.8 for several biological and geological materials. The sampling 
thickness 't is itself inversely proportional to the density 0 of the sample, 
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whereas the factor 't . D is independent of density, as is the calibration factor 

k. The range R(lJ sampling thicknesses 't and and calibration factor k \4lere 

estimated for the 5.3 MeV a-particle emitted from 210po for differen t 

materials (Table 3.3). The sampling thicknesses of the biological materials 

analysed range from 5.3-8.6 11m and the calibration factors range from 
11.5-15.0 Bq.kg-1.day per track.cm-2. 

Table 3.3. The a-particle ranges, sampling thicknesses and calibration 

factors estimated for the 5.3 MeV a-particle emitted from 210po for several 

biological and geological materials. The density of the materials is also 
given. 

Material Density of a-particle Sampling Calibra tion 
material range Ra thickness '[ factor k 
(g.cm-3) in material of material (Bq.kg-1. d / 

(11m ) (11m ) track.cm-2) 

Fat 0.9 41.7 8.6 15.0 
Liver 1.06 37.9 7.8 14.1 
Fetal cortical bone 1.43 31.5 6.4 12.6 

Adult cortical bone 1.92 25.8 5.3 11.5 

Soil, 25% water content 1.33 28.3 5.8 15.1 

Granite rock 2.67 20.6 4.2 10.4 

The a-particle stopping power of biological samples can be expected to be 

relatively homogeneous for different areas of soft tissue samples, but 

significantly different for components of trabecular bone. A cross-section of 

adult trabecular bone, comprises of mineral bone and marrow. It can be 

expected that the calibration factor k for the mineral bone component will 

be similar to the value for cortical bone, calculated at 11.5 Bq.kg-1.day per 

track.cm-2. The calibration factor for marrow can be assumed to be similar 

to that of the liver, also a soft tissue. The value of the calibration factor for 

liver is different by 18% to that for cortical bone. The calibration factor for 

fetal bone is only different by 11 % to the value of k for soft tissue. The 

greater part of the trabecular volume is composed of marrow rather than 

bone mineral (ICRP, 1975). The calciun1 content of bone mineral from a 

child or fetus is less than that of adult bone. Therefore the stopping power 
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and calibration factor for a cross-section of trabecular bone from a child or 

fetus can be expected to be closer to that of marrow than the values for the 

cortical bone of an ad ul t. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOIL RADON AND ALPHA-ACl]VITY IN BRISTOL AND CORNWALL 

4.1 INTRODUcnON 

Soils contain 238U and 232Th from the primeval beginnings of the Earth. 

The levels of radon and thoron in soil gas depend mainly on the soil type 

and on the concentrations of radium (226Ra) and thorium (232Th) in the 

soil. Important factors are the distribution of 222Rn, 220Rn and their decay 

prod ucts due to their different half-lives, and the rate of exhalation from 

the soil, which is influenced by the meteorological conditions (Taipale & 

Winqvist, 1985). These same factors influence the gas concentrations in 

homes (Steinhausler, 1975). Soil gas radon is a potential source of indoor 

radon and daughters with significant correlations between the 

concentrations of indoor radon and soil gas radon found in areas with 

elevated levels (Reimer & Gundersen, 1989). It is important to investigate 

soil radon gas and total a-activity, as radon concentrations in UK homes 

are in some cases strongly related to the local geology (Wrixon et aI, 1988). 

The activity of 226Ra in soils and rocks broadly follows that of 238U. 226Ra 

and its decay products are partly responsible for the ambient gamma-ray 

dose rate; the other major contributors are 40K and 232Th and its decay 

products. The outdoor gamma-ray field may therefore also be used as an 

indicator of the possible presence of elevated levels of 226Ra in rocks and 

soils. 

A small survey was arranged to measure the soil radon and a-activi ty 

using the CR-39 autoradiographic techniques described by Camplin et al 

(1988). Investigations were carried out in Cornwall as this county can be 

expected to exhibit much higher levels compared with those of the city of 

Bristol in the county of Avon. A variation of the rates of childhood and 

adult leukaemias have been observed with higher rates, in general, in 

Cornwall compared with Avon County, although the district data does not 

exhibit the same trend (Cartwright et aI, 1990). The Helford Estuary \\'as 

chosen in South Corn \\'all, in order to investiga te the likelihood of a 
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relationship between the presence of an Estuary and a-activity levels in 

soil. An elevated but non-significant risk of leukaemias was reported to be 

associated with 'estuarine residence' of UK citizens of 0-84 years bv 
~ '. 

McKinney et al (1989). Estuaries in Cornwall are of particular interest as 

the sedimentary soils are often washed down from granite outcrops in the 
in terior of the county. 

4.2 METHODS 

4.2.1 Soil radon and total a-activity analysis 

Experiments were carried out in the month of September, at two locations. 

The first, in the vicinity of the Helford Estuary of South Cornwall (Fig. 4.1) 

and the second in the Fishponds district of the city of Bristol. These 

locations were chosen because of their potential differences in the soil 

radon and a-activity concentrations due to the geology of the two areas. 

The underlying rock in the Cornwall sites, except for sites D and F, is 

rhyolite and allied types, geological rock type code 37 (Geological Survey, 

1979). The underlying rock for sites D is granite and allied types, code 34: 

site F is ultrabasic rock, code 31. The Bristol site has underlying rock of the 

Westphallan, Upper Carboniferous period, code 82-3. 

Sites A-D in South Cornwall were situated along the Polwheeveral Creek 

from near its mouth (site A) to 7 km along the creek to its source near site 

D. Sites B1-B6 ran transversely to Polwheveral Creek at distances of I, 3, 10, 

100, 250 and 600 m from the water-line at site Bl to the higher site B6 at 95 

m elevation situated 600 m away. The distance from each site to the 

Helford Estuary was also tentatively assessed, but not given here. There 

were also two other locations, site E at Tolvan near Creek and site F at 

Higher Tregaddra high to the south of the Helford River catchment area. 

Only one site was studied in Bristol and this \vas situated near a small 

stream, the Gosey, in the district of Fishponds. 
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Fig.4.1 Map of sites in South Cornwall showing in detail the 
vicinity of the Helford Estuary. 
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In all, up to six different measurements were obtained for a gIven soil 
sample. 

i) The in situ terrestrial gamma-ray activity, mSv.y-l. 

ii) The soil radon concentration, kBq.m-3, measured in situ. 

iii) The total a-activity concentration, kBq.kg-1, of soil, measured in 
situ. 

iv) The total a-activity concentration, kBq.kg-1, of soil, measured in the 
laboratory, with no water removed. 

v) The total a-activity concentration, kBq.kg-1, of soil, measured after 
drying in the laboratory. 

vi) The water content of the soil samples as a percentage of the original 
mass of soil. 

At the majority of sites, a single CR-39 radon detector and below that a 

CR-39 soil a-activity detector were buried 0.2 m beneath the soil's surface, 

and soil samples taken for later analysis in the laboratory. The radon 

detectors consisted of a polypropylene beaker-sized container with a water

tight lid. Inside was placed a 15 mm2 piece of CR-39. The in situ soil 

a-activity detector consisted of 30x15 mm piece of CR-39, which was placed 

directly beneath the radon pot. After the period of exposure, the in situ 

radon and soil a-activity detectors were removed, and soil samples 

collected from the sites for later analysis. Several detectors were exposed in 

situ and soil samples taken at the Bristol location. At site B1 one radon 

measurement was made and nine soil samples were taken in a 3x3 m grid. 

The gamma-ray activity, mainly terrestrial in origin, was measured using 

an environmental radiation meter (Mini-Instruments type 6-80, with G-M 

probe type MC71). The probe was positioned 1 m above the ground and the 

count recorded for 600 or 1000 seconds. 

In the laboratory a weighed portion of the soil sample was placed in a small 

polypropylene container with a 15 mm2 piece of CR-39 embedded in it for 

28 or 55 days. A second portion of soil was 'Neighed and dried at 1050 C in 

an oven (Memmert, Germany) for 24 hours. After drying, the soil sample 

was allowed to cool for 20 minutes in a desiccator (Pyrex, France) 
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containing blue silica-gel crystals. The soil was re-weighed and the water 
content calculated. 

4.2.2 Automated analysis of soil radon and total a-activity detectors 

The CR-39 detectors were etched by being immersed for 1 hour in 6.25~ 
sodium hydroxide solution at 98°C. The a-tracks were scanned, identified 

and counted over a given area, using an automated scanning system 

developed by Fews and Henshaw (1983). Images of the a-tracks were 

obtained in a conventional light microscope and transmitted by a video 

camera to a microprocessor. The image data was then transmitted in 

compressed form to a MicroVax MicroVMS 4.5 computer where the main 

analysis took place. The system operates with a motorised microscope

stage capable of stepping in 1 J.lm steps. The microscope was fitted with an 

autofocus that allows positioning of the objective to within 1 J.lm of the 

surface. Scanning took place with a magnification of 0.5 J.lm/pixel and an 

optimum resolution of 0.2 J.lm by interpolation. The CR-39 detectors were 

scanned mostly over an area 7x7 mm, with a minimum area scanned of 

3x3 mm for the highest track densities. 

The image recognition and measurement of the etched a-particle tracks are 

complex due to the variation of track geometry with a-particle range, dip 

angle and etch conditions. In the ideal case, as described later for the 

manual measurements of the track etch rate, there are five measurable 

parameters of the etched track: the major and minor axes of the opening 

mouth Mj, Mi, the total projected track length X, the track depth Z and the 

diameter of the etched track m (Fig. 3.3). The scanning system restricts 

measurements of parameters to those projected on the horizontal plane 

and does not measure the track depth Z. For a given track only a given 

number of the four track parameters may be measurable. In the case of a 

non-etched out track m = 0; in the example of shallow tracks M j > X wi th 

only Mi, Mj measurable. 
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A variety of selection cri teria has been developed \\.'hich are applied to 

select tracks of a well defined geometry and to reject non-tracks, such as 

scratch marks, surface defects or dirt. The track selection criteria are:-

a) Area of an event. 

b) Mean optical density of an event. 

c) A symmetry integral is evaluated over the entire area of the event. 

d) The convexity of the event perimeter is computed by determining 

the fraction of the perimeter that is concave. 

e) Minimum and maximum limits for the Mi and Xi/~1j axes are 
applied. 

A simulation of the track characteristics was performed for radon and the 

a-particles considered to be present in the soil. The simulation was carried 

out using algorithms developed by Fews (1982). It assumed that the track 

lengths in the plastic have a minimum detectable penetration of 3 ).J.m and 

a maximum range of 75 ).J.m. The latter corresponds to the range in CR-39 

of the most energetic a-particle, of 8.8 MeV from 212Po, from the 238U and 

232Th decay chains whose radionuclides are commonly found in soil 

(Nazaroff et aI, 1988). The bulk etch rate VB of the plastic was determined 

from the measurement of the diameter of fission tracks of 252Cf. The track 

etch rate at a residual range of 10 ).J.m, VT(lO), was determined from the 

manual measurement of parameters of tracks from the 252Cf calibration 

source. These parameters allow for the the scaling of the general form of 

the track etch rate versus the particle range relationship. A computer 

programme, ALPHA, was employed to determine the minor and major 

axes of the tracks expected (Hatzialekou et al, 1988). Track Mi and Mj Icut

offs' were chosen from the simulation and then applied by computation to 

events detected by the automatic scanning system. Visual examination 

confirmed that the selection criteria maximised the identification of real 

a-tracks while minimizing the events that did not represent real a-tracks. 

The automated scanning system was calibrated by comparing the number 

of tracks identified \\'ith those counted in the san1e area by an observer, 

using a microscope \\'i th a x20 objecti ve lens. Plastics were analysed that 

were exposed to radon over the \\'hole range of track densi ties experienced 



in the study. The calibration was limited to a-tracks from soil radon rather 

than those in plastic in direct contact with soil, as the radionuclides in soil, 

and hence the track characteristics, can be expected to vary with the site. 

The automated scanning of the exposed plastics was carried out under the 

event selection criteria as described earlier. The system was calibrated by 

determining the fraction of the observed tracks that the automated system 

identified as isolated tracks for a range of track densities (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.2). 

The radon detectors were calibrated by subjecting 5 pieces of CR-39 to a 

radon flux of 760 kBq.m-3.h-1 for 24 hours which resulted in 2100±500 (SE) 

tracks.cm-2 being identified by the system. Assuming the background to be 

negligible, the radon concentration, Bq.m-3, is given by k.p/T, where p is 

the track density and T the exposure time. The CR-39 calibration factor k 

for radon detectors was determined to be 15±4 Bq.m-3.d per track.cm-2. 

Table 4.1. The tracks per unit area of CR-39 exposed in radon detectors in 

soil. The single and total, including overlapping events, track event 

densities of ten selected plastics were compared for an observer with that of 

the automated scanning system. 

CR-39 sam pIe Observer Automated 

number tracks.mm-2 tracks.mm-2 

1 37±1 23±1 

2 94+5 54+4 

3 203+8 128±6 

4 320+10 201+8 

5 325±13 174±9 

6 396±20 237±15 

7 962±31 402±20 

8 1042+41 426±26 

9 1087±33 395±20 

10 4304+88 457±29 
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Fig. 4.2. The track density of exposed soil radon detectors as quanitified by the automated 
scanning system versus an observer. The standard errors are given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.2. The soil radon and total a-activity concentration at sites in 

South Cornwall and Bristol. The standard error is given for indi\'idual 
measurements, except for the water content whose measurement error is 

assumed to be negligible. Where multiple detectors or samples \vere 

analysed for a particular site, the mean and standard deviation values are 
given instead in bold script. 

Sites Radon In situ soil Wet soil Dry soil Gamma- Water 
and cone. a-acti vi ty laboratory laboratory ray content 
designation (kBq.m-3) conc. a-activity -activity activity (%) 

of detectors (kBq.kg-1) ronco cone. (mSv .y-l) 

(kBq .kg-1) (kBq.kg-1) 

South 

CORNWALL 

A i 0.27±0.07 0.63±0.02 0.50±O.02 0.67±0.03 0.87±0.05 18 
A ii 0.70+0.19 0.30±0.01 0.42±O.01 0.62±0.02 0.96±0.06 16 
B1 i-ix NA NA O.22±O.lO O.Sl±O.33 NA 57±t2 
B2 i 93+25 0.97+0.02 1.53±0.04 5.59±0.09 1.56±0.09 30 
B3i 7.9±2.1 0.66+0.02 0.50±0.02 0.82±0.02 0.98±0.05 29 
B4i 2.0±0.5 0.79±0.02 0.49±O.02 0.84±0.02 0.98±O.05 28 
BS i 4.6+1.2 0.52±0.01 0.48±O.02 0.77±0.02 1.16±O.07 26 

B6i 17+4.4 1.03±0.02 0.63±O.02 0.69±0.02 1.08±0.06 28 

C i 2.6+0.7 0.26±0.01 0.34±O.01 1.22±0.04 1.16±0.07 25 

D i 0.93±0.25 0.43+0.02 0.19±O.01 1.21±O.04 0.76±O.05 75 

D i 23±6.2 4.81+0.08 0.57+0.02 1.88±0.05 1.11±0.06 54 

D i 7.2±1.9 0.85+0.02 0.40+0.01 1.34+0.04 1.09±0.06 66 

E i 6.7±1.8 0.36+0.01 0.51±0.02 1.25+0.03 0.99±0.05 48 

F i 1.0+0.3 0.22±0.01 0.18+0.01 0.35±0.01 0.59±0.04 26 

BRISTOL 

1 i-v O.29iO.tt 0.36+0.29 0.52+0.09 0.49±0.30 NA 28±7 

NA: not available 
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A calibration procedure based on theory rather than experimentation was 

carried out for the soil total a-activity detectors, as practical difficulties were 

experienced in attempting to obtain a standard source consisting of a block 

of material homogeneously impregnated with a given activity of 

a-emitter. The calibration of the a-activity detectors was estimated 

theoretically as described earlier in Section 3.4. The CR-39 calibration factor 

k for soil, containing moisture, was estimated to be 11.4 Bq.kg-1.d per 

track.cm-2, assuming that the a-particles detected in soil have the 

characteristics of 210po. The composition of the soil particles was assumed 

to be Si02, the soil density 1.33 g.cm-3 and the \vater content taken as 25% 

and the porosity as 50%. The CR-39 calibration factor k for dry soil was 

estimated to be 10.4 Bq.kg-1.d per track.cm-2. 

4.3 RESULTS 

There is a strong linear relationship between the number of events 

identified by the automated system and those counted manually by a 

microscope observer, for track densities <40,000 tracks.cm-2 (Fig. 4.2). The 

calibration ratio of events selected by the automated system to that of an 

observer was 0.587+0.008. For track densities >40,000 tracks.cm-2 there is a 

gradual reduction in the system's efficiency to identify events, with 

0.106±O.009 of the observed events detected for a track density of 430,000 

tracks.cm-2, where about half the tracks were overlapping one or more 

neighbouring tracks. 

The mean soil radon concentration for all the South Cornwall sites is 

13±25 (SO, n=13) kBq.m-3, including the exceptionally high concentration 

of 93±27 (5E) kBq.m-3 for site B2. This compares with the much lower 

levels of 0.3±0.1 (S0, n=5) kBq.m-3 for the Bristol site. The mean total 

a-activity concentration measured in situ at the South Cornwall sites was 

0.88±1.09 (S0, n=13) kBq.kg-1 compared with the a-activity as measured in 

the laboratory of 0.5±O.3 (S0, n=13) kBq.kg-1 for wet soil and 1.3±1.4 

(S0, n=13) kBq.kg- 1 for dried soil. The mean in situ a-activity 

concentration for the Bristol site of 0.4±0.3 (SO, n=5) kBq.kg-1 was lower 

than that of South Cornwall. At the Bristol site, the values for the 
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a-activity concentration, as measured in the laboratory, are O.S±O.l 

(SD, n=5) kBq.kg-1 for wet soil and 0.5+0.3 (5D, n=5) kBq.kg-1 for dried soil. 

The a-activities of dried soil from Corn\\'all are about 2.5-fold those 
measured in Bristol. 

There is no significant relationship between soil radon concentration and 

the total a-activity concentration of wet soil, including measurements 

made in situ and in the laboratory. There is a strong correlation (p<O.OOl) 

between the soil radon concentration and the total a-activity of dried soil 

(Fig. 4.3). Soils with a high water content attenuate the 222Rn a-acti vi ty 

present in soil, resulting in lower activities being recorded on CR-39. This 

is demonstrated by a decrease in the ratio of the wet to dry soil a-activity, as 

measured in the laboratory, with increased water content in the soil (Fig. 

4.4), which, if assumed to follow an inverse linear relationship, exhibits a 

strong association (p<O.Ol). No significant trend was found relating soil 

radon or total a-activities to the distance from Polwheveral Creek or the 

Helford Estuary. 

The outdoor terrestrial gamma-ray activity was found to increase 

significantly (p<O.OOS) with the soil's radon concentration. The gamma-ray 

activity also correlates significantly (p<0.005) with the total a-activity of 

dried soil. The range of the gan1ma-ray activities (0.6-1.6 m5v.y-l) in South 

Cornwall was two orders of magnitude less than the range of the soil radon 

concentrations (0.3-93 kBq.m-3). 

4.4. DISCUSSION 

The house to house variation In the radon concentration in the town of 

Street in Somerset, UK extends to a factor of thirty or more (D. Henshaw, 

personal communication). We can expect the soil radon concentration and 

total a-activity to vary greatly, depending on very localised conditions. 

The variation in soil radon concentrations for a particular site is much 

larger than the variation in soil a-activity concentrations measured either 

in situ or in the laboratory. For example, at site 0 in Halvosso all three 

detectors were situated within 15 m of each other, yet the soil radon 
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concentrations measured were 0.9±0.3, 23~6 and 7±2 kBq.m-3. This could 

be a genuine effect or alternatively the lowest reading may be due to the 

soil radon pot becoming partly filled with water, as the soil beneath the 

radon pot with the lowest reading had the highest water content measured. 

A major influence on soil radon levels is the ex-activity of the soil 

immediately surrounding the buried radon pots. This is evident from the 

strong relationship between the radon concentration and the total 

a-activity of dried soils (Fig. 4.3). The shallow depth of 0.2 m at which the 

detectors were buried probably enhances this relationship. For an area of 

weak to moderate radon levels, Nason and Cohen (1987) found a weak 

correlation between 222Rn in soil gas and 226Ra in soil at 0.37 m, while 

reporting the non-existence of an association for a greater depth of 1 m. 

There is a great variation in radon in soil, even greater in magnitude than 

for radon in dwellings. Soil gas concentrations, up to 500 kBq.n1-3, have 

been measured in the USA (Reimer & Gundersen, 1989) compared with 

radon concentrations, up to 100 kBq.m-3, in homes in the USA (Kerr, 1988). 

Measurements in the USA show that average soil radon concentrations are 

one to two orders of magnitude greater than radon concentrations in 

homes (Nasun & Cohen, 1987). This study finds, as have others, that the 

elevated radon concentrations in soil, as in homes, varies in a complex 

manner with the geology. The average indoor radon concentration, in 

Devon and Cornwall, for areas with underlying rhyolite rock, code 37, is 

given by Wrixon et al (1988) as -390 Bq.m-3 which compares to an average 

soil radon concentration of 4.5±S.7 (SO, n=8, excl uding site B2) kBq.m- 3 

measured in rhyolite regions of this study. For underlying rock of granite 

and ultrabasic the mean radon concentrations in the home were -400 and 

35 Bq.m-3, with too few soil radon measurements taken to comment on 

associated levels in soil. 

No relationships were found, for the few measurements performed, 

between soil radon or a-activity concentrations and the distance from 

Polwheveral Creek or the Helford Estuary. Although the pathway is 

uncertain, it is known that certain radionuclides concentrate in estuarine 

sedin1ents. The emanating power of soil radon gas depenJs on the specific 

surface area of the soil particles (Bossus, 1984). Emanation measurements 
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have shown that smaller soil particles, such as silt, contribute a relativel\' 

greater proportion of radon and thoron exhaling from the ground surface 

than larger soil particles (Megumi & Mamuro, 1974). Another factor 

affecting the emanation of radon from the ground is the porosity of the 

soil, which varies with soil type, a parameter not recorded in this survey. 

Radon surveys in the UK found that dwellings on clay have the lowest 

concentrations, and dwellings on more porous sedimentary rock such as 

chalk were higher (IEHO, 1988; Wrixon et aI, 1988). It is of interest that by 

far the highest soil radon and dry a-activity concentrations were found 

outside a small tunnel of a disused tin mine. These high activities can be 

accounted for on the basis that base metal occurrences may have elevated 

uranium and radium concentrations associated with them (Peake, 1988). 

There is a general masking in wet soils of the a-acti vi ties detected for wa ter 

content greater than about 20% (Fig. 4.4). Although this study did not 

investigate the relationship between soil radon concentrations and water 

content, the radon concentration for very high and low soil water content 

has been found by Lindmark and Rosen (1985) to be much lower than for 

normal soil moisture content. The emanation has been measured to be 

approximately constant for an immediate range of water content, 

depending on the soil type (Luetzelschwab et aI, 1989). It has been put 

forward by Andrews and Wood (1972), that moisture in soil enhances the 

release of radon from soil particles by preventing the re-absorption of 

recoil radon atoms in adjacent solid surfaces. The presence of moisture in 

the soil overburden can dissol ve the diffusing radon, and water 

percolation may remove it by the transport mechanism. In summer, the 

ventilation of surface soils and the home is better than in the winter and 

radon in both the soil and the home are seasonally low. In the autumn, 

the low evaporation and rain make the soil wet and ventilation is poorer 

in soil and the hon1e, with higher radon levels experienced (Taipale & 

Winqvist, 1985). It could be expected that for periods of very wet 

conditions the radon levels in soil and the home would be reduced. 

In summary, the total a-activity of soil is very dependent on the water 

content of the soil. The analysis of the total a-activity of soil is probably 

best carried out after drying the soil. The range of soil radon gas 
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concentrations measured in South Cornwall was very \ ... ide, \ ... ith the 

highest values similar to the highest recorded in the USA. Higher 

extremes in domestic radon levels have been measured in the lJSA, 

perhaps indicating the possibility of finding isolated examples of domestic 

radon levels in the UK greater than presently recorded. The examination 

in this study of soil radon and total a-activities in relation to the proximity 

of an estuary was limited and is an area where further \\'ork would be 

worthwhile considering the epidemiological link with a raised incidence of 

leukaemia. 
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CHAPTERS 

LOW-LEVEL CR-39 AUTORADIOGRAPHY 

5.1 INTRODUCIlON 

At the commencement of this study it was realised that the long-lived 

a-activities in fetal tissue analysed in Chapter 6, were close to or perhaps 

beyond the detection limit of CR-39 autoradiography. The background 

tracks found on CR-39 are important in that they are a major factor limiting 

the sensitivity of CR-39 autoradiography. Therefore the techniques and 

theoretical evaluation of low-level autoradiography have been extended to 

improve the evaluation of the background track density. The exposure of 

background control plastics has allowed estimates to be made of the lower 

limits of detection for CR-39 autoradiography of a-activity concentrations 

of biological sam pIes. 

Low-level a-detection is achieved by use of a pre-etch technique to reveal 

background tracks present on the CR-39, introduced principally from the 

casting glass (Hatzialekou et aI, 1988). Typically, 40 ~m of bulk surface are 

removed in this etch which is carried out immediately prior to tissue 

loading. The effect is to enlarge the background tracks to a size well 

separated from sample tracks following the second etch after tissue storage. 

Although this technique adequately separates background tracks entering 

the pre-etched plastic surface, this may not be true of other types of 

background event. For instance, the decay of 226Ra or 224Ra near to the 

surface of the casting glass, at temperatures up to 900 C, may result in the 

diffusion into and subsequent decay of the daughter products 222Rn or 

220Rn under the surface but within the pre-etch surface volume of CR-39. 

Also, a-active impurities in the CR-39 may similarly give rise to latent 

tracks which, although revealed by the pre-etch process, produce etch-pits 

of sizes which can be confused with sample tracks. 

In this chapter, the background tracks on control blanks are anal y~l'd to 

show that the background track density distribution is significantly affected 

by non-Poissonian processes. These may be due to a number l)f other 

processes such as variation of in1purities in the casting glass and the 
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detector material. The background coun t is also affected by the 

manufacturing process and the identification of tracks by the microscope 
observer. 

5.2 ALPHA-ACIlVITY PER UNIT MASS OF TISSUE 

The analysis procedures of the CR-39 autoradiography of biological tissues 

have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Hatzialekou et aI, 1988). The 
single track events may originate from 210Po or 226Ra. In human tissues, 

210po is generally more abundant than 226Ra, therefore single tracks 

originate principally from 210Po, but with a smaller proportion of the single 

tracks originating from 226Ra and its daughters. Multiple track events, 

comprising of two or three tracks, are considered to arise from the decay of 
226Ra and its daughters. 

5.2.1 226Ra activity concentration 

Whenever 222Rn is produced in a sample from the decay of 226Ra it can 

diffuse through the sample and into the plastic itself prior to decay 

(Henshaw et aI, 1988). The presence of radon is readily identified by the 

observation of characteristic double or triple track events where two or 
three of the decays from 222Rn and its short-lived daughters nuclei 218po 

and 214po are recorded in the plastic. The number of multiple track events 

observed on the sample autoradiograph includes a contribution from the 

background. The track density corresponding to 226Ra, P SRa, and its 

Poissonian error is the number of multiple track events per cm2 on the 

plastic and may be given by 

(5.1) 

where AS & A B are the areas scanned on the sample and background 

control plastic respectively. NS m and NBm are the total number of 

multiple track events on the sample and background control plastics. The 

background track density PBIY and its Poissonian error, that are assumed to 

originate from 226Ra and its daughters, are given by Eqn 5.2. 
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(5.2) 

The density of the multiple track events on the autoradiographs can be 

converted to the sample activity concentration CRcu Bq.kg-1, from the mean 

tissue thickness sampled by the plastic. Assuming that the 226Ra activity 

concentration eRa is equal to the 222Rn activity concentration, then the 

former is given as estimated in Table 3.2, assuming "./ Dstn = 100 ~m. 

16.8 X PsIU 
eRa = T (5.3) 

5.2.2 210po activity concentration 

It is assumed that the majority a-emitter present in biological tissues is 

210Po. The single track events N Ss and NBs, recorded on the sample and 

background controls respectively, both have two components that originate 

from 210Po and also from 226Ra and its daughters. In Section 3.4 the ratio f 

of the number of single to multiple track events originating from 226Ra, 

has been shown by theory and confirmed by calibration procedures to have 

a value of approximately 4.4. For the production of 220Rn from the decay of 

224Ra in the 232Th decay chain, the thoron diffusion distance is -1/80th of 

that for 222Rn. The corresponding sample probabilities, however, yield a 

similar ratio to f for 226Ra. The track density corresponding to 210Po, PSPo, 

and its Poissonian error may be given by 

(5.4) 

where f. NSm and f . NBnv are the number of single tracks originating from 

radium, radon and its daughters in the sample and background 

respectively. The 210po activity concentration in a soft tissue sample is 

estimated as given in Section 3.6, by 

Cpo 
14.1 x PSPo 

= T 
(5.5) 
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5.3 METHOD AND THEORY OF CR-39 BACKGROUND ACTIVITY 

In the autoradiographic study of fetal samples, background control plastics 

were stored in the same foil or plastic bag as the sample autoradiographs. 

In this work the background a-activity was assessed from the tracks 

recorded on two pieces of CR-39 plastic placed in contact. The two 

background blanks were sandwiched together between two pieces of 

perspex that were held tightly together. The plastic was covered during the 

assembly of the autoradiographs and the handling time kept to a 

minimum to prevent airborne contamination. Great care was taken to 

exclude water from between the plastics to limit possible a-particle 
contamination of the surface of the blanks. The blanks were exposed under 

the same conditions, including the duration of exposure, as the tissue 
samples under autoradiography. 

Ideally, to determine the distribution of the background track density on 

the plastics, it would be necessary to analyse a large number of CR-39 

background controls that have been produced from the same 

manufacturing batch. For a distribution to be established, the blanks 

should preferably undergo the same duration of exposure and have equal 

areas analysed on each biank, by the same observers. The plastic used for 

the sample autoradiographs and the background controls came from the 

same manufacturing batch for a particular fetal case study. Different fetal 

cases utilized, by necessity, different batches of plastic. Other workers in the 

Track Analysis Group have found that the differences in background 

density between sheets of plastic are probably more important than between 

batches. The blanks, together with the samples, were exposed for durations 

ranging from 355-830 days (Table 5.1). The blanks and the sample plastic 

were pre-etched and etched at the same time and in the same manner. The 

areas analysed on the blank plastics varied from 12.5 to 36 cnl~. The 

analysis of all the blank and sample autoradiographs was carried out by one 

highly experienced microscope observer (Mrs. R. Maharaj) 

In view of the small number of blanks analysed, the different batches and 

different times of exposure, it is impractical to obtain a distribution of the 

track densities observed on background controls. A statistical analysis of 

the events identified on the paired blanks was chosen as the method for 

determining the uncertainty in the background activity. The analysis of thl\ 
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paired blanks also allows an assessment of the limi ts of detection and aids 

in the evaluation of the measurement precision of the activit\' 
concentrations of the fetal samples. 

Table 5.1. The manufacturing batch number, duration of exposure, area 

analysed and number of events observed on the paired blanks forming the 

background control. In cases 51-3, 513 and 516 only one of the paired 
blanks has been available for analysis. 

Case CR-39 Exposure Areas of 5ingle Multiple 
batch T paired tracks on tracks on 

number (days) blanks paired paired 
AB blanks, blanks, 

(cm2) NBJ NBm 

51-3 452 381 12.5, NA 75, NA I, NA 
54-6 452 439 36,30 213,163 7,4 
58 459 412 25,20 203,108 5,7 
59 459 583 25,16 233,124 8,2 
510 459 562 25,25 298,350 9,10 
511 459 601 16,16 200,194 5,9 
512 466 643 25,25 266,236 11,5 
513 462 830 20, NA 164,NA 5, NA 
514/15 466 574 16,15 95,84 2,2 

516 466 685 20, NA 172, NA 9, NA 

522 487 355 25,25 153,36 2,0 

523 487 355 33,20 442,194 22,4 

526 594 356 16,16 92,106 3,0 

527 594 452 20,30 84,193 0,4 

NA: not available 

It can be assumed for theoretical purposes that the number of background 

tracks N B, that are indistinguishable from sample tracks are composed of 

two components. The component NB<O) represents the background events 

observed in the blanks after pre-etching followed in1mediately hy thL~ main 

etch and which is effecti\'ely for zero duration of exposure. The 

background tracks may primarily arise from 226Ra in the casting gL1"" and 
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the diffusion of radon into the plastic while being manufactured. It has 

been illustrated by computer simulations of background and sample tracks 

that a proportion of the a-decays from background radon daughters in the 

pre-etch volume of the plastic may easily be confused as a sample track in 
manual scanning (Hatzialekou et al, 1988). 

In addition to the time-independent component of background events, it 

can be expected that there will also be a time-dependent component, Ns(t), 

although this has not as yet been observed. These background tracks will 

mainly arise from radionuclide contamination of the chemical constituents 

of the plastic. There may also be unavoidable surface contamination of the 

blanks by a-emitters in a thin layer of air or ice situated between the paired 

blanks while undergoing long-term storage with the sample 

autoradiographs. It may be possible, in future work, to assess the time

dependent component NB(t) by analysing blank controls, from the same 

manufacturing batch, that have been stored for a range of durations of 

exposure and then all etched in the same manner. 

Table 5.2. The percentage of the total number of tracks originating from 

and detected within the recipient blank, considering the paired blanks to be 

contaminated by a single species of radionuclide that is homogeneously 

distributed in both paired plastics. The theoretical method is described in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

Radionuc1ide 222Rn 218po 214po 21Opo 

Tracks originating 

from recipient 57 55 53 59 

blank (%) 

The total number of a-tracks observed in a particular CR-39 blank that arise 

from the time-dependent component NB(t), will include a proportion that 

have been formed by a-particles that have crossed over from a-emi tters 

from within the opposing plastic of the paired blanks forming the 
background control. A theoretical assessment was made of the proportion 
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of the observed background activi ty in an individual blank that originate5 

from background events from the opposing plastic of paired blanks The 

paired blanks of the background control were considered to consist of a 

recipient and donor plastic. The background a-emitters were considered to 

be homogeneously distributed throughout the volume of both the donor 

and recipient blanks. The variation of the a-particle detection probability 

with the distance above and below the surface of the recipient blank was 

calculated, for the individual radionuclides of radon and its daughters, 

using the ALPHA programme developed by Fews (1982), as described in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. The variation of the probability of detecting 21Opo 

a-particles with the distance above and below the surface of the recipient 

blank is shown in Fig. 5.1. The percentage of the total number of tracks 

recorded in a recipient blank that originated from the recipient plastic 

ranged from 53 to 59% for a-particles with energies ranging from 5.30 to 

7.69 MeV (Table 5.2). 

The background density of track events on the background controls was 

plotted against the time of exposure in years for single and multiple track 

events (Figs. 5.2 & 5.3). There was no distinguishable trend in the 

background track density with the duration of exposure for either the single 

or multiple events. This is not unexpected as the background controls were 

from different manufacturing batches and whose storage and etch 

conditions were not strictly identical. At this date, the background controls 

analysed do not allow for a good assessment of the time dependence of the 

background tracks, therefore in the subsequent analysis of the 

autoradiography of fetal tissue the background density is taken as 

independent of the time of exposure, with the total background taken as 

the component NB<O). As NB(t) was assumed to be negligible, no allowance 

was made for the cross-over of a-particles between the paired blank 

detectors. 

5.4. MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND LI~lITING LEVELS OF 

D ETECfI ON 

The measurement uncertainty of the background controls was determined 

by statistically assessing the variability of event densities identified on the 

paired blanks and testing whether the differences observed in the paired 
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Fig. 5.1. The variation of alpha-particle probability f(h), with distance above the surface of 
the recipient blank. The alpha-emitter is polonium-210, range 32.7J,1m, and is assumed to be 

homogeneously distributed in the recipient and donor plastic. 
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Fig. 5.2. The background density of single track events on CR-39 blanks 
versus the time of exposure in years. The error bars represent the 

Poissonian error only. 
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versus the time of exposure in years. The error bars represent the 

Poissonian error only. 
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observations conformed to Poissonian statistics. The chi-squared statistic 

X2 was applied collectively to the event densities of the paired blanks from 

all the background controls analysed with the fetal samples. 

(5.6) 

The number of events Nl and N2 on a background control are assigned to 

the number of single tracks, that originate from 210po only or, alternatively, 

Nl and N2 refer to multiple track events associated with background 226Ra 

and its daughters, that are observed on areas Al and A2, cm2. The mean 

density p, events.cm-2, is given by 

(5.7) 

The chi-squared test was applied to the paired observations to test whether 

the variability in the density of the events observed on the paired blanks is 

greater than can be expected by Poissonian statistics at the confidence level 

chosen. The value of chi-squared was 120 for 210po single tracks on the 

eleven paired blanks with the fetal cases and failed the test at the 0.1 % 

confidence level. This indicates that the observed discrepancy from 

Poissonian statistics is highly significant. The value of chi-squared was 19.5 

for the multiple track events on the paired blanks which failed to reach the 

5% confidence level. It can be concluded that the distribution of multiple 

track events are significantly different from a Poissonian distribution. 

The uncertainty in the background track density has been used by Currie 

(1968), to estimate statistical criteria relating to limiting levels of detection. 

The critical level LC represents a decision limit at which one may decide 

whether or not the result of an analysis indicates detection; other workers 

have used different decision limits (Nelson, 1987). The sample and 

background activity concentrations are assumed to follow a norn1al 

distribution where, the critical level is given as Lc = h . ao, ""here ao is the 

standard deviation and h is an abscissa of the standardized normal 

distribution. Where there are separate measurements of the sample 
'-

(including background) and background distributions, 0(l = \ 2 aB· The 
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limiting mean of the sample distribution is assumed to be located at 
h = 1.64 corresponding to a probability level of 95%. The actual 
distributions of the single and multiple track event densities per year of 
exposure detected on the background controls, soft tissues of the 
placenta/fetus and spinal columns are shown in Figs. 6.2,,& 6.3 In 
Chapter 6. 

Background Sample 
Distribution Distribution 

Fig. 5.4. A schematic diagram showing the limiting mean of the sample 

distribution as being located at 2.33 times the standard deviation of the 
background distribution as defined by Currie (1968). 

The critical level of detection Lc was calculated assuming Poisson statistics. 
The value of Lc as defined by Currie (1968), and evaluated in terms of the 

activity concentration, mBq.kg-1, is given by Eqn 5.S. 

(5.8) 

The critical level of detection LCPa that was evaluated assuming Poisson 

statistics is compared to the value of LCOb estimated from the observed 
number of events on replicate blanks. Replicate blanks are defined as the 

paired blanks that have equal areas of plastic analysed. The observed 

uncertainty in the background track density aB may be estimated from the 
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variance of the replicate estimate, and used to estimate the observed critical 
level of detection LCOb, mBq.kg-1, which is given by 

kpo 
Leoh = T· 2.33 OB (5.9) 

The lowest activity concentrations which can be detected, assuming Poisson 

statistics, as estimated from the values of L CPs, averaged 
3o±10 (SO, n=ll) mBq.kg-1 for 21Opo and 6±2 (SO, n=11) mBq.kg-1 for 226Ra. 

The mean value of the lowest activity concentrations which can be detected 

was also calculated from the replicate pairs, and for which non-Poissonian 

distributions have been shown to have effect. The mean values of LCOb 

were estimated at 110±10S (S0, n=S) mBq.kg-1 for 210po and 

18±9 (S0, n=S) mBq.kg-1 for 226Ra. There is great variability in the 

individual values of LCPa and LCOb. The values of LCPs and Lco b 

calculated for a particular background control do not specifically represent 

the critical limit of detection for the sample autoradiographs that were 

stored with that background control. The mean values of LCOb can only 

indicate the order of magnitude of the lowest activity concentrations that 

can be detected by CR-39 autoradiography, under the conditions that 

prevailed during the analysis of the fetal samples. 

In summary, there is evidence of greater than Poissonian errors arising 

from the background controls. There may be differences in the exposure to 

226Ra in the casting glass, the a-emitter contamination of a CR-39 batch and 

in the sensitivity of the plastic. On occasion, it has been noted that there 

appears to be considerable variability in the background track density over 

the surface of the plastic. Another factor is observer error, which has been 

minimised by employing one highly experienced microscope observer. To 

assess the systematic errors more accurately, the analysis of paired blanks 

from other autoradiography studies, in addition to the fetal study, will 

improve the evaluation of the measurement uncertainties. In future 

studies of fetal tissue and other low-level activity samples, the analysiS of a 

greater surface area of the replicate blanks will allow for an improvement 

in the background uncertainty and the limits of detection. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ANALYSIS OF NATURAL ALPHA-EMlITERS I\; THE HUMAN FETUS 

6.1 INTRODUcnON 

Acute lymphocytic leukaemia (ALL) is the commonest leukaemia in 

children (0-14 years), accounting for 79% of leukaemia registrations in the 

UK (McKinney et aI, 1989). However, the chromosome alterations mainl\' 

associated with ALL are thought to be inconsistent with inherited 

mutational change (Evans, 1990). Generally, studies investigating the 

induction by radiation of hereditary defects in humans have failed to show 

statistically significant increases. One notable exception, is the study of 

leukaemia and non-Hodgekin's lymphoma in the children of irradiated 

workers from Sellafield (Gardner et al, 1990). Although, one possibility is 

that the fathers may have contaminated their home environment leading 

to post-conception irradiation of their infants or in utero (Beral, 1990). 

In the case of childhood leukaemia the haematopoietic stem cells of the 

embryo and fetus have been considered to be the cells at risk. The yolk sac 

is the site of myeloid stem cells in the embryo (Wintrobe, 1967). 

Haematopoiesis is carried out in the liver, and to a lesser extent in the 

spleen, from the third to the sixth month of fetal life (Fig. 6.1). In the third 

trimester, the liver is superseded by the bone marrow for stem cell 

production. In addition to these haematopoietic organs, there is evidence 

that a small proportion of leukaemias arise in the thymus (Greaves, 1981). 

Measurements of a-activity in all these haematopoietic organs of the 

embryo and fetus are therefore im portan t in studying the possi bili ty of 

childhood leukaemia induced by radiation. 

A literature search has revealed no measurements of 210po in the human 

fetus and this work seeks to make measurements in this area. Polonium-

210 with a half-life of 138 days is, in its own right, a seeker of soft tissues 

including presumably the fetal liver and spleen. The reported literature on 

the placental transfer of 210po is sparse, even in anin1als. There is e\'idence 

in animals that there is a higher uptake of 210po in placenta, Reichert" 

membrane and visceral yolk sac (l-Iackett et aI, 19F.2) with only small 
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Fig. 6.1. Stages of haematopolesls as a function of gestational age (Wintrobe, 1967) 
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amounts passing to the fetus (Lacassagne et al, 1924; Lacassagne & Latt~, 

1925). It is significant that the yolk sac is the major site of stem cells in the 
embryo and that it has an affinity for 210Po (Harrison et al, 1990). 

Rajewsky el al (1965) measured the 226Ra content of bones and soft tissue of 

approximately 200 human fetuses and 40 placentae at various stages of 

gestation. The specific activity of bone ash (0.4 Bq.kg-1), equi\'alent to 

approximately 0.2 Bq.kg-1 in bone, was independent of the stage of 

gestation, and was identical to that measured in adult bone. 

The general population are exposed to radon and thoron and its decay 

products before conception, in the fetus and at all ages. Radon, inhaled by 

the mother, is known to cross the placenta (Sikov, 1986). An elevated 

exposure of the mother to radon in the home would lead to higher 

exposure of the fetus, from radon itself and its daughter products. 222Rn 

short-lived daughters are assessed, in Chapter 7, as having a poor cross

placental transfer. It can be expected that the transfer of both the very short
lived a-emitting daughters 218Po and 214po and the longer lived 210Po is , 
poor (Lacassagne et aI, 1924; Lacassagne & Lattes, 1925). Concentration 

ratios in humans tissues of fetus/mother have been reported as 0.9 for lead 

in blood, and 0.02 for polonium (Sikov 1989). The short-lived daughters of 

radon and thoron with the longest half-lives are radionuclides of lead. It 

can be expected that the placental barrier to the daughter products 210Pb and 

212Pb is limited. The a-particles from radon and its short-lived daughters 

have not been measured directly at any stage of human development. This 

study attempts to measure the a-activity of placental and fetal tissue from 

the County of Avon, UK which is an area of relatively moderate levels of 

indoor radon concentrations. Therefore, the future comparison of these 

CR-39 measurements of the radon long-lived daughter 210po in placental 

and fetal tissues from Avon, with those from high radon areas may be 

important indicators of radon and its daughter short-lived activity. 

The greater part of stable and radioactive lead is found in the skeleton at all 

stages of human development where bone is present (BarItrop, 1969; Barry, 

1975; Holtzman, 1963). The next most abundant a-emitting nuclide in bone, 

after 210po derived from 210Pb, is 226Ra. At elevated levels of radon 

exposure it has been shown that the level of 210Pb in the post-fetal skeleton, 

which can be assumed to have a 210po to 210Pb ra til) of O.~ in bone 
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(UNSCEAR, 1988), can increase significantly for uranium miners and for 

the general population exposed to high natural exposures (Clemente et al, 
1979). As the major portion of the 210Pb in fetal bone can be assumed to 

derive from the mother's skeleton, as discussed in Chapter 7, it is 

hypothesized that a higher fetal burden of 210Pb and hence 210Po results 

from the mother inhaling high radon concentrations, principally in the 
home. As a result of the lifetime accumulation of 210Pb in bone, older 

mothers would be expected to impart higher activity levels to their fetuses, 
and the possibility of this relationship is investigated in this study. 

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS 

6.2.1 Tissue collection and autoradiographic techniques 

Autopsy samples from 13 still births,S neonates and 1 infant were obtained 

mainly from the County of Avon, UK (Tables 6.1 & 6.2). The neonates all 

died at less than 2 days old and this analysis will not differentiate between 

the fetal and neonatal cases unless specifically stated. Cases S2 and 53 are 
twins. The body weight and anatomical dimensions were measured at 

post-mortem. The gestational ages of the fetuses were estimated from the 
measurements of the crown-rump length and foot-length (Winter, 1988). 

The tissue samples requested were from placenta, umbilical cord, liver, 
spleen, thymus and a section of spinal column, with one or more of these 

tissues being removed at post-mortem for a particular case. The mother's 

age and residential location during pregnancy were obtained from hospital 
computer records, and smoking habits of the mother obtained from clinical 

notes. 

In total, the autoradiographs of 84 samples and 14 background controls 

were exposed, etched and analysed. The CR-39 (TASTRAK) plastic was 

made in the laboratory of the Track Analysis Group and pre-etched before 

use to reveal background a-particle tracks, as described by Henshaw et al 

(1979). The soft tissue samples were cut into sections at least 2 mm thick 

and mounted between two pieces of the plastic. The samples of the spinal 

column were cut with a blade, rather than sawn, with the vertebral body 

divided sagittally. Great care was taken to avoid any a-contamination of 

the samples by regularly cleaning all laboratory surfaces and surgical tools 
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with distilled water. All but 5 of the cases were mounted \vithin t\\'O weeks 

of post-mortem. The samples from one to three cases were sealed together 

with a background control in polythene or foil bags. The background 

control comprised of two blank plastics placed face to face. The bags 

containing the autoradiographs were stored at -200C for periods ranging up 
from 355 to 830 days. 

Table 6.1. The gender, body weight, anatomical dimensions, estimated 
maturity and post-natal age of the cases studied. 

Case Gender Body Crown- Crown- Foot Estimate Neo-
No. Weight heel rump length of age of natal age 

(g) length length (mm) gestation 

(em) (em) (weeks) 

51 F -- 69 46 100 --- 11.5 mth 

52 M 612 32 22 45 25 ---
53 M 720 32 22 45 2S --
54 M 3250 49 36 79 38.5 40 min 

55 M 2780 53 32 73 36 2 day 

56 M 368 28 20 33 22 ---
58 M 1480 44 29 60 32 ---
59 F 3330 57 38 73 38 ---
510 M 290 29 22 39 24 ---
511 F 1840 45 30 65 33.5 2 day 

512 F 3100 58 41 80 39.5 1 day 

513 M 512 29 21 42 24 ---

514 F 1250 43 30 65 33.5 ---
515 M 755 37 24 54 27.5 12 min. 

516 M 2720 51 35 75 38 ---

522 M 1370 41 30 57 31 ---

523 F 850 46 25 48 27 ---
526 M 2840 52 37 77 39 --
527 F 454 29 21 36 23 --
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Table 6.2. The mother's age, geographical location of residence and 
smoking habits. 

Case Mothers Location of mother's Proximity Cigarettes . 
No. age residence to Severn (per day) 

(y) Estuary 
(km) 

51 29 Clevedon, A von 1 ~A 
52 29 A vonmou th, A von 1 ~A 
53 29 Avonmouth, Avon 1 NA 
54 29 Bristol, Avon 8.5 0 
55 28 Clevedon, A von 1 NA 
56 24 Bristol, Avon 4.5 5 
58 36 Bristol, Avon 5 15 
59 20 Thornbury, A von 5 0 
510 23 Bris tol, A von 12.5 15 
511 21 Bris tol, Avon 5 0 
512 24 Bristol, Avon 3.5 0 
513 24 Yate, Avon 16 10 
514 30 Bristol, Avon 12.5 0 
515 24 Bristol, Avon 7.5 0 
516 25 Bris to I, A von 7 20 
522 20 A vonmou th, A von 1 NA 
523 27 Yate, Avon 16 5 
526 16 Bris to I, A von 5 0 
527 19 Bristol, Avon 7 0 

NA: not available 

On removal from storage, the posi tion of the sample on the plastic was 

recorded photographically in both colour and monochrome. The plastic 

was then etched at 750 C in 6.25N 0:aOH. The track response of the plastic 

was calibrated using procedures described elsewhere (Fews & Henshaw, 

1983). The etch time for the autoradiographs was chosen to etch a 210po 

a-particle (5.3 MeV, range in CR-39 of 32.7 j.lm) just beyond the end of it" 

range. The etch time for each CR-39 manufacturing batch was obtained 

from a separate plastic exposed to a ~52Cf a-source. The exposed plastic Wl1S 

etched for 4 hours and the structure of the a-tracks anal\'sed. All etch times 
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of the samples and blanks were close to 6 hours. The track events on the 

plastic were identified under a microscope by a highly trained observer. 

The number of track events was recorded manually and the XY posi tion for 
each event was recorded on a computer. 

6.2.2 Ingrowth of 210po while undergoing autoradiography 

It is necessary in the analysis of the activity detected on the exposed plastic 

to allow for the ingrowth or decay of 210po that occurs during the time of 

exposure T days. The rise in the 210Po activity concentration A2(t) at time t 

from its long-lived parent 210Pb at an initial activity concentration Al(O) is 

given by the first term of Eqn 6.1. The decay of unsupported 210Po activity I 

of initial activity concentration A2(0), is given by the second term. 

(6.1) 

The 210Po/210Pb activity ratio 1'lf of the fetal sample at the time of death is 

an important factor. A time T d is allowed to elapse between death and the 

loading of the tissue, during which time the majority of the radon and its 

short-lived daughters decay away. The autoradiographic ingrowth ratio lla 

is found by integrating Eqn 6.1 between the time of exposure at the time of 

death tt to t2, where tt = T d and t2 = tt+ T. A value of lla may be calculated as 

the sum of two components, the first of which represents the 210Po activity 

derived from the decay of 210Pb. The second component allows for the 

decay of 210po from the activity 11£. At (0) present at the time of death of the 

fetus, where 11£ is the average ingrowth ratio for the fetuses studied. 

(6.2) 

The values for 11a were computed for each fetus, with the assumption that 

the mean value for the fetal cases is T1f = 0.25 as evaluated in Section 7.3. As 

all neonates studied were less than 2 days old, T1a was calculated as for a 

fetus. It was assumed tha t "a = 1.0 for the inf an t 51 ,...'ho died at 11.5 
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months old. The value of l1a for each case is shown in Table 6.3. The mean 
value of lla was estimated as 0.76±0.6 (5D, n=18). 

Table 6.3. The duration of pre-loading and exposure of tissue against CR-39. 

The autoradiographic ingrowth factor 11 a is calculated for each case, 
assuming the in utero ingrowth ratio 11 f = 0.25 at the time of death of 
fetuses/neonates 52-527, and 11f = 1.0 for the infant 51. 

Case Duration of Duration of Autoradio-
No. pre-loading exposure graphic 

Td T ingrowth factor 
(days) (days) l1a 

51 50 381 1.00 
52 10 381 0.67 
53 10 440 (&381) 0.70 
54 4 433 0.69 
55 1 439 0.69 
56 2 439(&391) 0.69 
58 6 412 0.68 
59 6 583 0.75 
510 27 562 0.77 
511 21 601 0.77 
512 1 643 0.76 
513 4 830 0.80 
514 28 574 0.77 
515 17 574 0.76 
516 14 685 0.79 

522 261 355 0.88 

523 257 355 0.88 

526 116 356 0.79 

527 108 452 0.81 



6.3. RESULTS 

The a-activities of the placental and fetal soft tissue samples are beyond the 

limit of detection for CR-39 autoradiography and this is graphically 

illustrated by the similar distributions of the densities, per year of exposure, 

of the single and multiple track events on the soft tissue and background 

control autoradiographs, as shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. The distribution of 

the densities of single and multiple track events, per year of exposure, for 

the spinal column are, in general, higher and resolved from the densities 

of the track events, per year of exposure, of the background controls. The 

densities of single and multiple track events, per year of exposure, for each 
sample are given in Table A3.1 in Appendix 3. 

The a-activity concentrations of the samples of placental and fetal tissues 

were calculated allowing for the subtraction of the background track 

density, as estimated from the background control plastics in Chapter 5. 

The a-activity concentrations and the Poissonian errors for each sample are 

given in Table A3.2 in Appendix 3. The 'uncorrected' 210Po activity 

concentration assumes that the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio in fetal tissues is 

unity at the time of death, as shown in Table 6.4. The mean 210po activity 

concentrations in the soft tissues of the placenta, amniotic cord and fetal 

haematopoietic organs were unresolved. The 210po activity concentrations 

of only 3 of the 50 samples of soft tissue were estimated to be above the 

mean value for the critical limit of detection LCObOf 110 mBq.kg-1, as 

evaluated in Section 5.4. The 210Po activity concentrations of the 

unresolved tissues are assumed <Leob mBq.kg-1. The mean activities of 

210Po in the spinal column were higher than those for soft tissue \\'ith 22 of 
the 34 samples estimated to have activity concentrations ~LCOb. The 21Opo 

activity concentrations, 11£ = 1, measured in cross-sections of the spinal 

column range from <110 to 890 mBq.kg-1 and <110 to 840 mBq.kg-1 for the 

inner and outer sections respecti vel y. The errors, taking account of 

Poissonian statistics only, as a percentage of the mean activity 

concentration ranged from 10 to >100% for the inner spine and from 9 to 

>100% for the outer spine (Table A3.3 in Appendix 3). 

The 226Ra activity concentrations in the soft tissues of placenta, an1niotic 

cord and fetal tissues were unresolved. Only lout of the 50 samples of soft 

tissue had an activity concentration estimated to be above the mean ~~6Ra 
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value for Leoh of 20 mBq.kg-1. The activities of 226Ra in the spinal column 

were, in general, higher than those for soft tissue with 11 of the 34 samples 

estimated to have activity concentrations ~Leob. The activities 

concentrations of 226Ra ranged from <20 to 37 mBq.kg-1 and <20 to 

55 m Bq.kg-1 for the inner and outer surfaces of the spinal column 

respectively. The percentage errors of the 226Ra activities measured in the 

spinal column were estimated, taking account of Poissonian statistics only, 

and ranged from 43 to >100% for the inner section and 27 to >100% for the 

outer section, respectively. 

Table 6.4. The range of a-activity concentrations, mBq.kg-l, for 226Ra and 

'uncorrected' 210po in placenta, umbilical cord and fetal tissues. The 

ingrowth ratio Tlf was assumed to be unity. The autoradiograph activities 

were considered unresolved, when the estimated a-activity concentrations 

were below the mean value of Leob, enumerated in Section 5.4. 

226Ra and 210Po (11f = 1) activity concentrations 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Placenta Umbil- Liver Spleen Thymus Spinal Spinal 

ical Column Column 

cord (inner (outer 

surface) surface) 

Number of 

samples 10 3 17 9 11 17 17 

No. of samples resolved 

226~Lcob 0 0 0 1 0 6 5 

(mBq.kg-1) 

No. of samples resolved 
21~ 1 0 0 1 1 10 12 

(mBq.kg-1) 

226Ra range of activity <20 <20 <20 

concentration <20 <20 <20 to <20 to to 

(mBq.kg'" 1 ) 20 37 55 

21Opo range of activity <110 <110 <110 <110 <110 

concentration to <110 <110 to to to to 

(mAtt 1td'1 ) 350 130 220 890 840 
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The 'uncorrected' <", = 1) values of the a-activities measured in the spinal 
column have been modified taking into account different theoretical 
premises. The highest values for 210Pb activities measured in the spinal 
column occur when it is assumed that the 210Po activity is zero at the time 

of death <", = 0) and that only 210Pb is present in the fetal tissue. (Table 6.5 
and Table A3.3 in Appendix 3). The 210Pb activity concentrations in the 
spinal sections were estimated to range from <140 to 1320 mBq.kg-1 for the 
inner surface and from <140 to 1250 mBq.kg-1 for the outer surface. 
Another theoretical possibility, although unlikely, is that the activity 
present in the spinal column at the time of death is derived from 210po 
only, with negligible 210Pb present. In this situation, 11f = 00, the 210Po 
activity concentrations estimated for the spinal sections ranged from <630 
to 3800 mBq.kg-1 for the inner surface and from <630 to 4000 mBq.kg-1 for 
the outer surface. 

The most likely value for the ingrowth ratio of the 210Po to 210Pb activities 
in the spinal column was calculated to be around 0.25 for fetuses that are of 
the 2nd and 3rd trimester. The theoretical evaluation of 11f is given in 
Chapter 7. When, Ttf = 0.25, the 210Po activity concentrations estimated for 

the spinal sections range from <30 to 300 mBq.kg-1 for the inner surface and 
from <30 to 280 mBq.kg-1 for the outer surface (Table 6.5 and Table A3.4 in 
Appendix 3). The mean values for 210Pb activities in the spinal column are 

four times those given for the 210po activities. 

The estimates of the dose rate, )J.Sv.y-l, to soft tissues and the spinal 
column from 210Po are given in Table 6.5. The a-activity of soft tissues has 
not been resolved and therefore the same applies to the dose estimates. 

The dose rates given for the spinal column are the average over the 
section surface in contact with the autoradiograph. The spinal column is 
made up of chiefly cartilage, bone and marrow. The annual dose from 

210Po, when ", = 0.25, to the cross-section of the spinal column was 
estimated to range from <17 to 160 )J.Sv.y-l for the inner surface and from 
<17 to 150 )J.Sv.y-1 for the outer surface. The annual dose from 226Ra to the 

cross-section of the spinal column was estimated to range from <23 to 41 
)J.Sv.y-l for the inner surface and from <23 to 60 )J.Sv.y-l for the outer 
surface. In adults, approximately one-third of 222Rn formed from 226Ra in 

bone is retained by the skeleton in vivo (Evans, 1967), and this has been 
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assumed in the dosimetry of this study, although the retention of 222Rn 
may be lower in the less mineralized bone of the fetus. 

Table 6.5. The ranges of 210pb and 21Opo activity concentrations and 21Opo 

dose rates in the spinal column of the human fetus are estimated assuming 
the ratio Ttf at the time of death to be zero, 0.25, 1 and infinite. 

Spinal 
Column 

Inner Surface· 

range of 

activity conc. 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Outer Surface 

range of 

activity conc. 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Inner Surface • 
range of dose 

rate (~v.y-l) 

Outer Surface 

range of dose 

rate (~v.y-l) 

210p}, 

<140 

to 

1320 

<140 

to 
1250 

210po/210Pb activity ratio at the time of death 

111 = 0 Tlf = 0.25 Tl£ = 1 Tlf = 00 

21Opo 210p}, 21Opo 21DPb 21Opo 210pb 21Opo 

<130 <30 <110 <110 <630 
0 to to to to 0 to 

1180 300 890 890 3800 

<130 <30 <110 <110 <630 
0 to to to to 0 to 

1120 280 840 840 4000 

<17 <55 <340 

--- to to to 

160 480 2000 

<17 <55 <340 

--- to to to 

150 450 2200 

• Average activity concentration or dose rate of inner sagittal section of spinal column, 

which includes bone, marrow and cartilage. 

Statistical analysis was carried out to determine if there were factors that 

were associated with the a-activity concentration levels of the spinal 

column. A significant correlation was recorded, with increased 21 Op 0 

activity concentration in the vertebral column and the proximity of the 
mother's place of residence to the Severn Estuary (Table 6.2, Fig. 6.4). All 
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calculated values of 21Opo activity concentration for the 17 samples were 

included in the regression analysis, although Leob was evaluated as 

-30 mBq.kg-1 when 111 = 0.25. The relationship was highly significant 
(p<O.Ol) only for the activity in the outer section of the spinal column with 

no association with proximity to the estuary for the inner surfaces of the 

spinal column. This confidence limit is diluted by the other relationships 

looked for and that showed no association. No associations were found 
between the activity in the spinal column and the proximity of the 
mother's residence to other sites, including the Avonmouth industrial 

complex, the nearest nuclear power station and the laboratories at Berkeley. 
No relationship was found between the a-activity concentrations in the 
spinal column and the gestational age of the fetus or the mother's age. No 
statistical significance, by student's t test, was found relating a-activity 
concentration levels in the spinal column to the gender of the fetus or 
whether the samples came from fetuses or neonates. There was no 
statistical significance found relating spinal a-activity concentration levels 
to the smoking habits of the mothers. 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study is to measure the a-activities in the haematopoietic 
tissues of the fetus, in samples as small as 5 g, which is considerably beyond 
that which can be achieved by radiochemical methods. This analysis has 
assumed in estimating a-particle concentrations that the majority of the 

a-particle events detected in CR-39 exposed to biological samples are 
mainly the result of 210po and 226Ra. The Track Analysis Group, Bristol 
University, has previously converted measurements of individual track 

parameters to provide a-particle range spectra allowing identification of the 

a-emitters present in biological samples (Hatzialekou et ai, 1988). In the 

present work, the counting statistics are poor and precludes 

autoradiographic spectral analysis, except perhaps, by pooling the track data 

from fetal samples. 

The levels present in the placental and fetal soft tissues are beyond the 
limit of detectability of CR-39 under the current methods of analysis. Only 

15 out of SO autoradiographs were estimated to have positive values for the 
210Po activities after subtracting for the background. The soft tissue activity 
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concentrations were unresolved and the spread in the sample activity 

concentrations was found to be distributed ei ther side of zero. Anoth~r 

possible explanation could be due to background track density being over

assessed. and that perhaps a time-dependent factor of the background needs 

to be taken into account. Another possibility is that too great a number of 

single track events is being assigned to the multiple events originating 
from 226Ra. 

The background control plastics were exposed under the same conditions as 

the tissue samples to optimise the accuracy and to estimate the uncertainty 
of CR-39 autoradiography at very Iowa-activity levels. The analysis of the 

paired blanks indicated that the expected activities in the soft tissues of the 

fetus were beyond the limits of detection using the present techniques and 

analysis. Statistical evidence given in Section 5.4 confirmed that there were 

greater than Poissonian errors arising from the background controls. The 

error estimates given assume Poisson statistics but in practice are elevated 

when non-Poissonian factors are taken into account. Future investigation 

into minimizing the background density, such as by lowering the 226Ra 

activities present in the casting glass, would allow lower levels of activity 

in samples to be detected. 

A mean value of 120 mBq.kg-1 for the 210Po activity concentration in the 

placentae of London residents was measured by Hill (1966a) using 

radiochemical methods. A similar value of 110 mBq.kg-1 was measured in 

German citizens by Kauranen and Miettinen (1969). The magnitude of in 

vivo a-activity may only be measured indirectly by gamma-ray counting 

(Lykken et aI, 1991), therefore the analysis of a-activity in placen ta has been 

considered as a means of assessing the magnitude of the a-activity levels in 

the living mother and fetus. Hill (1966b) found that the abnormally high 

210Po activities found in the bones of Eskimos were reflected in high 

concentrations, x80 normal levels, found in placentae. Hill applied adult 

tissue/placenta ratio measurements for UK citizens (liver 5.1; kidneys 5.2; 

lungs 1.6; spleen 1.2; bone 8.8) in assessing the 210po acti vi ties in ad ul ts 

living in similar conditions. The unresolved nleasurements of 2I0po 

activities in soft tissues of the fetus prevent the assessment of the fetal 

tissue to placenta activity ratio. 
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An important result of this study is the observation that relatively high 

21Opo and 226Ra activity concentrations are to be found in the fetal skeleton 

compared to activities in the soft tissues of the fetus. The marginally 
hi h 210p' '. . g er mean 0 achvity concentration measured on the outer surface of 

the spinal column, compared to the inner section, may be due to the large 

areas of bone formation at the periphery of the vertebral bodies compared 

to small centres of ossification in the interior of the vertebrae. The dose 

rates estimated for the activity concentrations of 210po and 226Ra in the 

spinal column are for the whole surface area in contact with the plastic. 

The outer surface is mainly composed of skeletal muscle and bone. The 

cross-section of the inner section consists principally of cartilage, bone and 

marrow. 

The proportion of bone, marrow and cartilage that is in contact with the 

CR-39 plastic is an important criterion in calculating the activi ty present in 

the component parts of the spinal column. Initial work has commenced in 

measuring the relative proportions of cartilage, bone and marrow in the 

spinal column. Thin sections of the spinal column of a 29 week old fetus 

were stained and placed on glass slides. The areas of the constituent parts 

of the spinal column were measured by projecting the image onto graph 

paper and also using an image analysis system. In this one case, the 

cartilage, bone and marrow made up approximately 70%, 5% and 12% of 

the surface area with the remainder mainly made up of spinal cord and 

skeletal muscle. Further work is in progress to determine the age

dependent changes in the dosimetric parameters of the spinal column and 

other bones of the fetal skeleton. A possible reason why the relationship 

was significant only for the activity in the outer section of the spinal 

column, with no association with proximity to the estuary for the inner 

surfaces of the spinal column, may be due to greater variation in the 

component parts of the inner spine compared to those of the outer surface. 

The great majority of the calcium in the fetal skeleton is in bone with <1 % 

resident in cartilage (Swanson & lob, 1940). A similar situation may be 

expected for 210Pb, as the concentration of stable lead in prenatal bone has 

been measured at x20 that in cartilage (Barry, 1975). An estimate of the 

210Pb in fetal bone can be made on the basis that the spinal column is 

representative of the whole skeleton of the newborn, which has about 45%, 

40% and 15% of its mass as bone, cartilage and marrow respectively (Cristy, 
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1987). The mass of the bone and bone marrow is a relativel\' constant 

proportion of the body weight of the third trimester fetus (Hud~n, 1965). 

The mean value of 210Pb activity concentration, 11£ = 0.25, for the inner 

spinal column is 290 mBq.kg-1 which places the 210Pb activity concentration 

of the fetal bone alone 'at around 640 mBq.kg-l. Much larger activity 

concentrations result if bone is a smaller proportion of the total sectional 

area. Radiochemical analysis of 210Pb in UK adult bone have measured 

mean activity concentrations of 1.3 Bq.kg-1 (Bradley & Fry, 1989), and 

1.1 Bq.kg-1 in vertebrae (Hill & Jaworowski, 1961). Although the activities 

in fetal tissues are relatively low, the use of CR-39 may allow the study of 

the microdistribution of activity in spinal column, as developed 

extensively by Henshaw et a1 (1988) for the higher activities found in adult 

teeth and bone. 

In this work, the 210Po and 210Pb activity concentrations in the spinal 

column have been assessed by employing different theoretical criteria for 

the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio at the time of death. This approach has been 

the basis, by Bradley and Prosser of the NRPB (personal communication), 

for evaluating a possible range for the measurements of 210po and 210Pb 

activities in human fetal and placental tissues. Initial studies, using 

a-spectrometry, have indicated that the total activity of 210Po in human 

fetal tissues was in the range 10-100 mBq.kg-1. The average activity 

concentration of 210Po measured in 15 fetuses of the 2nd trimester was 

estimated to range from 4-59 mBq.kg-1, depending on the assumptions 

made as to the value of the ingrowth ratio" f at the time of death. More 

210po activity was always found in the whole placenta than the fetus. 

Measurements of 239pu in these fetal tissues are about three orders of 

magnitude lower than that for 210po. 

The mean 226Ra activities in soft tissues analysed by CR-39 autoradiography 

were unresolved. This is not surprising considering that the 

measurements of 226Ra activity concentrations in fetal soft tissues and 

placentae by Rajewsky et al (1965) gave a mean value of 4 mBq.kg-1. The 

lack of high levels of multiple tracks, rather than defini te values of acti \'i ty, 

suggest that the autoradiographic estimates of 226Ra activity concentrations 

in the spinal column are less, by approximately an order of magnihlde, 

than those found for 210po in the same tissue. The 2~6Ra activity 

concentration of the inner surface of the spinal column was kntatively 
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estimated to range from <20 to 37 mBq.kg-1. This represents the average 

activity for a section mainly comprised of bone, cartilage and marrow. A 

study by Walton et al (1959) of samples from UK adults gave values for 

226Ra of 1.5 Bq.kg-1 of calcium, which is equivalent to -300 mBq.kg-l for wet 

bone. This is relatively high compared to a world average value of 170 
mBq.kg-1 by UNSCEAR (1988). 

There is weak evidence from some studies of an increased risk of 

childhood leukaemia with ad v ancing maternal age (Stewart et aI, 1958; 

Doll, 1989). There is tentative evidence that higher accumulated levels of 

210Pb and 210po are found in older adults compared with younger adults 

(Holtzman, 1963). If this is the case then it can be expected that the 

skeletons of older mothers accumulate more 210Pb than those younger. 

Generally high maternal levels of lead were also found by Barltrop (1969) to 

be associated with correspondingly high fetal levels. In this study, no 

relationship was found between the a-activity measured in the spinal 

column and maternal age. 

An increased risk of leukaemia in adults who smoke has been shown by 

Kinlen and Rogot (1988). The evidence for an increased risk of cancer in 

children of mothers who smoked in pregnancy is less certain (McKinney & 

Stiller, 1986). Radiochemical measurements have shown that adult 

smokers have increased levels of 210Pb and 210Po, particularly in the lung 

and less convincingly in other organs (Radford & Hunt, 1964). Although in 

this study no increased levels of a-activity were measured in fetuses of 

mothers that smoked, it does not preclude the possibility of an association. 

The number of cases studied were small and the smoking histories of the 

mothers were obtained post-experiment from their medical records. Even 

if increased levels of 210Pb and 210po were present in the fetuses of 

smoking mothers, others factors such as measurement error; variability of 

fetal age, domestic radon levels and diet, could conceal any real difference 

between smokers and non-smokers. 

The association between the activity in the fetal vertebral colunln and the 

proximity to the Severn Estuary is of interest as an elevated, but non

significant risk, of leukaemias was reported to be associated \ .... ith 'estuarine 

residence' of UK citizens, 0-84 years, by McKinney et al (1989) and 

Alexander et al (1990b). The link bet\,'een residence in wards abu: ting an 
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estuary and potential exposure was considered by the authors of the stud\' 

to be tenuous, particularly in the absence of a plausible biological pathway.-

The Avon population are exposed to internal a-emitters by both marine 

and terrestrial pathways. The radioactive decay of atmospheric 222Rn and 

its short-lived daughters produce 210Pb that returns to earth by rainout 

processes and thereafter enter the human foodchain primarily via grass 

and vegetables (Blanchard 1966). Investigations by Hamilton et al (1986) of 

the radionuclide fallout in SW England, from the Chernobyl accident, 

found the highest levels of gamma-activity in air to be associated with the 

scavenging effect of rainfall, causing higher activities in estuarine water at 

the freshwater end of the Tamar Estuary, due to the run-off from streams. 

Support for the fallout hypothesis comes from the similar behaviour in the 

atmosphere of radionuclides from different origins. A strong relationship 

between 210Po and 137Cs has been observed for the relatively high activity 

levels measured in human placentae from Canadians with a diet of mainly 

reindeer meat (Hill, 1966b). A linear correlation has been observed in 

vertebral bone of USA infants between the moderate concentrations of 

210Pb and the fission product, strontium-90 (Blanchard, 1966). 

Jasinska et al (1982) found that the great majority of radionuclides in soil 

are attached to the smaller particles «0.02 mm) that have relatively large 

unfolded surfaces. These small particles make up a 'floating fraction' in 

water and have the ability to be carried along with streams or sea currents. 

It is known that certain radionuc1ides concentrate in the smaller grains of 

estuarine sediments (Jones et aI, 1988). It is unlikely that the inadvertent 

ingestion of soil or beach sand by the mothers of the fetal cases would play 

an important role in the body burden of a-emitters. The levels of actinides 

in the seashore atmosphere near Sellafield, from the inhalation of seas pray 

and resuspended sand, is higher by a factor of 5 in comparison to levels 

found 8.6 km inland (Eakins & Lally, 1984). Higher levels of radiocaesium 

have been found in patients of the Western Isle of Scotland than on the 

Scottish mainland (Isles et aI, 1991). The source of some of the 

contamination was considered to be nuclear discharges into the sea and 

which was presumed to have entered the human food chain by the eating 

of local produce. The northerly sea currents carried radionuclide 

contamination from Sellafield to the Western Isles and their direction 
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precludes the possibility of similar contamination of the Severn Estu 
from this source. ary 

The analysis by Hamilton and Clifton (1979) of the isotopic composition of 
lead in cores from the Bristol Channel, dated by 210Pb - 21 0Po chronology, 
illustrates since -1850 a 3-fold increase in lead in sediments, which is 
undoubtedly derived from the extensive industrialisation and urbanisation 
of the region. A characteristic feature of the Bristol Channel sediments is 
the ubiquitous presence of coal debris and associated natural lead from the 
open South Wales coalfield. It has been estimated, by the isotopic 
composition, that 25-30% of all lead present in the sediments of Bristol 
Channel area were derived from imported lead, which is the main source 
of lead used as additives to petrol. 

Unexpected variations in cancer incidence have been reported in South 
West England (Cartwright et ai, 1990) and the radioactivity of the water 
supply was suggested earlier as a factor in West Devon (Allen-Price, 1960). 
The wide variations in the natural radioactive content were measured and 
radon gas was confirmed to be the main source of activity (Abbatt et ai, 
1960). In Florida, the incidence of leukaemia was greater in those counties 
with high levels of radium contamination (Lyman et ai, 1985). The water 
supply to the Bristol area is mainly from two sources. The northern region 
of Bristol, geographically nearest the Severn Estuary, takes water via the 
Gloucester and Sharpness canal. The water to South Bristol comes from 
reservoirs in the Mendip hills. High concentrations of stable lead in stream 
sediments have been measured in the Avon area (Thornton & Plant, 1980), 
although measurements by school children of the long-lived a-emitters in 
tap water have been found to be of same order as average levels measured 
in the UK (D. L. Henshaw & J. Perryman, personal communication). Low 

concentrations of 226Ra, 222Rn and 210Pb have been measured in the 

domestic tap supplies of Bath, in South Avon (Andrews & Wood, 1974). 

At average UK levels the body burden of 210Pb, 210Po and also 226Ra were 

considered to be primarily related to their dietary levels (Smith-Briggs & 

Bradley, 1984). The fetal cases studied by autoradiography were mainly 
from urban areas, and the proportion of locally grown food would be a 
smaller percentage than the 40% of milk and 25% of other foods estimated 
for the Seaseale population (Stather et aI, 1988). Consumption of locally 
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caught sea-food in Avon is likely to be minimal. It is expected that the 
population of Avon will derive approximately 80% of their 210Pb body 

burden from diet and the remainder from inhaled 222Rn (Richardson et al, 

1991), as the average 222Rn concentration in homes in Avon is 24 Bq.kg-1, 

similar to the UK average (Wrixon et ai, 1988). There is no evidence that 
domestic concentrations of 222Rn and daughters increase towards the 
Severn Estuary. 

Industrial processes are known to contaminate the environment with 
radionuclides, with a study in the Netherlands estimating an average 
effective dose equivalent of 40 ~v.y-1 (UNSCEAR, 1988). The burning of 
hydrocarbons, especially coal, is known to discharge into the atmosphere 
radionuclides, such as 40K, 238U, 232Th and their decay products. A large 
industrial site, including a zinc/lead smelting works and petro-chemical 
industries, is located at Avonmouth, the port of Bristol, situated on the 
south bank of the Estuary. Steel blast furnaces and associated indusbies are 
located at Port Talbot, eighty kilometres to the east of Bristol continuing 
along the northern bank of the Estuary. Three nuclear power stations, two 
at Hinkley Point and another at Oldbury, are situated on the southern side 
of the Severn Estuary within a 60 km stretch of the coastline. Amersham 
International has laboratories at Chepstow on the northern side of the 
Estuary. Airborne contamination, if any, from these sites would be taken 
by the prevailing winds that are predominantly SW with a NE peak in late 
spring and early summer, in the County of Avon. The estuarine and 
maritime coast runs in a SW direction so that a fall-out plume originating 
hom a site on the coast moves roughly parallel to the coastline. 

An association has been reported for brain cancer and distance of the 
residence from a tin smel ter (Alexander et ai, 1990c). Higher levels of 
leukaemia have been reported in the children of workers from Sellafield 

(Gardner et aI, 1990). It has been suggested that the childhood leukaemias 
could have been induced preconception ally by internal radionuclide 
contamination of the parents (Beral, 1990). There is no reported 

epidemiological association, as far as is known, between any specific 
indusbial and nuclear site in Avon and increased incidences of cancer. A 
raised incidence of leukaemia and non-Hodgkin'S lymphoma was found 
within 12.5 km of Hinkley Point between 1964-73 but no subsequent excess 
up to 1986 (Ewings &t Bowie, 1988). No associations were found in this 
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work between the major industrial and nuclear sites in the region of Avon 

County and the a-activity of the fetal spine. It is important to realise the 

limitations of this present report. As yet, no information is available as to 

the length of time the mothers have resided at the address they gave while 

pregnant. Further study is envisaged on the evaluation of back~round 
'-

track density and statistical tests, such as multivariant analysis, may be 

required to confirm any association between activities in the fetus and the 

proximity to the Severn Estuary. 

In summary, a-sensitive track detectors have been used to measure the 

natural a-radioactivity in placenta and corresponding fetal tissues from the 

County of Avon. Background subtraction techniques were developed to 

improve the accuracy and evaluate the uncertainty of low-level CR-39 

autoradiography. The activity concentrations of 210po and 226Ra present in 

the soft tissues of the placenta and fetus were found to be beyond the limits 

of detection. Higher a-activities were measured, and generally resolved, in 

the fetal spinal column. A range of activity concentrations for 210po and 

210Pb in the spinal column were estimated based on different theoretical 

assessments of the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio at the time of death. The 21Opo 

activity concentrations estimated for the spinal sections range from <30 to 

300 mBq.kg-1 for the inner surface and from <30 to 280 mBq.kg-1 for the 

outer surface, based on the most likely value for 11 f of 0.25. The 226R a 

activity concentrations estimated for the spinal sections range from <20 to 

37 mBq.kg-1 for the inner surface and from <20 to 55 mBq.kg-1 for the outer 

surface. A significant correlation was determined by regression analysis for 

increased a-activity in the vertebral column and the proximity of the 

mother's place of residence to the Severn Estuary. No associations were 

found for the 210Po activity concentrations in the spinal column and other 

factors such as the proximity of the mother'S residence to other sites, 

maternal age or the smoking habits of the mother. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MODELS AND DOSIMETRY OF NATURAL ALPHA-EMil I ERS 
IN THE FETUS 

1.1 INTRODUcnON 

The investigation of natural a-radionuclides in the embryo and fetus is 
useful in estimating the potential risk of leukaemia in childhood. The 
direct measurement of a-emitters in fetal tissues is the preferred method by 
which to estimate dose to particular organs. Even with fetal tissue 
available, there are practical difficulties in measuring the variation in the 
activity concentration of a-emitters in fetal organs with gestational age. 
The gestational age-dependent a-activity in utero may be obscured by the 
inaccuracy of the measurements from embryos and fetal organs that are 
small in mass and low in activity. The measurement uncertainty is 
enhanced when attempting to measure the activity concentrations of short
lived a-emitters in comparison to long-lived a-emitters, such as 226Ra and 
21Opo. 

The principal routes by lwhich inhaled and ingested a-emitters derived 
from 226Ra and 228Ra are taken up by the mother and reach and irradiate 
the fetus are shown in Fig. 7.1. A literature search has revealed no 
measurements for the activities of radon, and radon short- and long-lived 
daughters in the human embryo and fetus. In this chapter, an animal 
model and a theoretical model are considered as two al terna ti ve methods 

to the direct measurement of a-emi tters. 

The emphasis of BEIR IV (1988) and other publications, on the radiation 
dosimetry for 222Rn and its decay products, has been on the biochemical 
properties of the a-emitting daughters of polonium. A survey of the 
literature regarding the biomedical properties of inhaled radon short-lived 
daughters showed that the importance of the biodistribution, physical and 
biochemical properties of bismuth radionuclides have been greatly 
overlooked, especially in the prenatal and preconception stages of human 

development. As no data were available, to my knowledge, on the 

placental uptake of bismuth, a pilot animal study was carried out to 
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Fig. 7.1. The principal routes by which inhaled and ingested a-emitters 

derived from 226Ra and 228Ra are taken up by the mother, cross the 

placenta and irradiate the fetus. 

The figure is a schematic representation of the routes by which 222 Rn, 220 Rn and their 
daughters, are taken up in the lung and gut of the mother and a proportion pass across the 
placenta to the blood, bone and soft tissues of the fetus. The daughter products of 222 Rn and 
220Rn are radionuclides of Bi, Pb and Po. Stable Pb is known to be able to cross the placenta 
from animal and human studies.. Animal studies indicate a poor transplacental movenunl of 
Bi and Po. Therefore only a small proportion of the 222 Rn daughters pass across the 
placenta, while the 212Pb daughter of 220Rn is readily transferred. The fetal bone mllrrl1:L', 

liver and spleen contain haematopoietic stem cells, and may be considered the prime target 
organs for leukaemia induced by irradiation of the fetus. The mother accumulates a SKeletal 
restrVoir of the long-lived radon daughter, 210Pb, by ingestion and inhalation, 21

11
pb may be 

transferred across the placenta, irradiating the embryo and fetus by its a-emitting .iJughter, 
210po. The 220Rn daughter, 212Pb, can be expected to transfer across the rl .• co:ta, b&,d il5 
Iullf-life of 10.6 hours precludes significant uptake in the bone mineral of the maternal ar:l 
fetal skeleton. The ingestion of 226 Ra and 228 Ra, not shown in the figure, hilt'! hlllf-li~·t5 of 
1600 and 5,8 years, respectively. The metabolic behaviour of radium IS siml! .. r I,' cut .. ,u·': 
and it can be expected that the a-emitters 226Ra and 228Ra transfer to the fctus .lId ur lJke 

into bone mineral. 
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measure uptake of radiobismuth In fetal organs after an intravenous 
administration to the mother. 

In an attempt to understand the uptake of 210Po in the fetal skeleton, the 

movement of 210Pb from mother to the unborn child and the physical 

ingrowth of 210po from 210Pb are described mathematically in this work. 

The ratio of 210Po to 210Pb at the time of death of the fetus is important as it 

will greatly affect the a-activities detected on CR-39 autoradiographs. 21Opo 

supported by 210Pb will have negligible red uction in activity while 

undergoing exposure against the plastic due to the half-life of 22.4 years of 

the parent radionuc1ide. Conversely, totally unsupported 210Po will decay 

away with a half-life of 138 days with only a small fraction of the initial 

activity present after an exposure of 1-2 years. It has been possible in 

biological tissues with high activities to take repeat autoradiographs and 

estimate the 210Po/210Pb ratio at the time of death. This is not possible with 

the low activities that are present in fetal tissue and as the ratio of 210Po to 

210Pb in fetal organs has not been measured to my knowledge, the ratio has 

been estimated theoretically and used to assess the dose to the spinal 

column of the fetus, as described earlier in Chapter 6. 

Finally the dose to the bone marrow of the 3rd trimester fetus is estimated 

for the inhalation of radon and thoron by the mother. The dose to fetal 

marrow is assessed using the results from the animal and computational 

models described in this chapter. The dose estimates allow for the majority 

of the a-activity being present in bone and also take account of uptake in 

marrow itself. 

I 

7.2 UPTAKE OFRADIOBISMUTH IN TISSUES OF ADULT AND 

FETAL GUINEA PIGS 

The daughter products of 222Rn and 220Rn are radionuclides of bismuth, 

lead and polonium. The a-emitting daughters of 222Rn are 218po and 214po 

but have relatively short half-lives of 3.1 minutes and 160 ~s, respectively 

In comparison, the 222Rn short-lived daughters of lead and bismuth, 214Pb 

and 214Bi have longer half-lives of 27 and 20 minutes, r~pecli\'ely. It v .. 'a-

also noted that the majority of 222Rn daughter activity in the bllX1d of 

radon spa workers \,'as in the form of 214Bi, the last, except for 214po, of the 
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short-lived daughter products (Pohl, 1964). Experiments in animals, b 
Pohl and others, using gamma-scintillation counters, confirmed that 214~ 
was found to be an order of magnitude greater in activity than any of its 
precursors. Animal experiments from other workers (Sikov, 1989) have 
shown that the placental transfer of polonium is minimal. There has been 

much more experimentation with lead, showing that the maternal and 

fetal blood have virtually equal concentrations. In view of the lack of data 

for bismuth, an animal study was planned and carried out to determine its 
placental transfer. This is the most important radionuclide affecting the 
dose to the fetus from the mother's inhalation of radon and its short-lived 
daughters. 

The experiment was carried out on three guinea pigs in conjunction with, 
and at the premises of, the Biophysics Unit, Radiotherapy Centre, Bristol 
Royal Infirmary. Guinea pigs were chosen because they have a placenta 
more similar to a human placenta than that of many other rodents. The 
full term pregnancy in a guinea pig is about 9 weeks compared to 40 weeks 
in humans. The guinea pigs PI, P2 and P3 weighed 823, 923 and 888 g 
respectively. The guinea pig PI was in the first 3 weeks of pregnancy and 
P2, P3 were in the last 3 weeks of pregnancy. These periods of gestation are 
approximately equivalent to the human 1st and 3rd trimester. The guinea 
pigs were given injections directly into the heart of 8.4, 9.2 and 9.2 kBq of 
207BiCl3 in 0.21, 0.23 & 0.23 ml of HCI O.IN. After I hour, the animals were 
killed and dissected. Particular attention was taken in obtaining tissues 

from the haematopoietic organs of the fetus, i.e. bone marrow, liver and 
spleen. The activity of the gamma-emitter 207Bi, in the maternal and fetal 
organs, was determined by scintillation well-counting (Model MS.310, J&tP, 
Reading, UK). The acidic 207BiCl3 solution was tested to determine 

whether it would precipitate out in blood and thereby inadvertently 

prevent the placental transfer of the radiobismuth. The 207Bi was found to 

remain in the supernatant when centrifuged with blood plasma from the 
guinea pigs, and therefore the radiobismuth was probably still in solution 

after injection into the animals. 

In the mother, the highest activity concentrations were measured in 
kidney, with relatively moderate and similar activity concentrations in 

blood, spleen, liver, and lungs (Fig. 7.2; Table A4.1 in Appendix 4). Low 

activity concentrations were found in the marrow, ovaries and bone with 
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Fig. 7.2. The average distribution of bismuth-207, percent initial activity 
per gram, in the tissues of three adult guinea pigs that were pregnant. The 

masses of the guinea pigs were normalised to 1 kg each. 
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the lowest activities measured in fat. The limited activity in fat is of 

interest as this reduces the potential dose to marrow from the uptake of 

radon short-lived daughters in fat cells. The majority of activity in the 

blood was found in plasma which contained 79±4% of the total activity in 

blood. The value of the critical limit of detection Le, was estimated for each 

sample in units of %IA/ g of tissue (percentage of initial activity per gram) 

and given in Tables A4.1 and A4.2 when the activities measured were 

belowLe· 

The activity concentration measured in placenta was also low with an 

average value of 0.086±0.02 %IA/ g, as shown in Fig. 7.3 and Table A4.2. 

The majority of the activity in the fetoplacental unit was found in placenta, 

with very low activity concentrations of <0.008 %IA/ g in the whole fetuses 

whose gestational age is equivalent to the 1st and 3rd trimesters in humans. 

The ratio of the activity concentrations in the organs of the fetus to those of 

the mother were always less than unity and ranged from O.Ol±O.Ol "IoIA/ g 

to 0.2±O.3 %IA/ g. The ratio of the 207Bi activity in fetal blood to maternal 

blood of guinea pig P2 had a value of 0.14±D.06. 

The fetal spleen of the guinea pig has a higher activity concentration than 

any other fetal tissue sampled. The fetal spleen has also been noted to be 

the soft tissue retaining the highest activity concentrations of administered 

technetium and iodine (after the thyroid) radionuclides in guinea pigs 

(A. Preece, personal communication). Comparable investigations in 

human fetuses are unknown, however Blanchard (1966), found the highest 

natural 210Po activity in the soft tissue of a dehydrated 2 month old infant 

to be in spleen. The spleen is generally not the most active soft tissue in 

adult humans. In a comprehensive review by Parfenov (1974) the highest 

natural 210Po concentrations in the soft tissues of the adult were measured 

in the liver, kidneys, lung then spleen, similar to the ranking for uranium 

miners (Blanchard & Moore, 1971). The high ranking for radionuc1ide 

concentrations found in fetal spleen may well be explained in terms of the 

spleen's role in the breakdown of primitive generation erythroblasts (Davis 

&t Dobbing, 1974). 

In summary, the relative concentrations of radiobismuth measured in the 

tissues of adult guinea pigs are similar to those reported by other workers 

in the rat and imaging studies in humans (Erldani et al, 1964; Russ et al, 
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1975). In addition to the organs studied here, Matthews and Molinaro 

(1963) reported low concentrations of radiobismuth in the rat for musd e, 
brain, intestine and moderate levels in the gonads. In this study, little 
activity was found to cross the placental barrier with <1% of the injected 

activity found in fetoplacental units of either the 1st or 3rd three week 

period of a 9 week full-term pregnancy. The majority of the activity in the 
fetoplacental unit was found in the placenta and amniotic sac. 

These preliminary results indicate that radiobismuth and hence the 

majority of activity present from the inhalation of short-lived radon 

daughters would be poorly transferred across the placenta. The same, of 
course, applies to short-liv~ daughters derived from radon soluble in the 
tissues of the mother and 'fetus. It should be noted however that animal 

work cannot be directly translated to the human situation especially in 

view of the differences between the placentae which might affect the 

transfer of metallic ions. It would however be valuable in further work to 

ascertain whether high activities are taken up in the yolk sac, the most 

important site for haematopoiesis in the embryo. An association has been 

reported between international and UK domestic radon levels and prostate 

cancer (Eatough & Henshaw, 1991). In light of this work it is also important 

in future studies to determine the magnitude of the uptake of ionic 

bismuth in the adult prostate. 

7.3 THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE IN UTERO INGROWTH OF 21opo 

FROM 210Pb 

Radium, calcium and strontium are alkaline earths and it can be supposed 

that they are subjected to similar metabolic processes in the organism and 

have similar transfer characteristics. Rajewsky et al (1965) measured the 

specific 226Ra content of human bone in fetuses from 4 to 10 months of 

gestation and in adults up to 80 years of age. The natural 226Ra activity 

concentration, per g Ca in bone, did not significantly change during these 

pre-natal and post-natal periods. It is known that lead, like strontium, can 

replace calcium in the position of the bone apatite crystal (Waldron at 
Stolen, 1974). It can be hypothesized that bone volume seekers with long 

half-lives that can substitute lor calcium, such as 226Ra and 210Pb, will have 

similar specific activities, per g Ca, in the fetal bone as they have in 
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maternal bone. The same relationship cannot be expected for bone surface 

seekers, such as strontium, as the activity concentration in bone may well 

depend on bone formation and remodelling. 

There is evidence to support the hypothesis that 226Ra and 210Pb act in a 

similar manner to stable calcium in the fetus. Barltrop (1%9), found that 

stable lead in femur was dearly associated with calcium in the whole body, 

which was explained by assuming that the transfer of lead and calcium 

proceeded at a similar rate. Rank correlations of stable lead and calcium 

concentrations in aortae from newborns through to the much higher 

uptake of 70-84 year olds, show a strong relationship at natural levels 

(Schroeder & Tipton, 1968). 

The mathematical model assumes that the majority of 210Po in the fetus 

ingrows from 210Pb transferred across the placenta, which like calcium may 

be considered to be mainly derived from the maternal skeleton (Walters, 

1989). Animal experiments have shown that the placental transfer of 

polonium (Sikov, 1987) and bismuth is minimal. There has been much 

more experimentation with radium and especially lead showing that these 

elements readily transfer across the placenta (Sikov, 1987). The inert gas 

222Rn transfers to the fetus (Sikov, 1986), however the proportion of 210Pb 

derived from inhalation of 222Rn by the mother during pregnancy can be 

expected to be small. It is assumed, on the basis of placental transfer 

experiments in animals, that minimal activity of short-lived daughters and 

210po crosses the placenta directly or arises in utero from the decay of 

inhaled radon or its short-lived daughters extant in the mother or fetus. 

No account is taken of the lack of placenta in the early embryo which will 

change the conditions of uptake of radionuclides (Mole, 1990b). 

Three forms of the model have been considered and these are based on 

assuming the skeletal activity of 210Pb to be proportional to the product of 

the mass of fetal skeleton or alternatively the whole body and the 

concentration of stable calcium or lead (Fig. 7.4). The skeletal activity of 

210pb was assumed to be proportional to either: 

a) the mass of stable calcium per unit mass of the whole body, 

b) the mass of stable lead per unit mass of the \, .. hole body or 

c) the mass of stable lead per unit n\ass of bone. 
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Fig. 7.4. Mass of A) whole body calcium, B) stable lead In 
whole body and bone and C) the whole body of the fetus 

versus gestational age. 
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A two-way exchange of 210Pb is considered to occur across the placenta with 

negligible ingrowth of 210Po, until 210Pb is incorporated into the whole 

body or the fetal skeleton only. Any remodelling of fetal bone is considered 

to transport the 210Pb and 210Po present to another part of the fetal skeleton. 

Similarly, where the whole body was considered, the movement of 210Pb 

and 210Po was confined to the fetus and assumed not to re-enter the 

maternal circulation. 

The average mass m(tl) of the human fetus at gestational age tf, in weeks 

from the last menstrual period, is given by Moore (1988) and the mass of 

the embryo is based on the data by Widdowson and Dickerson (1975). In 

model type a) the mass of calcium found in the whole body of fetuses aged 

from 12 weeks of gestation to full term is given by Kelly et al (1951). The 

best fit estimate of calcium concentration in units of g.kg-1 body weight 

were utilized for fetuses of 14 weeks to full term, with an additional value 

for fetuses of 12 weeks. A measurement of the calcium content of the 

embryo was not available, therefore it was assumed that the embryo has a 

calcium concentration of 0.23 g.kg- t body weight equal to that of the 

combined soft tissues of reference man (ICRP, 1975), which is of the same 

order as the calcium concentration of fetal muscle (Widdowson & 

Dickerson, 1975). 

In models type b) and c), the values for stable lead in the whole body and 

bones of the skeleton were based on the study of Horiuchi et al (1959) of 

fetuses, in Osaka, aged 5-10 lunar months. The model is dependent on the 

rate of uptake of lead and therefore is not affected by differences in the 

absolute lead levels in fetuses from different geographical areas. The 

concentration of lead in the embryo was assumed to equal that of the lead 

concentration in non-bone component of the body at the 5th month of 

gestation. The proportion of stable lead measured in bone by Horiuchi et al 

remained virtually constant at -57% of the whole body lead for fetuses aged 

6 to 10 lunar months. This value is very similar to that estimated for a 

newborn based on the data of Barltrop (1969) where approximately 50% oi 

stable lead was situated in the skeleton, assuming bone to form 4~c of the 

3450 g body mass of the newborn. In model c) the Pb content of the 

skeleton was taken as 57% of the \vhole body content between 24 to 40 

weeks of gestation and 16% at 20 weeks. The ingro\\,th of :!lOpo frl.'m 210Pb, 
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in model c), was considered to be negligible before the commencement of 

bone formation at 8 weeks of gestation (Barltrop, 1969). 

For all forms of the model the computation was considered in steps of two 

weeks of gestation commencing at fertilization, 2 weeks after the last 

menstrual period. The values for the stable lead and calcium 

concentrations were interpolated and extrapolated where necessary to 

obtain continuous data sets. The activity of 210Pb in the mother's skeleton, 

may vary with her age tM (Holtzman, 1963). In this analysis the 210Pb 

activity AtM, Bq, is assumed constant. A relationship between AtM and the 

210Pb activity in the fetus At (tf) has been assumed to depend on the lower 

calcium concentration N Ca(tf)/m(tf) in fetal bone, with bone mass m(tf), 

compared to the calcium concentration in maternal bone (Dickerson, 1962) 

reducing the potential uptake of 210Pb in the fetus. A general form of the 

theoretical method is given in terms of the calcium concentration in fetal 

bone, although the exact inputs into the formulae depends on the 

particular form of the model. 

(7.1) 

where N CaM is the mass of calcium in the mother's skeleton. The rate of 

change of 210Po in bone with gestational age depends on the physical decay 

constants At and A2 for 210Pb and 210po. Assuming no loss in the activity of 

210pb due to decay, then 

(7.2) 

where Nt(h) and N2(tf) are the masses of 210Pb and 210po in fetal bone. 

Eqn 7.2 can be rewritten 

(7.3) 

The mass of 210po in fetal bone is dependent on its previous ma~s of ~loPb 
in bone Nt (tf') at the earlier gesta tional age tf', beginning at the time of 

fertilization to and ending at gestational age tf. Integrating lx)th sides of 
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Eqn 7.3 and as the 2I0po activity in fetal bone is given by A2(tf) = ),,2. N2(tf), 
therefore 

tf 

A2Uf) = A.I- A.2 INt{tf'). e-A.2(tf-tf')dlf' 
to 

(7.4) 

The growth of the skeleton in effect dilutes the 2I0po activity ingrown in 
bone at an earlier period. The ingrowth ratio for fetal bone 11(tf) is given by 

the ratio of A2{tf) and At(tf)· Substituting for At(tf) and At(tl> from Eqn 7.1 
gives 

(7.S) 

The 210po activity concentration C2Uf) in fetal bone at age tf, is given by 

(7.6) 

The dependence of the ingrowth of 2I0po from 2IOpb, with gestational age, is 
shown in Fig. 7.5 as determined by the three forms of the model. The 
increase in the ratio 11 (tE> with tf is similar for all models after the 
commencement of bone formation at 8 weeks of gestation. The model 
types a) & b) in effect account for the whole body uptake of 2IOpb, and have 

a finite value for 11 {tf) between fertilization and the 8th week of gestation. 
Model type c) has zero ingrowth of 2I0po before week 8, as it represents 

210Pb uptake in bone mineral only, effectively excluding the possibility of 
ingrowth of 2I0po from 210Pb occurring in the rest of the body. A best fit 

curve of 11 (tf) versus tf, is shown drawn through the data points from the 
three model types. The fetal cases studied by CR-39 autoradiography in 

Chapter 6 ranged from 22 to 39.5 weeks, for which period the ingrowth ratio 

11UI) is estimated to increase from 0.15 to 0.28. 
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7.4 PREDICflON OF 21oPb, 210Po AND 226Ra AcnVInES IN THE 
FEI'US 

The model has been used to predict the activity concentrations of 2tOPb, 

210po and 226Ra in fetal bone at the average UK levels (Fig. 7.6.). The 

average activity of 210Pb in bone of the mother is taken as 1.2 Bq.kg-t which 

is the averaged value from measurements of 210Pb activity concentrations 

measured from two UK studies (Hill & Jaworowski, 1961; Bradley &t Fry 

1989). A study by Walton et al (1959) of samples from UK adults gave a 

value for 226Ra of 1.5 Bq.kg-1 of calcium, which is equivalent to 
-300 mBq.kg-1 for wet bone. World average values for 226Ra and 210pb in 

bone are given as 170 mBq.kg-1 and 2.4 Bq.kg-1 by UNSCEAR (1988). It 
should be noted that the assignment of 300 mBq.kg-1 for 226Ra activity in 

the bones of the UK mothers is very high, considering that the world 

average ratio of 226Ra to 210Pb activity concentration in adult bone is 1 to 18 

by UNSCEAR (1988). The levels of 226Ra and 210Pb in fetal bone were 

assumed to be related to the ratio of the percentage calcium in fetal bone to 

the percentage calcium in maternal bone. The mass of calcium as a 

percentage of the whole body mass was based on the data of White et al 

(1991). The calcium content of bone was assumed to increase linearly from 

a negligible amount to 19.4% from 8 to 25 weeks of gestation, and then to 

remain at a constant concentration from 25-40 weeks of gestation. 

It is important to estimate the magnitude of the dose to fetal bone marrow 

from natural a-emitters as the marrow is the principle haematopoietic 

tissue during the 3rd trimester of fetal development. The annual absorbed 

dose to marrow which is adjacent to bone uniformly loaded with a 

a-emitter may be expressed, in a similar manner to Eqns 8.2 and 8.21, as 

The derivation and symbols of Eqn 7.7 are fully explained in Sections 8.2.1 

and 8.2.4. The first term represents the dose from the activity concentration 

Cm Hf), in marrow and the second term is the dose due to activity 

concentration Cb(tf), in bone. In Eqn 7.7, u is the ratio of densities of bone 

to marrow; n is the ratio of the ranges in marrow to bone and SaU,) is the 

geometrical function allowing for reduced dose to fetal marrow compared 

to that to bone from 210po in bone. The value of the parameter u.SaU,)/n 
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for 21Opo in bone is approximately 0.06 for the newborn, based upon Spiers' 

data (1966), White et al (1991) and the methods outlined in Chapter 8. The 

dimensions of the marrow cavities in fetal bone are unknown, therefore it 
is assumed that u.Sa(tf)/n remains constant for fetuses of 20-40 weeks 

gestation. 

Table 1.1. The average UK activity concentrations of the natural 
radionuclides, 226Ra, 210Pb and 21Opo predicted in fetal bone at 20-40 weeks 

of gestation. The activity concentrations assumed for the mother are 
averaged values from UK studies. The dose rate from 210po to bone 
marrow is also estimated. 

Estimated Assumed 
fetal parameters maternal 
at ~ estation a~ e tf parameters 

20 weeks 30 weeks 40 weeks Aged 30 years 

210Po/210Pb activity ratio in 

fetal bone 0.145 0.227 0.285 0.800 

Ratio of Ca concentration in fetal 

to maternal bone 0.600 0.862 0.862 -

226Ra activity concentration in 

bone (mBq.kg-1) 0.180 0.259 0.259 0.30 

210Pb activity concentration in 

bone <mBq.kg'" 1 ) 0.720 1.034 1.034 1.2 

210po activity concentration in 

bone <mBq.kg'" 1 ) 0.104 0.235 0.295 0.96 

210po dose rate+ to marrow 

~v.y"'l) 6-9 13-20 17-25 41-69 
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In view of the lack of measurements of 210Po activity in fetal bone mineral 

and the adjacent marrow, the dose estimates given in Table 7.1, assume a 

range of the Cb{tf)/Cm Hf) activity ratio between 10 and 22, based on values 

for adults given by Ladinskya at al (1973) and UNSCEAR (988). The Uk 

average dose rate for a-irradiation of marrow from 210Po is estimated to 

rise from 9 tJ,Sv.y-l, for a 20 week fetus, to 2S J..lSv.y-l for the newborn , 
assuming Cb{tf)/Cm (tf) has a value of 10. The dose to fetal marrow from 

226Ra can be expected to be of the same order as that for 210Po, based on the 

activity concentrations in bone as given in Table 7.1, and 226Ra activities in 

marrow comparable to those measured in soft tissues by Rajewsky et al 

(1965). 

Dose estimates from 210Po activities in the haematopoietic organs of the 

fetus are complicated by the ability of soft tissues, unlike bone, to 

preferentially uptake 210Po activity from the bloodstream, in comparison to 

uptake of 21Opb, whereas bone is considered to acquire 210Po principally by 

the decay of 210Pb. Therefore the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio calculated for 

fetal bone may not be the same as the 210Po/210Pb ratio for soft tissues. Any 

210Po activity that does cross the placenta from the mother, can be expected 

to cause greater departure from the calculated values of l1(tf) in the soft 

tissues rather than bone. In adults, 210Po/210Pb activity ratios greater than 

unity have been reported in many soft tissues (Parfenov, 1974). The mean 

210Po/210Pb activity ratios for adult liver and spleen have been given as 2.3 

and 2.2 respectively. In placenta a 210Po/210Pb ratio of 1.4 has been 

measured by Stahlhofen et a1 (1974). 

There is the possibility that fetal tissues do not exhibit preferential uptake 

of 210Po in the same manner as the soft tissues of the adult. Evidence for 

this comes from feral rats administered 210po and the resulting lack of 

variation in 210Po uptake in fetal soft tissues (J Bradley, personal 

communication). A greater similarity should be found between the 

behaviour of stable lead and 210Pb in the fetus than post-natally. The 210pb 

physical half-life of 22.4 years would have a greater influence on the 

activity concentration of 210Pb, and hence 210Po, in children or adults, than 

in the fetus. As a major portion of the 210Pb in fetal bone is assumed to 

derive from the mothers skeleton, it is hypothesized that a higher fetal 

burden of 210Pb and hence 210po results from the mother inhaling high 

radon concentrations, principally in the home. As a result of the lifetime 
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accumulation of 210Pb in bone, older mothers would be expected to im 
higher activity levels to their fetuses. part 

The 210Pb activity concentrations in fetal bone can be expected to have 

higher activities of bone-seeking radionuclides compared to activities in 
infant bone. The high levels of 210Pb present in the bone of the newborn 

are in effect diluted by the rapid growth of the infant, with an expected 

decrease in activity concentration followed by the long-term accumulation 

of 210pb continuing into adulthood. At average UK levels, the majority of 
the 210Pb body burden is acquired from diet, although it can be expected that 
the age-depend en t changes in the 210Pb acti vi ty concen tra tion of bone are 

similar to that derived solely from the inhalation of 222Rn and its 
daughters as described in Chapter 8. 

There is indirect evidence of this age-dependence for 210Pb, with higher 

levels of stable lead being measured in the soft tissues and bone of the 
stillborn compared with infants up to 1 year of age (Schroeder &: Tipton, 

1968). Czegledi (1987) made activity measurements in the skeleton of 21Opo 

and the bone volume seekers, 226Ra and 210Pb, finding higher activities of 

one order of magnitude, for 13 year olds compared to 1 year olds. 
Blanchard (1966) measured a relatively high 210Pb activity of 0.7 Bq.kg-1 in 

three newborns from Ohio. The study by Horiuchi et al (1959), who 

examined 16 fetuses aged 5 months and over in Japan, found high 

concentrations of stable lead in bone and liver. The cord blood values of 

l00J,lg/100g reported by them, were noted to be considerably higher than the 

values in blood usually regarded as normal during the first year of life 

(Barltrop, 1969). 

In summary, a theoretical model has been developed which predicts, in 

view of the paucity of actual measurements, the in utero activity levels of 
226Ra, 210Pb and 210Po. The model is dependent on a number of 

assumptions. On the basis of experimental data, the model allows for the 

placental transfer of lead and radium and the negligible transfer of 

polonium. Bone volume seekers with long half-lives that can substitute 

for calcium, such as 226Ra and 210Pb, are assumed to have similar specific 

activities, per g Ca, in fetal bone as they have in maternal bone. Once 210pb 

is transferred to the fetus it is confined to fetal bone and perhaps soft tissue. 

The variation of the 210Pb skeletal activity with gestational age is assumed 
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to be proportional to the mass of the fetal skeleton, or alternatively the 

whole body, and the concentration of stable calcium or lead. The 21Opo 

activity in the fetus is mainly derived from ingrowth from 210Pb in the 

fetus. It is predicted that the 210Po/21Opb activity ratio is -0.25 in the bone 

of the third trimester fetus. Assuming 210Pb and 226Ra activity 

concentrations of 1.2 and 0.3 Bq.kg-1, respectively, in the bone of the 
mother, the 210Pb, 210po and 226Ra levels in the bone of the third trimester 

fetus are calculated to have values of 1.0, 0.25 and 0.26 Bq.kg-1, respectively. 

The validity of the assumptions made in this hypothetical model regarding 

the placental transfer and fetal uptake of natural long-lived radionudides 
must await the results of future measurements. 

Table 7.2. The average UK dose rate to the bone marrow of the fetus from 

radon, thoron and their daughters inhaled by the mother. 

Component of dose Dose rate to bone marrow 

(J,.L5v.y-l per 20 Bq.m-3 of indoor 222Rn) 

Pure radon (222Rn) 14 

Radon short-lived daughters negligible 

21Opo 4 

Pure thoron (220Rn) -30 

Total radon and thoron dose rate 50 

7.5 RADON AND THORON DERIVED DOSE TO FETAL MARROW 

Finally the dose to the fetal bone marrow of the 3rd trimester is assessed for 

radon and associated thoron inhaled by the mother. At the average UK 
222Rn concentration of 20 Bq.m-3 indoors, the dose rate is -14 ~v.y"l, 
allOwing for a radon solubility in the fat-free fetal marrow of 0.4 mBq.kg-

1 

per 1 Bq.m-3 radon concentration as given in Table 8.6. The poor placental 

transfer of the dominant radionuclide 214Bi across the placenta, is 
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considered to result in a negligible dose from radon short-lived daughters 

to fetal marrow. It has been estimated that approximately 20% of the UK 

adults' 210Pb body burden is derived from inhalation of 222Rn and its 

daughters (Richardson et al, 1991) with the great majority of 210Pb from 

diet. For an average 210Pb activity concentration of 1.2 Bq.kg-1 in the bones 

of the mother, the 210po dose rate to fetal marrow is of the order of 

20 ~Sv.y-l, as evaluated in Table 7.1, with only 4 ~v.y-l from the 

inhalation of 222Rn and its daughters. Therefore the total average UK dose 

to fetal marrow from 222Rn and its daughters is -20 ~v.y-l, corresponding 

to the inhalation by the mother of an indoor 222Rn concentration of 
20 Bq.m-3. 

The passage of thoron gas inhaled by the mother to the fetus can be 

expected to be influenced more by its 55 second half-life than by the 
placental barrier. The daughter 212Pb, of half-life 10.6 hours, should freely 

transverse the placental barrier, although the a-emitting daughter 212Bi, 

T1/2 of 61 minutes, can be expected to be poorly transferred to the fetus. The 
average UK dose to fetal marrow derived from 220Rn may be of the same 

order as adult marrow, 30 )J.Sv.y-l (Stather et al, 1986), if the effects of the 

time-dependence of the placental transfer of lead are minimal, as has been 

observed in animal experiments (Hackett et aI, 1982). The total radon and 

associated thoron dose rate to the bone marrow of the fetus at average UK 

levels is estimated at -50 J.1Sv.y-l. 
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CHAPTER 8 

POSE TO REP BONE MARROW FROM NATURAL RADON AND 

mORON EXPOSURE 

8. 1 INTROPUcnON 

In order to estimate the dose contribution from radon to the 
haematopoietic stem cells, it is necessary to consider the part played by 
radon itself, then that of the short and long-lived daughters. A dosimetric 
model has been developed which has taken into account the transfer of 
inhaled radon to bone marrow. Transport times in the body are generally 
short compared with the physical half-life of radon. In view of the 
relatively high flow rate of blood in bone marrow, radon equilibrium can 
be assumed, such that the uptake is governed by radon solubility in that 
particular tissue. 

Bone marrow consists of various cellular components, mainly 
haematopoietic cells and fat. The high value of radon solubility in fat has 
important consequences for the radiation dose to haematopoietic tissue in 

marrow. In the newborn nearly all the bone marrow contains active red 
haematopoietic tissue with negligible fat content. In the growing child, the 
red bone marrow is gradually replaced by yellow marrow, beginning in the 
central portions of the long bones and extending both distally and 
proximally. Similarly, the percentage of active haematopoietic tissue 
gradually decreases with age in the axial skeleton of the child and adult. 
The fraction of haematopoietic marrow in a given bone may be expressed 
in terms of a cellularity fraction. The cellularity of bone and the 
contribution to the total active marrow of the skeleton were derived by 
Cristy (1981) for all major haematopoietic bones of the newborn to age 40 
years. 

The fat in marrow is in the form of adipocytes (fat cells) which are 

composed predominantly of triglyceride (Hiragun, 1985). Bone marrow 

adipocytes are morphologically similar to, but dissimilar in origins and 
functions to those of extramedullary white adipose tissue. The number of 

.. d 
bone marrow adipocytes fluctuates with the state of haematopoaesls an 
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increases in physiologically or pathologically hypoplastic marrow (Weiss 

1970). Recent studies have investigated extensively the fat cell size ~ 
human subcutaneous fat (Hausman, 1985), with less known of medull 
fat cell size. The fat cell is the largest cell in the whole body with a m: 

extramedullary diameter of approximately 50 ~m (Gray's Anatomy, 1980). 

The size of extramedullary fat cells ranges from 50 to 80 ~m in the fetus, 
and from 25 to 200 ~m in the adult (Hiragun, 1985). Isolated cells assume a 
spherical morphology but when in close proximity assume a polyhedral 
form (Sjostrom et aI, 1971). The maximum diameter of medullary fat cells 
in animals and cultured human cells have been measured as being 
140-160 Jlm (Tavassoli, 1976) and 80-100 ~m (Zucker-Franklin et aI, 1978), 

respecti vel y. 

The short and long-lived radon daughters are radionuclides of the 
elements lead, bismuth, and polonium, therefore their general physical, 
biochemical uptake and excretion properties in the body are important 
considerations in relation to dose to bone marrow. Lead, bismuth and 
polonium are heavy metals, but with polonium having many of the 
characteristics of rare-earth elements. The short half-lives of 214Po and 
218Po, means that they have relatively short times for biochemical effects to 
occur unlike the long-lived daughter 210Pb giving rise to 210Po. Therefore, 
the characteristics of short-lived daughter products, both from soluble 
radon and direct inhalation, will be dominated by the properties of lead and 
bismuth, as discussed in Chapter 7. 

In the blood, lead binds rapidly to red cells, with 95% of vascular lead 
binding to red cell membranes in minutes (Watanabe & Yana, 1953); while 
polonium is taken up more slowly, with maximum binding to red cells 
occurring in hours (Thomas, 1964). Bismuth in blood binds readily to 
serum proteins (Russ et aI, 1975). Bismuth and polonium are both 
associated with proteinaceous material (Szymanska et ai, 1981), with both 

exhibiting non-specific protein binding. Lead binds non-specifically to 
lipids and lipoproteins in the cell membranes (Waldron &t Stofen, 1974). 

The fraction of total plasma lead and polonium (and presumably bismuth) 
that is not bound was assumed by Stover (1959) to be in ionic form, and in 
equilibrium with body tissues and plasma proteins. Animal experiments 
with carrier-free lead showed two thirds of the administered activity to be 

in blood at 1 hour after intravenous administration. The transport of the 
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short-lived daughters into fat can be assumed to be negligible, as the 

biological rate of uptake of lead and polonium from blood has been given 

by ICRP (1979, 1980) as 8 hours. The uptake of radiobismuth in fat, 1 hour 

after administration, has been found to be minimal, as described in 
Section 7.2. The longer half-lives of 210Pb, 210Po and 212Pb point to 

homogeneous distribution in fatty marrow being more likely (Casarett, 
1964). 

In this chapter, firstly the exposure from pure radon gas is considered to the 

aitical tissue in leukaemia induction. This has been estimated from the 

solubility of radon in the fat and haematopoietic tissues of bone marrow, 

and the bone marrow's changing composition with an individual's age. 
Secondly, the absorbed dose to haematopoietic marrow due to the 

inhalation of short-lived daughters is assessed for radon exposure and 

occupancy typical of UK homes. This has been estimated from the detailed 

measurements of radon daughters in the blood of Austrian Spa workers by 

Pohl (1964). Thirdly, the dose contribution from 210Po following protracted 

radon exposure is calculated using data of Clemente et al (1984), and others, 
for uranium miners and radon spa area inhabitants. 

These data have been used to provide dose estimates appropriate to 

domestic exposures in the UK at the population-weighted mean radon 
concentration of 20 Bq.m-3 indoors (Wrixon et ai, 1988) and 4 Bq.m-3 

outdoors (Hughes et al, 1988). Finally, the dose to marrow from thoron has 

been considered since the thoron and its daughter concentrations are often 

elevated in the presence of high radon concentrations (Schery, 1985; Martz 

et al, 1990). 

8.2 THEORETICAL METHODS 

8.2.1 Basis of the dosimetric model 

A model is developed which considers the absorbed dose to haematopoietic 

tissue from radon and its a-emitting daughters situated both in the tissue 

Itself and also in fat cells distributed within marrow. In this dosimetriC 

model, fat cells are considered to be randomly distributed spheres of pure 

fat, that are homogeneously distributed in marrow. This is a simplification 
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of the actual distribution, with different cell types have . mg varytng 
concentration across the trabeculae (Lord & Schofield, 1980). 

}iaematopoietic stem cells have a much smaller diameter (-5 J.1m) than fat 

cells (lCRP, 1975). In children and adults, haematopoietic marrow lies 
mainly in cavities of trabecular bone, whose size varies with age (S . piers, 
1966; 1988), with a cellularity-weighted skeletal average of 0.49 and 0.88 

mD\, for the newborn and 40 year old, respectively. Since the trabecular 

cavity size is large compared to fat cell sizes, edge effects at the 
bone/ marrow interface were considered to be negligible. 

Fig. 8.1. Theoretical representation of a spherical fat cell within a spherical 
cavity in fat, representing adipocytes in haematopoietic marrow. 

The model must consider both the possibility that a-particles emitted from 

a fat cell terminate in haematopoietic marrow, and also, that the a-particle 
may transverse the haematopoietic tissue to enter another fat cell. In this 

model each spherical fat cell of radius rs is considered to be surrounded by a 
representative annulus of active marrow whose external radius is rc o It has 

been assumed that the fraction of fat Z present in bone marrow is equal to 

the ratio of the representative volume of a fat cell to that of the cavity plus 

fat cell, whereby 

Ie • IC. Z1l3 (8.1) 
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Plwipotent stem cells are estimated as -1 per SOO bone marrow cells CLord 

" Schofield, 1980). They are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in 

active marrow as recommended by ICRP (1979), and to lie between and to 

be irradiated by the inner spherical fat cell and the outer spherical fat cavity 
(Fig. 8.1). The dose to active marrow is therefore the sum of the dose from 

the inner spherical fat cell and the fat from beyond the representative 
annulus of active marrow. 

The absorbed dose per second at a point in a haematopoietic tissue element, 
which is adjacent to fat uniformly loaded with an a-emitter, may be 
expressed, based on the work of Charlton and Cormack (1962), as 

C • £ex • u • S(x) • Qa 
Da(x) = n (8.2) 

where: Da(x) is the absorbed dose equivalent per second at a distance x from 

the fat/haematopoietic tissue interface, from a-particles of initial energy Eo 
in MeV. The activity concentration C is the disintegrations per second 
emitted per unit mass of fat; Q a is the quality factor, taken as 20 for 
a-particles; u is the ratio of densities of the emitter and irradiated tissue 
and n is the ratio of the ranges in the irradiated and the emitter tissue. S(X) 

is the geometrical function (Sl), at distance x, and is the ratio of the 
apparent activity of the irradiated haematopoietic tissue to the activity of 
the a-emitter in fat. S(x) depends on the shape of the interface and on the 
form of the a-particle range-energy relationship. For a-particles of energy 
between 1 and 10 MeV the relationship between residual range Rand 

energy E may be expressed, by 

(8.3) 

where v and ware empirical constants which can be found from 

experimental data. Charlton and Cormack (1962) took a value of 1.5 for w. 

Spltnical Cavity in Fat 

It is assumed that a-particles are emitted isotropically, that the activity is 
constant throughout the fat, that a-particles travel in straight paths with 

range Ra. Unear energy transfer (LET) can be estimated by differen~iatiOn. 
For a spherical interface of radius fe, where Xc is the shortest dlstance 
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betWeen the point P and the interface, it has been shown by H th ( 
Owar 19(5) 

that the geometric factor Sc(xc) has the form I 

IS.4) 

where, by Fig. 8.2 

(8.5) 

Fat 

Fig. S.2. The geometry used in calculating the energy dissipation at point P 

inside an irradiated spherical cavity of radius re. 

Solving the quadratic equation for a gives 

(8.6) 

Let the two solutions be a+ and a .. The dose to point P is the sum of tW('I 

contributions Y + and Y. which are shown in Fig. 8.2. Let j = lesser of a+ and 

Ra and k= lesser of a. and Ra. 
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Therefore 

" 2 

..L;' - . If 
. 1 . k 1 

SC(XC) = 2 [(1- Ra) + (t - Ra) j smo do 

o 

Haematopoietic tissue 

(S.7) 

Fig. 8.3. The geometry used in calculating the energy dissipation at point P 

outside an irradiating spherical cell of radius rs . 

Spherical Fat Cell 

Equation 8.4 has been extended and applied to irradiation of point P from 

outside a spherical cell (Fig. 8.3) to give a geometric factor Ss(xs) at a radial 

distance Xs from the fat cell where 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 
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umax 
1 ~ .! k ! 

Sa(x.) = 2 J [(1 • fa) w • (t • Ri'] sino do (8.10) 

The condition for Omax occurs when a.. = a+ and 

. -t( r. ) 
8max = sm r. + Xs (8.1t) 

Summing the contributions from the spherical cavity in fat and fat cell 
gives 

where Xc = re - r and x. = r - rs. Therefore 

re 

f S(r) • 4xr2 dr 
S r. 
a·~-re----

f 47tr2 dr 
r. 

(8.U) 

(8.13) 

The mean dose to a small volume of haematopoietic tissue is the sum of 
the contributions of a-radiation from the spherical fat cell and spherical fat 
cavity (Eqn 8.12). Consider a shell at radius r of volume dv = 4u2dr, with a 
position-dependent geometric factor S(r). The latter was computed with 
steps of dr equal to 0.005~. The mean geometric factor Sa for the 
representative annulus of active marrow, for a-particle at was estimated by 
iterative computation over the limits of the integrals of Se(xe) and S.(x.)' 

with steps of do of 0.001 radian. 

8.2.2. Contribution from pure radon. 

Radon-222 upon decay emits a 5.5 MeV a-particle with a range in water of 
about 42.8 J.I.Dl. The short-lived daughter products of radon, 218po and 
214Po, emit a-particles of energy 6.0 and 7.7 MeV respectively, with ranges 

in water of 49.5 and 74.2 J.1IIl (Fews, 1982). Alpha-particle ranges were 

assumed to be that in water as ranges in haematopoietic tissue and fat 
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-Iculated by the data of Ziegler (1977) were within ±s~ of that . 
gil m water. 
The average densities of red and yellow marrow are given by ICRP (t91S) as 
O.Cfl and 1.03 g.cm-3. The parameter u/n was assumed to be unity. The 
atomic recoil of 222Rn, 218Po and 214po in tissue is negligible, with a recoil 

kinetic range of the order of 0.1 J.lIll (Bossus, 1984). It has been assumed that 

radon and its short-lived daughters produce a three a-particle point decay, 

as the effect of diffusion and other forms of transcellular transport of heavy 
metals, in the large central lipid droplet of the fat cells, is probably small 
during the short lifetimes of the daughter products. 

The activity concentration in fat Cf and haematopoietic tissue Ch were 
taken to be 6.33 mBq.kg-1 and 0.4 mBq.kg-l, respectively, for air inhaled 

with a radon concentration of 1 Bq.m-3 (Nussbaum & Hursh, 1951; 1958). 

The effective activity concentrations Ch(i, t, a) of the short-lived daughters 
in haematopoietic tissue at age t, for a particular bone i, were calculated by 

Eqn 8.14. 

(8.14) 

Geometric dose factors Sa were computed by Eqn 8.13, for a given a-particle 
a, fat fraction Z(i, 0, and fat cell diameter 2rs (25-200 J..lm). The active 

marrow in bone i at age t, is expressed as a fraction of the total active 

marrow in the skeleton and denoted by MO, t). The mean effective activity 

concentration Ch(t, a), per Bq.m-3, to the total haematopoietic marrow of 

the skeleton at age t, is the sum of effective activity concentration Ch(l, t, a) 

for a particular bone i, weighted by M(i, 0. 

(S.lS) 

i 

The mean dose equivalent per year Dh(t) in J..lSv to the haematopoietic 

marrow of the whole skeleton is the sum of the three a-particle point 

decays (radon and two short-lived daughters), and is given by 

~(t). II Ch(t, a). (Ea. u~ Q. Y] (S.16) 

a 

where y is the number of seconds in 1 year. 
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8.2.3. Contribution from the inhalation of radon short-lived dJallghtns 

On the basis of Pohls' (1964) animal experiments, it has been assumed that 

when inhaling radon daughters, under normal domestic conditions, the 

dose to blood is mainly derived from 214Po in equilibrium with 214Bi, with 

the precursor daughters of 214po contributing a much smaller dose. PoW 

(1964) found the activity of 214Bi (and hence 214Po) in blood to be 4.2, 3.0 and 

0.45 mBq.kg-1 for F factors, described in Section 2.1, of 0.87, 0.51 and zero 

(pure 222Rn) respectively, per Bq.m-3 radon concentration, in atmospheres 

at 240C and 70% humidity. UNSCEAR (1988) has assigned F factors of 0.4 

and 0.8 for indoor and outdoor atmospheres, for which blood activity 

values are estimated at 2.2 and 3.6 mBq.kg-1 per Bq.m-3. For the UK, the 

average indoor and outdoor radon concentrations are 20 and 4 Bq.m-3. 

Also taken into account is a UK occupancy factor at all ages of 0.9, for the 

portion of time spent indoors (Francis, 1987), in calculating a constant 

activity concentration for 214Bi in blood of 40 mBq.kg-l, under average UK 

conditions. 

Due to uncertainties in radon daughter transport in the body, lower, mean 

and upper activity ratios of the radon daughter 214Bi, and hence 214Po, in 

red bone marrow to blood Ah/AB have been estimated. The rate of change 

of activity dAa/dt of radionuclide a in tissue T can be described by Eqn 8.17 

(method suggested by J. E. Eatough). The uptake factor fra of a given tissue 

defines the fraction of activity, of the short-lived daughters 218Po, 214Pb, 

214Bi, that is eliminated from blood, translocated and retained in the tissue. 

Jacobi and Eisfeld (1980) have shown that the equilibrium activity in tissue 

ATa is related to the activity ABa of 218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi in blood. ATa is also 

dependent on the physical and biological rate constants A.pa and A.Ta of the 

three a-emi tters. 

(8.17) 

In th dAa ' d' I'd e steady state dt = 0, then summing each ra lonuc 1 e 

(8.18) 
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In accordance with the recommended values of fTa and ATa by the ICRP 
(1979; 1980) the contribution from 214Bi dOminates. The activity in other 

organs, apart from the bone, liver, kidneys, spleen and adipose tissue 

(assuming no uptake in fat) is considered to be homogeneous and to 

include the active marrow. The activity Ab per unit mass of 214Bi in active 

marrow is Chand the mass ratio of blood to that of other organs is 

approximately 0.13, at all ages (ICRP, 1975). It can be shown that the ratio 

ChIC. including 6% vascularity, is approximately 0.16. An activity ratio of 

0.32 was obtained from animal experiments by Pohl-Riiling et al (1982) with 

similar values found in other investigations (Pohl & Pohl-Riiling 1967). 

The theoretical and animal activity ratios of 0.16 and 0.32 were considered 
to be lower and upper limits, and a mean value of 0.24 has been taken. 

As the short-lived daughter half-lives are in total less than an hour, it is 

assumed that little intra-cellular uptake occurs in fat cells. Binding of 
radon daughters to the cell membranes can be expected to be largely non
specific and mainly dependent on the cell surface area of the 

haematopoietic and blood cells, as the fat cells contribute only about 6" of 
the total cell surface area of the adult's marrow at 60% cellularity (ICRP, 

1975). On this basis the 222Rn daughter products free in plasma or extra

vucular fluid, or bound to intra- and extra-vascular cell membranes have 

been assumed to be homogeneously distributed among the stem cells, with 

the activity of whole marrow dependent on the cellularity. Therefore, by 
the radiation reciprocity theorem, the effective 214po activity concentration 

Ch(l,t) in the haematopoietic marrow of bone i, at age t, may be derived 

&om Eqn 8.14 and given by 

4(1,t) = Ch[l - Sa • Z(i, t)) (8.19) 

The mean effective activity concentration Ch (t) and mean annual dose 

~(t) to the haematopoietic tissue of the whole skeleton have been 

computed in a similar manner to Eqns 8.15 and 8.16. Since changes with 

age in the anatomy and physiology of the respiratory tract cause variation 

in the deposition of daughter products in the lung and the rest of body, an 

age-dependent dose modifying factor for bone marrow Km(t) has been 

employed. The factors, Km(t), and for bone Kb(t), are the product of the 

relative deposition in the alveolar-interstitium, as determined by 
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James et al (1990) and the ratio of the organ mass (Crist\· & E k - . c erman 1 CR.7) 
of an adult to that of a child, at age t (Table 8.1). I 

(S.20) 

Table S.l. Age-dependent modifying factors based on relative deposition in 

the alveolar-interstitium by James et al (990). 

Age-dependen t Age (years) 

modifying factor 0 1 5 10 Female ~fale 

Adult Adult 

Alveolar-interstitium 0.057 0.28 0.54 0.70 0.79 1.00 

Bone marrow Km(t) 1.36 2.12 1.88 1.28 0.84 1.00 

Bone Kb(t) 2.04 2.85 2.45 1.76 1.16 1.00 

8.2.4 Contribution from radon long-lived daughters 

Clemente et al (1984) gives the results of regression analyses of the 

cumulative lung exposure due to radon and the resulting 21l)p b 

concentration, based on 210po measurements, in bone or teeth from studies 

of uranium miners and domestic radon exposure. Mainly linear 

relationships were found ranging from 0.03 Bq.kg-1 of 210pb in bone to 1.2 

Bq.kg-1 in teeth per WLM (Working Level Months) exposure. These 

extremes are taken as the basis of the lower and upper dosimetric estimates 

for radon-derived 210po. A mean value of 0.1 Bq.kg-1 per \VL~1 was 

estimated from three studies of the levels of 210Pb in the bont's of uranium 

miners (Black et aI, 1968; Holtzman, 1970; Blanchard et aI, 1969). A linea; 

correlation was assumed and the studies results \,'ere weightL'd by the 

number of miners involved. A 210Po/210Pb ratio of 0.8 was as~umed for 

bone (UNSCEAR, 1988). 
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At average UK radon exposures the annual exposure of d 1 . an aut 1S 

0.1 WLM (Wrixon et al, 1988). At these exposures, the majority of the 210pb 
body burden is estimated to originate from inhaled 210Pb and radon short
lived daughters, rather than radon soluble in tissues (Holtzman, 1963; 

rlSher, 1969). The greater part of 210Pb is deposited in the skeleton. It has 
been assumed that a child's annual exposure is the product of 0.1 WLM and 

age-dependent dose modifying factors for the bone Kb(t) (Table 8.1). 
Account has been taken of the physical decay of 210Pb OCcuning after its 
initial uptake, both for UK citizens, and for uranium miners who were on 
average exposed to an elevated radon atmosphere over a 20 year period. 

Allowance has been made for the growth of the skeleton, pre- and post
natally, which dilutes the 210Pb accumulation in bone from previous 
exposure. The concentration of 210po in the bone of newborn, is estimated 
assuming that 210Pb is derived wholly from the maternal system, as 
described in Chapter 7. A mean reproductive age of 30 years is assumed. 
Allowance has been made for the ingrowth of 210po from 210Pb, and the 
lower calcium concentration in fetal compared to the maternal bone 
(Dickerson, 1962) reducing the potential uptake of lead. 

The dose to the active marrow of bone i, a t age t, has been taken as the sum 
of the doses, from the a-particles originating from 210Po in marrow DmU,t) 

and bone DbCi,t) (Eqn 8.21). The 5.3 MeV a-particles were calculated to have 
ranges in adult marrow and bone of about 40 and 26 tlm, with the 
elemental composition of bone given by Woodard (1962). It has been 
assumed that 210Pb and 210Po, with mean physical lifetimes of 30 years and 

195 days, will be redistributed homogeneously in marrow by intra-cellular 
transport, bone remodelling and perhaps, fat cell turnover (Van, 1985). The 

distribution of 210Po in the marrow and bone volume have been assumed 
to be independently homogeneous, though at different activities. The 
estimated activity of 210Po in bone has been reduced by a factor of 22 
(UNSCEAR, 1988) to obtain an estimate of the activity in bone marrow. To 
estimate the dose to marrow from 210po it has been assumed that the large 

majority of active marrow lies within spherical cavities in trabecular bone: 

this is a good approximation, particularly in adults. The dose to marrow 
from 21Opo in marrow DmU,t) has been estimated considering the 21Opo, in 

the trabecular cavity, as a spherical source. The geometric factor ~or ~e 
spherical source was calculated using Eqn 8.13, considering the contnbutlon 

from S.(x.) onI y. 
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D1a(I) = ~[Dm(i,t) + Db(i,t» • M(i, t) 

i 
(8.21) 

1be dose from 210Po from bone Db(i,t), to the whole marrow cavity have 

been based on Eqns 8.2 and 8.13, where ra was considered to be minimal size 

(infinitely small). The spherical trabeculae cavities were assumed to have a 

mean cavity size as given by Spiers (1966) and ICRP (1975) for different 
bones of the skeleton. The percentage variation of the mean cavity size 

with age was based on Spiers' (1966) measurements for the vertebrae. 

Estimates of the elemental composition, density and a-particle range, Ra 

were made for bone at· different ages, based on the measurements of 
Dickerson (1962) and the methods of Woodard (1962), Robinson (1960) and 

Ziegler (1977). The age variation of the dosimetric parameter, u,Sa/n (Eqn 

8.2 modified) was found to be dependent mainly on changes in SOJ with 

uln remaining virtually constant. The mean annual dose Dtt(O to the total 

haematopoietic marrow of the skeleton was calculated as the summed dose 

to the marrow, of bones i, of age t, weighted by the fraction of skeletal 

marrow, M (i, t). 

8.2.5 Contribution from thoron and its daughters 

Finally the contribution from 220Rn and its daughter products have been 

taken into account. The results of regional surveys (Green et ai, 1985) 

indicate that the mean equilibrium equivalent 220Rn concentration in UK 

homes is about 0.3 Bq.m-3 (Hughes et ai, 1988). In outdoor air, the few 

available measurements, world-wide, of thoron decay products 
(UNSCEAR, 1982) point to an average 212Pb/ 222Rn activity ratio of about 

0.04 (UNSCEAR, 1988). 

The UK average annual dose to the adult's red bone marrow from thoron 

and its daughter products has been estimated at 30 ~v (no range given), 

with about 90% of the dose coming from the thoron daughters (Stather et 

al, 1986). Dose estimates for the inhalation of thoron (Peterman & Perkins, 

1988), and indoor and outdoor thoron decay products, by members of the 
public are given by UNSCEAR (1988), adapted from the calculatiOns of 

Jacobi and Eisfeld (1980; 1982). In this work the value for the UK dose to an 
adult's marrow has been modified by the deposition factor Km(t) to give an 
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eltimate for different ages. It was assumed that the thoron daUghter, 212pb 
(TV2 = 10.6 hours) has time to become homogeneously disbibuted in 
awrow, with negligible changes of dose with cellularity. 

Table 8.2. The percentage fat in marrow (bold type) and distribution of 

active marrow for various bones showing variation with age, from Cristy 
(1981) and extended for age greater than 40 years. 

Bone Age (years) 

0 1 5 10 15 25 40 10 
Vertebrae, 0 5 15 20 25 28 30 t2 
sternum, ribs 23·4 27·6 33·9 41·7 52·2 58-3 61·4 61·4 

Skull, scapulae 0 5 20 35 45 58 62 15 
32·2 30·2 20·2 15·6 13·4 11·4 11·2 11·2 

Oavicles 0 5 21 27 48 63 61 81 
0·8 0·8 0·9 0.9 1'() ().8 ().8 ().8 

Upper half 0 5 23 40 55 10 15 90 
femora &t humeri 6'() 6·5 9·2 11·9 12·3 9·9 9'() 9.() 

Lower half 0 11 29 61 90 100 100 100 
femora &t humeri 6'() 6·2 8·5 7·7 2·7 0 0 0 

Tibiae, fibulae, pat- 0 11 43 77 100 100 100 100 

eUae, ulnae &t radii 10.5 11.2 11.0 6.6 0 0 0 0 

Ankle, foot, wrist 0 50 80 100 100 100 100 100 

at hand bones 11·9 6·6 3-4 0 0 0 0 0 

Oacoxae 0 5 21 28 36 42 52 63 

9·2 11·1 13·1 15·6 18·5 19·5 17·5 17·5 
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8J RESULTS 

&J.t Basis of the dosimetric model 

The age-dependent percentage of fat in marrow and the distribution of 

active marrow in bones of the skeleton are given in Table 8.2 for ages 0 to 

70 years. For ages greater than 40 years the distribution of active marrow in 

the skeleton was assumed to remain the same as that at age 40. The fat 

fractions for ages greater than 40 were estimated by extending Cristy's (1981) 

data using the age patterns of the vertebrae, sternum and ribs given by 

Custer and Ahlfeldt (1932). Similarly the age patterns for the anterior iliac 

crest by Hartsock et al (1965) were applied to the os coxae and the remaining 

twenty percent of active marrow of the skeleton, which also have a 

relatively high fat content. 

1.0 --r-----------------~ 

0.8 

0.6 

Geometric 
Factor 

0.4 

0.2 

o 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Fat Fraction 

----- 21"Po ___ 218 Po 

__ 222Rn 

0.8 1.0 

FI . c. -f the a-particles of I· 8.4, A comparison of the geometrIc factors ~ or 
222 2 f t' ns Z and a (at cell In, 18Po and 214po estimated for variable fat rae 10 

dlameter of 100 1Jlll. 
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8.3.2 Contribution from pure radon 

The geometric factors Sa were determined for the radon point decay of 
222Rn, 218po and 214po. The greatest differences in the geometric factors of 

the three a-emitters occurs for intermediate fat fractions, where the 
different ranges of the a-particles have most effect (Table 8.3 & Fig. 8.4). 

Table 8.3. A comparison of the geometric factors Sa for a-particles of 222Jut, 
2I8Po and 214po analysed for variable fat fractions Z and a constant fat cell 
diameter of 25-200 J.1m. 

Alpha-emitter Range Fat cell Fat Fraction 

(J.1m) ~iameter 0·1 0·3 0·5 0·1 0·9 
(J.1m) 

2S 0·667 0·835 0·900 0·944 0·986 
50 0·444 0·671 0·792 0·882 0·962 

222Rn 42·8 100 0·238 0·482 0-651 0·791 0·926 
150 0·160 0·351 0·551 0·126 0·891 
200 0·120 0·265 0·462 0·663 0·869 

2S 0·721 0·860 0·915 0·952 0·989 
50 0·489 0·703 0·814 0·895 0·963 

2I8po 49·5 100 0·274 0·526 0·691 0·818 0·934 

150 0·185 0·399 0·592 0·758 0·917 

200 0·139 0·307 0·509 0·696 0·883 

2S 0·827 0·910 0·944 0·969 0·995 

50 0·615 0·803 0·883 0·935 0·978 
214po 74·2 100 0·397 0·637 0·769 0·867 0·953 

150 0·274 0·526 0·690 0·818 0-934 

200 0·207 0-431 0-624 0·774 0·915 

Th . t decay of 222Rn, e mean dose to haematopoietic tissue from the pOin 
218Po and 214Po has been estimated for variable fat fraction and fat cell 
diameters, for 1 Bq.m-3 radon concentration in inhaled air (Fig. 8.5). The 
A__ • ared with that for 
\IUIIe is significantly reduced for large fat cell SiZes romp 
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homogeneous mixing of haematopoietic marrow and fat. The latter is 

represented by a fat cell of minimal size (infinitely small). The age

dependent mean dose per year to haematopoietic marrow, for a range of fat 

cell diameters, was calculated for ages 0 to 70 years, inhaling a pure radon 
concentration of 1 Bq.m-3 (Table 8.4). Similarly, the mean annual dose to 

haematopoietic marrow at ages 0-70 years, accounting for cellularity and 

skeletal distribution, is shown in Fig. 8.6 for exposures at the average UK 

radon indoor concentration of 20 Bq.m-3. The mean annual dose increases 
6-fold or more, with increasing fat cell size, from age 0 to 70 years. 

Mean 
Annual 
Dose 
~Sv 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

o 
o 

Fat cell diameter 

infinitely 
--- small 
•••••••• 25tJm 

----- 5C>tlm 
--1OOJ.tm 
- - -150pm 
-.-.- 200pm 

02 04 06 08 10 

Fat Fraction 

FlS· 8.5. The mean annual dose to haematopolehc hssue . .. for the point decay 

of 222Rn 218Po and 214po estimated for variable fat fraction Z and fat cell 
I, . • 

d1 . . . B -3 don concentratton 1n Imeters of minimal Slze to 200 ~m, for 1 q.m ra 
inhaled air. 
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8.3.3 Contribution from. the inhalation of short-lived daughters 

Taking into account age-dependent modifying factors (Table 8 1) th . , e mean 
dose to haematopoietic tissue from 214 Po has been calculated per unit 

Bq.m-3 radon exposure for different ages and fat cell diameters (Table ~ 5). 

The mean dose to active marrow from inhaled radon daughters, shows a 

peak at around one year of age, due to respiratory deposition, with the dose 

falling off in the elderly, as shown in Fig. 8.6 for average UK exposures. 

Table 8.4. The mean annual dose, ~Sv, to haematopoietic tissue due to the 

point decay of 222Rn, 21Bpo and 214Po, from radon dissolved in fat cells at 

different ages and fat cell diameters, for 1 Bq.m-3 radon concentration in air. 

Fat cell Age (years) 

diameter 0 1 5 10 15 25 40 70 

Minimal size 0·78 1·8 3·5 4·6 4·8 5·2 5·6 7·0 

25~m 0·78 1·6 3·2 4·2 4·4 4·8 5·2 6h 

50~m 0·78 1·4 2·8 3·7 4·0 4·3 4·7 6·1 

100JlIll 0·78 1·2 2·3 3·2 3·4 3·7 4·1 5·5 

150~m 0·78 1·1 2·0 2·8 2·9 3·3 3·6 5·0 

200JlIll 0·78 1·1 1·8 2·5 2·6 2·9 3,3 4·6 

B.3.4. Contribution from radott long-lived daughters 

The mean dose to active marrow from 210Po, derived from the cumulative 

exposure to radon and daughter products, was calculated (Table 8.6, Fig. 8.6) 

for average UK radon exposures. The majority of the dose to the newborn 

marrow is assumed to be from the ingrowth of 210po from 210Pb (-2:;% of 

the 210Pb activity), transferred from the mother's accumulated 210Pb. The 

mean annual dose from 2I0po rises over 4-fold from 0 to 40 yl',H~, but 

increases only by a further 25% to 70 years of age. For the ne\\'born, c~l,d 
aged 10 years, and the adult aged 40 years, the percentage l)1 haemah)F',)letlc 

"'. i ; .... ('f 
dose fronl 210po situated in marro\\' Dm(t) is estinlatL'd at ~-, ·tt) ar1l _I/f, 
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respectively, of the total dose to haematopoietic marrow Dh(t) from 210Po 
in both marrow and bone. 

140 
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Mean 
Annual 
Dose 
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o 
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- - - Pure radon 

---Inhaled radon daughters (C"/Ce = 0 24) 

----- 210 Po (mean only) 
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~~~~~~~~~--~-=~~~::::-:-:-~-~-~:.-:::--._._.-.-.~. ~m 
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Fig. 8.6. Comparison of the mean annual dose to haematopoietic marrow, 
fat cell size up to 200 J,J.m, from the inhalation of pure radon, short-lived 
daughters, and radon-derived 210Po, for 0-70 years of age at the mean UI< 

radon exposure. 
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Table 8.5. The mean annual dose, ~Sv, to haematopoietic tissue, from 

214po per Bq.m-3 indoor (F = 0.4) radon exposure, at different a~es and fat 

cells diameters up to 200~. Age-dependent deposition factors Km(t) have 
been employed. To convert to outdoor dose per Bq m-3 l't l'S ne . . . . . cessary to 
multiply by the ratio of the actIVlty values given in Section 8.2.3. 

Fat cell Age (years) 

diameter 0 1 5 10 15 25 40 70 

Minimal size 0.59 0·84 0.62 0.37 0·29 0·25 0·23 0·18 

25~m 0.59 0·85 0.64 0·39 0·30 0·26 0·24 0·19 

50~m 0·59 0·87 0.67 0·40 0·31 0·27 0·26 0·21 

100~m 0·59 0·88 0.70 0·43 0·33 0·29 0·28 0·23 

~50~m 0·59 0·89 0.72 0.45 0·35 0·30 0·29 0·24 

~OO~m 0·59 0·90 0.73 0·46 0·36 0·31 0·30 0·25 

8.3.5 Total radon-derived and thoron-derived doses 

A range of dose estimates to haematopoietic marrow for radon-derived 

exposure is given in Table 8.6 and the mean value only illustrated in 

Fig. 8.7. The lower, mean and upper estimates for pure radon assume fat 

cell diameters of 150, 100 and 50 ~m respectively. Similarly for radon 

daughters, fat-cell diameters of 50, 100 and 150 ~m, and variation in Ch/CB, 

have been assumed. At average UK exposures, the total radon-derived 

(222Rn and daughters) dose per year rises continually with age, whereas the 

thoron-derived (220Rn and daughters) dose reaches a maximum in infants 

at 1 year of age. 

The total radon and thoron-derived annual dose at average CK exposure~ 

in the newborn is around 70 ~Sv and rises rapidly in childhood, \\'ith a 

peak of 120 ~Sv at 5 years of age, This peak in marrow dl)~e occurs 

principally due to the relatively high respiratory deposition in infants. The 

annual dose falls to a minimum of 110 ~S\' for the 15 to 20 Yl',H 0:\.:" tx·fl)re 

rising again with age having rounded values of 1211 and 150 ~S\' at 40 and 

70 years respectively. The dose accumulated fron' birth to age 40 year.; i" 
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estimated at around 3 mSv derived from radon, and 4.5 mSv including 

thoron. 

Table 8.6. The radon-derived (222Rn and daughters) and thoron-derived 

(220Rn and daughters) dose to haematopoietic marrow at the average L"K 

exposure, from birth to 70 years of age. Mean annual doses, ~Sv, are given 
with the values in brackets, representing lower and upper limits. 

Age (years) 

0 5 10 15 40 70 

222Rn annual dose (¢v) 14 42 58 62 75 101 

(14) (36-51) (51-69) (54-73) (66-86) (92-113) 

222Rn daughters annual 11 13 8 6 5 '* 
(7-15) (11-22) (5-11) (4-9) (3-7) (~) 

dose (J,15v) 

21Opo annual dose (J.1Sv) 2 4 5 5 9 12 

(0·7-30) 0-50) (2-70) (2-70) (3-110) (4-140) 

Radon-derived annual 28 59 72 73 89 117 

dose (J,15v) 

Radon-derived cumulative 0 220 620 900 2900 5900 

dose (J,15v) 

Thoron-derived annual 44 60 42 33 30 30 

dose (J,15v) 

Total radon & thoron-dcrived 72 120 113 106 119 147 

annual dose (¢v) 

0 540 1100 1700 4500 8400 
Total radon & thoron-derived 

cumulative dose (¢v) 
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Fig. 8.7. The mean values of the total dose to haematopoietic marrow 

from radon-derived (222Rn and daughters) and thoron-derived (220Rn 

and daughters) at average UK exposure, estimated from birth to 70 years 

of age. No range values are depicted; uncertainty limits are discussed in 

the text. 



SA DISCUSSION 

Estimates of the mean dose to haematopoietic stem cells will have 
uncertainties due to the distribution of cellularity for a particular bone, and 
the large variations in the skeletal marrow of individuals which is reflected 
in the wide range of measurements obtained from different workers for 
cellularity and distribution data (Cristy, 1981). Variation in mean diameter 
or the effects of a distribution of sizes, will lead to changes in the mean dose 
to haematopoietic marrow. The development period of adipocytes is about 
5 weeks (Emery & Follet,.1964; Tavassoli, 1976) and can be assumed to be 
short compared to their mean life-time, although defmitive values are not 
available. For this reason in this work the fat cell sizes are treated as 
constant with age. To improve the dosimetry more knowledge is required 
of fat cell size and their skeletal distribution. This is the subject of further 
work by the Track Analysis Group, University of Bristol. 

Previous estimates of the annual dose to bone marrow of an adult from the 
inhalation of pure 222Rn were 0.71 and 0.78 J,1Sv per Bq.m-3, estimated by 
Pohl and Pohl-Riiling (1977) and Peterman and Perkins (1988). This is 
similar to the estimate given here for fat-free marrow of the newborn. The 
mean annual dose estimated in this work per Bq.m-3 of 4.1 ~v and a range 
of 3.6-4.7 J,1Sv to a 40 year old adult's haematopoietic marrow is higher, 
mainly due to allowance made for fat in marrow and the greater solubility 
of radon in fat relative to other tissues. The range given for the dose from 
222Rn gas (Table 8.6) takes no account of the uncertainties of radon 
solubility in fat. The Ostwald radon solubility coefficient measured for 
various fats, in vitro at 370 C, is generally in the range of 4-7, although some 
higher values have been reported for oils (Clever, 1979). Exhalation 
experiments in humans have been used to model uptake and solubility 
(Bernard & Snyder, 1975). In addition, whole body counting of y-rays 
confirms, in vivo, the high solubility of radon in fat (Lykken et al, 1991). 

Calculations of dose were also made that considered the variation of 
density and a-particle range in fat and haematopoietic tissue, rather than 

assuming these tissues to have the physical properties of water. The small 
change in dose estimates of <5% was not thought to warrant the additional 

theoretical complexity. Minor errors will arise from neglecting to consider 

the reduction in dose from radon due to edge effects at the marrow/bone 
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interface of the trabecular cavities. However, calculation shows that the 
dose lost is about 5%. The additional dose contribution from 222Rn in bone 
it negligible, since 222Rn a~vity in bone is approximately 0.07 mBq.kg-1 per 
Bq.m-3 (peterman & Perkins, 1988). In the limit of low fat concentrations 
the marrow dose is dominated by 222Rn in haematopoietic tissue, rather 
than in fat. However, it is interesting to note that total irradiation of the 
stem cell population from radon dissolved in fat within a trabecular 
marrow cavity occurs at comparatively low fat concentrations of marrow. 
For example, for fat cells of diameter 100 ~, a concentration within 

marrow of only 5% is sufficient for the entire stem cell population to be 
within range of a-particles emitted from radon and daughter nuclei within 

fat cells. 

The dose to marrow from short-lived daughter products has been 
estimated in this work from measured activities in blood and the activity 
ratio of blood to that in marrow. Although this dosimetric study employed 
marrow to blood activity ratios in the range 0.16 to 0.32, it would appear 
that in animals the highest ratio is about 0.5 (Pohl & Pohl-Riiling, 1967). 
However, subtraction of a contribution from pure radon dissolved in fat in 

marrow may influence this value downwards. The mean annual dose to 
an adult's bone marrow due to domestic inhalation of radon daughters was 
estimated as 0.47 ~Sv per Bq.m-3 radon concentration by Pohl and Pohl
Rilling (1977) based on experimental data from man and animals and 
allowing for F = 0.5. This value is similar to that based on the modelling of 
Jacobi and Eisfeld (1980), but greater than the mean annual dose of 0.28 ~v 
per Bq.m-3 to a 40 year old adult's haematopoietic marrow for 100 ~ 
diameter fat cells estimated in this paper. This is mainly due to assumed 
confinement of radon short-lived daughters to the haematopoietic tissue, 
causing a reduction in activity to the whole marrow and an increased loss 

of dose to fat cells with age. 

Account has been taken of the age-dependent variation in the deposition of 
inhaled radionuclides in the lung, and hence in other organs, as developed 
by Hofmann et al (1979, 1982) and James et a1 (1990). The relative 
deposition data of Hofmann et ai, shows a maximum at 6 years of age for 
the dose to bone marrow from the inhaled daughter products of radon and 
thoron. This compares with a peak at 1 year of age by James et ai, where 
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recent advances in the understanding of the infanfs lung d I eveopment 
and other factors, have been taken into account. ' 

The range of dose estimated to marrow for radon-derived 210p . o IS very 
large, and reflects the uncertainty of 210Pb and 21Opo activities in bone and 
marrow (Fisher, 1969; Raabe, 1970) for different ages exposed to varyin 
domestic radon concentrations. The upper limit relies on a ratio of uni: 
for the 2tOPo activity in teeth to that of bone (Clemente et al, 1984), and is 

perhaps overes tima ted. This dosimetric analysis can only give an order of 
magnitude to the 210Po activity and mean dose to haematopoietic marrow. 
As yet, direct measurements are not available for activity in bone (rather 
than teeth) and marrow, correlated with domestic radon exposures. Some 
use has been made of uranium miner data, however the atmospheric 
conditions in homes and mines can differ in factors such as the activity 
medium aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) of aerosols and the quantity of 
airborne dust. Smoking may be another factor, increasing 210Pb and 21Opo 
activities in tissues (Radford & Hunt, 1964; Hill, 1965; Parfenov, 1974). 

For marrow, at the average levels of indoor radon exposure estimated for 
the temperate world of 50 Bq.m-3, the mean radon-derived 21Opo activity of 
2S mBq.kg-t estimated here for a 40 year old is a significant proportion of 
the 110 mBq.kg-1 210Po total activity given by UNSCEAR (1988). The 
remainder of the 210po comes mainly from 210Pb in the diet (Hill, 1965; 

Smith-Briggs & Bradley, 1984). There is data showing the accumulation of 
210Po in bone with age in children (Czegledi, 1987) and more activity in 

adult bone than that of children (Henshaw et al, 1988). Accumulation of 
2tOpo in teeth increases with all ages (Clemente et ai, 1984), although this 
process in adult bone is less than certain (Holtzman, 1963; Hunt et al, 1963). 

SurpriSingly, the long-term accumulation of 210Pb in teeth from spa 
workers and 'normal' populations have shown a higher accumulated 
activity concentration, in mBq.kg-1 per WLM exposure, than the shorter 
term exposures for uranium miners. The 210Pb and 210po bone 
ooncentrations has been observed to correlate with 210Pb and 21Opo in blood 
and soft tissue organs (Blanchard & Moore, 1971). The bone to marrow 
2tOpo activity ratio used in this work is 22:1 from UNSCEAR (1988), but 
lower ratios have been recorded (Parfenov, 1974), including 10:1 by 

Ladinskaya et al (1973). A lower ratio would result in a higher dose to 
. . t 'n the derivation of marrow , however, thls has not been taken In to accoun 1 
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range limits for dose. There is also evidence suggesting a smaller bone to 

soft tissue Pb ratio in children than adults (Barry, 1975). To improve the 
reliability of the radon-derived 210Po dose to marrow, further work is 
needed to determine 210p}) accumulation in bone, and 21Opo in the marrow 
for the general public. I 

Estimates of the dose from long-lived a-radionuclides in marrow are 

largely based on measurements confined to bone. Natural and artificial 
a-emitting radionuclides such as radium-226 and plutonium-239 

selectively irradiate the proportion of marrow close to bone surfaces. 

Radium-226 is traditionally regarded as a bone-volume seeker (Spiers, 
1988). Consequently at natural levels of exposure the marrow dose from 
226Ra in bone will be negligible (Fisenne et ai, 1981). It should be noted, 

that even in samples from West Cumbria man-made actinides such as 

plutonium and americium represent less than 0.1% of the activity present 
from natural long-lived a-emitters in marrow and bone (Henshaw et al, 

1988; Burkinshaw et ai, 1987). In the UK, generally, it would be expected to 

be even lower. Unlike bOne-seeking radionudides, a-radiation from radon 

and thoron daughters irradiates the whole marrow volume. Spiers (1988) 

has argued that complete irradiation of the stem cell population has a 
potentially greater cancerous effect than does partial irradiation. Therefore 
the lower dose contribution from artificial a-radionuclides in bone may, in 

any case, be less effective than that derived from natural radon and thoron. 

The annual UK radiation dose to red bone marrow from potassium-40, 

medical X-rays, nuclear fall-out and all other low LET sources is estimated 

as approximately 1 mSv (Stather et ai, 1986), at all ages (Richardson & 

Henshaw, 1990). Potassium-40 resides mainly in fat-free tissue. 

Calculations, not reported here, by the author of this work show an 

increased dose, world-wide, from potassium-40 to the active marrow of 

children compared with adults. The mean dose contribution from medical 

X-rays, in the UK, increases about 2D-fold from children less than 15 years 

old to adults more than 64 years old. There is a much wider variation in 

the radon exposure of individuals. The calculations reported in this thesis 

show that above the UK Action Limit of 200 Bq.m-3 the radon- and thoron

deriVed absorbed dose in the haematopoietic tissue of the adult is similar to 

that from low LET sources. 
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An important result from this work is that the dose derived fro d m ra on 
and thoron represents the largest contribution to marrow from a-radiation 

even at UK mean exposures. It is interesting to note the role of the thoron: 
derived dose to active marrow. Thoron occurs in association with radon 
and we have shown here that for young children the radon dose to marrow 

is dominated by thoron daughters. This highlights the importance of 

thoron exposure in the home. Man y passive type detectors used in 

national surveys detect radon only. From the point of view of accurate 

assessment of child dose, detectors designed specifically for the long-term 
measurement of thoron and its daughter nuclei should be employed. 

1boron gas and progeny concentrations are often associated with radon gas 
and progeny concentrations (Schery, 1985; Martz et al, 1990) with elevated 

doses to red bone marrow from these sources in areas of high radon 
concentration. The half-life of thoron gas (55 seconds) is much less than 
that of radon gas (3.8 days), with thoron less able than radon to reach bone 

marrow. However, the relatively low concentrations of the inhaled thoron 
daughter 212Pb, with a 10.6 hour half-life, irradiates marrow more 

effectively than the higher concentrations in air of the shorter-lived radon 

daughters. 

Radon occurs in association with background gamma-radiation (Fig. 8.8). A 

significant correlation was found between the population averaged mean 

mRn concentration and the indoor gamma dose rate in air (r=O.71, p<0.05) 

of eight countries. The indoor gamma dose rate, mainly from the ground 
and building materials, increases by about 5 ~Sv.y-l per Bq.m-3 of 222Rn 

concentration. Allowing for an attenuation factor of 0.8, the dose to red 

bone marrow of the adult from terrestrial gamma-rays increases by about 4 

J.LSv.y-l per Bq.m-3, compared with a dose rate derived from radon and 

usociated thoron of -6 ~v.y-l per Bq.m-3 to the red bone marrow of an 

adult aged 40 years. It should be noted that a significant correlation is not 

evident between the mean radon concentration and the indoor gamma 

dose rate of the UK counties (Wrixon et al, 1988). 

In conclusion, this work has shown that by considering the contributions 

from 222Rn dissolved in fat from inhaled radon and thoron daughters and , . 
accumulated 210po that the radon- and thoron-derived dose to act1ve 

marrow is conside:ably greater than previously thought, The~ ,basiC 

conclusions are unaffected by the wide range of dose limits due pnnopaUy 
. 210p' bo ~ and marrow, and to uncertainties in the accumulat10n of 0 In nc 
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to uncertainties in the accumulation of 210Po in bone and marrow, and 

indicate useful areas of further research. Even at an indoor radon 

concentration of 20 Bq.m-3, the a-radiation dose to an adult's active 

marrow is dominated by radon exposure and in infants the dominant dose 

is from thoron daughters. At the UK Action Limit of 200 Bq.m-3, the dose 

to active marrow derived from radon and associated thoron exposure is 

similar to that from all low LET radiations. This work shows that the dose 

to red bone marrow from radon and thoron is significant, and that the 
possibility of leukaemia induced by these radiation sources warrants 

further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 9 

FINAL REMARKS 

The high incidence of lung cancer from radon exposure among uranium 

miners is well documented (BEIR IV, 1988) with less evidence or negati\'e 

correlations for domestic dwellings (Haynes, 1988; Cohen, 1989; Blot et al, 

1990; Butland et aI, 1990). There is little evidence for the induction of 

leukaemia from radon among uranium miners, although Radford (990) 

has shown an excess of multiple myeloma in iron miners. There are 

important, yet generally understated, differences in the radon- and thoron

derived exposure of miners and the normal population. Besides the 

different atmospheric conditions, miners are male adults that are subjected 

to comparatively short-term exposures. For the general population 

exposure occurs in the fetus and at all ages thereafter. For acute exposures, 

the fetus and child have been reported as being n\ore radiation sensitivl' 

than adults (Richardson, 1990). Radiation exposure of the father (Gardner 

et aI, 1990) and the mother may lead to a higher risk of contracting 

leukaemia in their children. 

Table 9.1. The correlation coefficients for childhood cancer incidence 

versus radon and background gamma-radiation exposure. The data set was 

for 7 countries for all cancer, kidney cancer and 8 countries for leukaemias. 

Correlation coefficient (r) 

Childhood Cancer Radon Indoor gamma 

All cancer 0.79 «0.05) 0.42 (ns) 

Leukaemias 0.79 «0.05) 0.57 (ns) 

Kidney 0.69 (-0.05) 0:;2 (n~) 

ns. not significant 
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Henshaw et al (1990) have suggested that for radon levels in the dwellin 
of temperate countries, significant correlations exist between incidences : 

childhood and adult leukaemias and other cancers, including 

osteosarcoma. If the observations of Henshaw et al (1990) are indicative of 

cause and effect then the authors estimate that 6-12% of the incidence of 

myeloid leukaemia in the UK is associated with radon exposure. In the 

analysis shown in Fig. 9.1 and Table 9.1, only countries for which the radon 
and cancer surveys cover virtually 100% of the geographical area of the 

country were selected, similar to the work of Butland et al (1990). The 

exception is Canada, where the cancer registrations are from 8/10 of the 
provinces. For childhood cancers, significant correlations were found 
between the radon concentration and the international incidence of all 

cancers, leukaemias and kidney cancer. The data for the international 

incidence of childhood cancers were from Canada, Denmark, Finland, 
Norway, Sweden, UK, West Germany, with the addition of the 

Netherlands for leukaemia. No significant associations were found 
between the indoor gamma dose and the international incidence of 

childhood cancers. 

Progress has been made in developing age-dependent risk projection 

models for radiation induced leukaemia. The models utilize estimates of 

the average dose to red bone marrow in the UK from the major natural 
and artificial sources of irradiation. An absolute risk model and a relative 

risk model were developed based on the risk factors given by Shimizu et a1 
(1988) and BEIR V (1990), respectively. These risk factors were derived from 

the high dose rate, short duration exposures of the Japanese Atomic 

Bombings. The reservations with which these values of radiation risk and 

biological effectiveness can be applied to the low dose rate cumulative 

exposures from natural and artificial sources are outlined in Chapter 1 of 

this thesis. No account has been taken, at this stage, of the risk of 

leukaemia from pre-natal exposure to radiation. 

The risk of leukaemia derived from the inhalation of radon and thoron 

was assessed in Table 9.2 utilizing the average age-dependent dose to the 

red bone marrow of a UK citizen, as calculated in Chapter 8. The inddence 

of leukaemia from the inhalation of radon and thoron, for children aged 

I · 'd ce The range is o to 14 years, was estimated as 0.7-1.2% of the actua ma en . . 
m .. . h bit risk and relabve eaven as the dlfference In the evaluation of tea so u e 
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risk models. The actual or spontaneous incidence rate of leuka . 
.. enua, per 

million of the populahon of England and Wales was t k , a en as all 
leukaemias (codes 204-208) from OPeS (1987). The ratio of the inciden 

rate to the mortality rate of leukaemias for different age groups was ~ 
from the data of OPCS (1981). The actual incidence of leukaemia' this in 
cohort of 9.S million people, aged 0-14 years, is 356 cases per year. The 

actual incidence of leukaemia in the cohort of 35.5 million people, aged 
15-70 years, is 1970 cases per year. 

Table 9.2. The estimated percentage of actual UK incidence of leukaemia 

derived from a) the inhalation of radon and thoron and b) the total natural 
and artificial radiation sources. 

Age Group Risk from radon and thoron Risk from total natural and 
(years) derived sources artificial radiation sources 

(% actual incidence) (% actual incidence) 

Absolute risk Relative risk Absol ute risk Relative risk 
model model model model 

0-14 0.7 1.2 7 11 

15 -70 1.7 0.7 16 7 

0-70 1.6 0.8 14 7 

The leukaemogenic risk from all major natural and artificial radiation 

sources in the UK at average levels is assessed for comparison and utilizes 

the average age-dependent dose to the red bone marrow of a UK citizen, as 
outlined in Richardson and Henshaw (1990). The incidence of leukaemia 

from the total radiation exposure, calculated as a percentage of the 

spontaneous incidence, is assessed at 7-11 % for children and 7-14% for 

adults. The risk projection models have limitations as already indicated 

and can only assess the general order of the risk to a population rather than 

the risk to the individual, as the dose to individuals will range widely from 

the average dose to the population. 
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APPENDIX 1 

IHE URANIUM-238 AND THORIUM-232 DECAY CHAINS 

Parts of the two principal naturally occurring decay chains, originating :':-\':~'. 

238U and 232Th, are shown in Figs. A2.1 and A2.2 respectively. 
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Fig. A1.1. Part of the 238 L decay chain 
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Fig. Al.2. Part of the 232 Th decay chain 
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APPENDIX 2 

TABLE OF DOSE FROM RADON TO ORGANS OF ADULTS 

Estimates of the 222Rn specific activity and absorbed dose to the tissues and 

organs of the adult are given in Table A2.1 and discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Table A2.1. The lipid content of organs in male and female adult humans 
(Woodard & White, 1986) and the equilibrium values for 222Rn specific 
activities, when exposed to 1 Bq.m-3, are calculated from the percentage fat 
content and compared to the values given by Peterman and Perkins (1988). 
The absorbed dose rates for 222Rn and organ weighting factors (ICRP, 1990) 
are also given. 

Organ 

Adipose Tissue 
Adrenal Glands 
Bladder 
Blood 
Whole Brain 

(White Matter) 
(Grey Matter) 

Whole Breast 
(Adipose Tissue) 
(Mammary Glands) 

GI tract 

Heart 
Kidneys 
Liver 

Lunga.) 
Lymph 
Muscle - skeletal 
Ovary 

Pancreas 
Prostate 

Skeleton - cartilage 
Skeleton - bone 

(bone surface) 

Skeleton - red marrow 
Skeleton - yellow marrow 
Skeleton - periarticular 
Skin(exc. subcutaneous fat) 

Testes 

Thyroid 
Remainder 

Lipid 
content 

(%) 

Woodard 
& White 

(1986) 

74 
26 
4.2 
0.6 
12 
(18) 
(5.3) 
60 
(74) 
(31) 
5.9 
6.2 
4.B 
4.6 
1.3 
0.7 
4.2 
2.3 
13 
1.2 
1.3 
1.0 
1.0 
40 
BO 
1.3 
9.4 
4.5 
4.4 
4.2 

222Rn 
specific 
activity 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Peterman 
& Perkins 

(1988) 

5.3 
0.3 
0.15 
0.4 
0.3 

(5.3) 
(0.15) 
0.3 
0.3 
0.27 
0.3 
0.4 

0.14 
0.17 
0.3 

0.15 
0.07 
(0.07) 
0.17 
5.3 
0.07 
0.15 
0.17 
0.3 
O.lSb) 

222Rn 
saturation 

specific 
activity 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Chapter 2 

4.B 
1.9 
0.6 
0.4 
1.1 
(1.5) 
(0.7) 
3.9 
(4.8) 
(2.2) 
0.7 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
0.5 
0.4 
0.6 
0.5 
1.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
(0.5) 
2.7 
5.1 
0.5 
1.0 
0.7 
0.7 
0.6 

222Rn 
saturation 

dose 
equivalent 

rate 
(I!Sv. y-l) 

Chapter 2 

9.3 
3.8 
1.3 
0.84 
2.1 
(1.4) 
(2.8) 
7.6 
(9.3) 
(4.3) 
1.5 
1.5 
1.3 
1.3 
0.92 
0.86 
1.3 
1.0 
2.2 
0.91 
0.92 
0.89 
(0.89) 
5.3 
10 
0.92 
1.9 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 

Organ 
weighting 

factors 

ICRP 
(1990) 

0.04 

0.05 
0.39c) 

0.03 
0.13 

O.06Sd) 

0.01 
0.12 

0.01 
O.06Sd) 
0.02 
0.07 

a) excluding 222 Rn in air. b) assumed to be vessel-poor tissue. c) composed of weighting 
factors for the oesophagus, stomach and colon with values of 0.05, 0.16 and 0.18, 
respectively. d) the weighting factor for the gonads is 0.13. 
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APPENDIX 3 

TABLES OF THE AUTORADIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF PLACE!STAL 

AND FETAL SAMPLES 

The following tables contain data from the autoradiographic analysis of 

placental and fetal tissues discussed in Chapter 6. Table A3.1 gives the track 

event densities per year of exposure to CR-39 plastic, with no background 

tracks subtracted. Tables A3.2 to A3.4 show the estimates of the activity 

concentration and annual dose from 226Ra and 210Po measured in placental 

and fetal tissues, assuming different theoretical values of the ratio 

21Opo/21Opb at the time of death of the fetus. 
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Tabl~ A3.1. The track event density per year of exposure on CR-39 sample 
plastic (uncorrected for background), for single (normal script) and multiple 
track events (lower figure in bold script) in placenta, umbilical cord and 
fetal tissues. 

Single and multiple track event density per year of exposure 
(cm-2.y-l) 

Case Placenta Umbilica Liver Spleen Thymus Spinal Spinal No. 1 cord column column 
(inner (outer 

surface) surface) 
S1 -- - 5.3 - -- -- --

-- - 0.23 -- -- -- --
52 4.8 5.9 4.9 -- -- -- --

0.061 0.27 0.12 -- -- -- --
53 2.9 5.1 2.9 -- -- 9.7 14.9 

0.056 0.19 0.013 -- -- 0.25 0.54 
S4 -- -- 5.5 -- -- 12.2 14.9 

-- -- 0.15 -- -- 0.37 0.91 
S5 -- -- 5.2 3.1 -- 6.5 19.5 

-- -- 0.11 0.063 -- 0.22 0.52 
56 4.5 5.0 -- -- -- 6.7 11.4 

0.055 0.12 -- -- -- 0.28 0.21 
58 3.5 -- 3.1 4.0 4.8 25.3 15.7 

0.041 -- 0.071 0.043 0.074 0.80 0.25 
S9 3.0 -- -- -- 3.2 31.9 32.4 

0.071 -- -- -- 0.042 0.94 1.35 
510 4.0 -- 3.4 4.7 4.1 8.5 12.3 

0.12 -- 0.059 0.086 0.15 0.43 0.43 
511 -- -- 3.8 5.9 4.3 11.0 18.1 

-- -- 0.077 0.15 0.22 0.37 0.67 
512 -- -- 4.2 3.5 5.5 15.1 15.4 

-- -- 0.084 0.069 0.24 0.32 0.56 
513 1.8 -- 1.7 -- 6.5 9.0 5.9 

0.055 -- 0.022 -- 0.27 0.27 0.072 
514 -- -- 3.4 -- 2.5 3.9 4.2 

-- -- 0.067 -- 0.023 0.042 0.17 
515 3.4 -- 2.4 4.2 5.4 6.1 4.3 

0.041 -- 0.10 0.25 0.21 0.41 0.11 
516 -- -- 2.7 3.6 3.4 5.5 3.7 

-- -- 0.039 0.076 0.088 0.16 0 
522 -- -- 4.9 -- -- 16.0 18.4 

- -- 0.051 -- -- 0 0.35 
523 -- -- 6.0 -- -- 7.0 9.9 

-- -- 0.075 -- -- 0.16 0.13 
526 16.6 --- 8.5 10.0 13 18.1 28.2 

0.36 -- 0.17 0.14 0.25 0.90 1.12 
527 4.6 -- 3.6 7.3 7.0 13.4 18.5 

0.13 - 0.048 0.49 0.14 0.37 0.84 
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Table A3.2. The 'uncorrected' a-activity concentration, mBq.kg-1, of 210po 
(normal script) and 226Ra (lower figure in bold) in placenta, umbilical cord 

and fetal tissues assuming the ingrowth ratio 11£=1 at the time of death. The 
Poissonian standard errors based on Eqns 5.1 & 5.4 are also given. 

11f = 21Opo/210Pb = 1 
21Opo and 226Ra activity concentration (mBq.kg- 1) 

Case Placenta Umbilica Liver Spleen Thymus Spinal Spinal No. 1 cord column column 
(inner <outer 

surface) surface) 
51 -- -- -44±35 -- -- -- --

-- -- 7±S -- -- -- --
52 -33±3 -28±38 -40±33 -- -- -- --

-1±4 9±6 2±4 -- -- -- --
53 -105±30 -43±35 -70±26 -- -- 151±4S 303±59 

-1±4 s±s -2±3 -- -- 9±7 22±lO 
54 -- -- 29±lS -- -- 2S0±3S 264±48 

-- -- O±2 -- -- 11±6 35±lO 
55 -- -- 22±20 SO±17 -- SS±29 S07±44 

-- -- -1±3 -3±3 -- 4±S l7±7 
56 4±17 -14±21 -- - -- S0±51 246±42 

-4±2 -1±3 -- - -- 6±9 3±6 
58 -70±19 -- -88±21 SO±25 -34±24 647±80 367±90 

-9±3 -- -8+4 -9±4 -8±4 26±13 1±12 
59 -79±15 -- -- -- -66±16 889±109 837±154 

-4±2 -- -- -- -5±2 36±18 55±28 
510 -148±19 -- -160±18 -116±19 -lS0±21 -28±62 117±69 

-6±3 -- -9±3 -7±3 -4±4 9±12 9±12 
511 -- -- -110±21 40±24 -11S±22 119±36 343±42 

-- -- -9±4 -5+4 -2±4 5±6 19±7 
512 -- -- -42±16 -64±15 -18±24 342±46 312±51 

-- -- -5+3 -5+2 3+4 6±7 l7±9 
513 -61±15 -- -58+15 - 85±34 179±37 95±31 

-3±2 -- -4±2 -- 8±6 8±6 -2±4 
514 - - -6±15 -- -3S±lS 14±21 3+28 

-- -- t±2 -- -3+2 -2+3 4±5 
515 -5±15 -- -Sl±15 -9±25 45±41 36±37 19±26 

-2±2 -- 1±2 8±S 6±7 l5±7 1±4 
516 -- -- -38±20 -12±24 -20±21 48±30 6±24 

-- -- -9±4 -8±4 -7±4 -3±5 -11±4 
522 -- -- 38±17 -- -- 476±46 510±68 

-- -- O±2 -- -- -2±1 14±9 
523 -- -- -172±29 -- -- -147±54 -32±56 

-- -- -20±S -- -- -16±8 -17±56 
526 350±43 -- 71±34 133±35 217±36 317±85 670±111 

12±6 -- 3±S 2±4 7±S 37±16 47±20 
527 -6±18 -- -30±5 39±79 83±34 293±76 410i94 

3±3 -- -l±2 20±16 3±5 14±12 36±17 
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Table A3.3. The a-activity concentration, in mBq.kg-l, of 210Pb and 210Po in 

placenta, umbilical cord and fetal tissues, assuming the ingrowth ratio l1f of 

the 21Opo/21Opb activity ratio at the time of death is zero and infinite. The 

percentage Poissonian standard errors, based on Eqns 5.1 & 5.4 are also . 
given. 

Poissonian error l1f = 21Opo/21% = 0 l1f = 21Opo/210Pb = 00 

(%) 210pb (mBg.kg:-l) 210po (mBq.kg-l) 
Case Spinal Spinal Spinal Spinal Spinal Spina 1 
No. rolumn rolumn rolumn rolumn rolumn rolumn 

(inner (outer (inner (outer (inner (outer 
surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) surface) 

51 --- -- -- -- --- --
52 --- -- -- -- --- --
53 30 20 249 499 394 789 
54 14 18 423 447 625 661 
55 53 9 94 861 137 1261 
56 102 17 85 415 126 614 
58 12 25 1112 631 1576 894 
59 12 18 1323 1245 2830 2663 
510 224 59 -40 169 -96 402 
511 30 12 169 490 417 1208 
512 14 16 497 454 1155 1055 
513 21 33 240 128 771 412 
514 154 806 20 5 49 12 
515 103 134 53 28 121 65 
516 62 368 67 9 183 25 
522 10 13 559 598 3781 4044 
523 37 175 -173 -37 -1136 -247 
526 27 17 436 921 1214 2566 

527 26 23 679 949 522 730 

Mean & SO 

activity cone. --- -- 341±413 459±409 745±1204 l008±1165 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Mean & SO 

dose rate --- -- -- -- 400±645 541±624 

ij.LSv. y-l ) 
1 
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Table A3.4. The a-activity concentration, in mBq.kg-l, of 210Pb and 210po 

in placenta, umbilical cord and fetal tissues, assuming the ingrowth ratio llf 

of the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio at the time of death is 0.25. The percentage 

error based on Poisson statistics is given in Table A3.3. 

11f = 21Opo/21Opb = 0.25 rtf = 21Opo/21Opb = 0.25 
210pb (mBq.kg-1) 210po (mBq.kg-l) 

Case Spinal Spinal Spinal Spina 1 
No. rolumn rolumn rolumn rolumn 

(inner (outer (inner (outer 

surface) surface) surface) surface) 
51 --- --- --- ---
52 --- --- --- ---
53 215 431 54 108 
54 362 382 90 96 
55 80 735 20 184 
56 73 355 18 89 
58 945 536 236 134 
59 1184 1115 296 279 
510 -36 153 -9 38 
511 154 445 38 111 
512 449 410 112 102 

513 222 119 56 30 
514 18 5 5 1 

515 48 26 12 6 

516 61 8 15 2 

522 540 577 135 144 

523 -166 -36 -42 -9 

526 400 846 100 211 

527 361 505 90 126 

Mean & SD 

activity cone. 289±353 389±342 72±88 97+85 

(mBq.kg-1) 

Me.an & SD 

dose ratc 39±47 52±46 39±47 ==i2±-lA 

(¢vyl) 



APPENDIX 4 

TABLES OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOBISMUTH IN TISSUES OF 

ADULT AND FETAL GUINEA PIGS 

The distribution of 207BiCl3 in the tissues of pregnant guinea pigs and their 

fetuses are shown in Tables A4.1 and A4.2 and discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Table A4.1. The distribution of 207BiCl3 in the tissues of pregnant guinea 

pigs. The activity concentration, in units of the percentage initial activity 

per gram (%IAI g) and standard error are given for single samples. The 

standard deviation is given for multiple samples. The critical level of 

detection LC is given where activities were unresolved (Currie, 1968). 

207BiC13 acti vi ty concentra tion in tissues 
of adult guinea pigs 

Tissue Sample P1 (1 st 3 weeks P2 (3rd 3 weeks P3 (3rd 3 weeks 
of pregnancy) of pregnancy) of pregnancy) 

(%IA/g) (%IA/g) (%IA/g) 
Blood 0.066±O.007 0.092±0.003 0.045±0.002 

Heart 0.113±O.005 0.209±0.005 0.244+0.003 

Lungs 0.373±O.005 0.662±0.007 2.60±0.004 

Bile 0.270±O.005 0.27+0.01 0.038±O.001 
(SO, n=2) (SO, n=2) 

Liver 0.74±O.05 0.60±0.09 O. 060±0. 006 
(SO, n=6) (SO, n=6) (SO, n=4) 

Spleen 0.76±O.01 0.61±0.01 0.13±0.07 

Urine 0.725±0.01 1.72±0.02 1.38±0.02 
(SO, n=2) 

Fat 0.006±O.005 0.003±0.001 <0.001 

Kidneys 2.49±O.01 2.05+0.01 0.237±O.004 

Ovaries 0.028±0.01 0.097±O.02 <0.008 

Marrow NO <0.12 <0.08 

Femur 0.13±O.03 0.075±O.04 NO 

Rib 0.024+0.05 0.076±O.01 0.016±O.OO7 

NO: not done 



Table A4.2. The distribution of 207BiCl3 in the fetal tissues of guinea pigs. 

The units and parameters are the same as for Table A4.1. 

207BiCl3 activity concentration 
in fetoplacental tissues of guinea pigs 

Tissue Sample PI (1 st 3 weeks P2 (3rd 3 weeks P3 (3rd 3 weeks 
of pregnancy) of pregnancy) of pregnancy) 

(%IA/g) (%IA/g) (%IA/g) 
Amniotic fluid NO <0.002 <0.002 

(n=2) 
Placenta 0.09±O.02 0.103±0.007 0.022±0.004 

(SO, n=6) (SO, n=4) (SO, n=4) 
Amniotic sac 0.05+0.005 0.030±0.005 <0.003 

(SO, n=6) (SO, n=5) (n=4) 
Blood NO 0.01+0.005 NO 

(SO, n=2) 
Heart NO <0.02 <0.03 

(n=3) (n=3) 
Lungs NO 0.007±0.015 <0.01 

(SO, n=3) (n=3) 
Liver NO 0.008±0.008 0.006±O.004 

(SO, n=4) (SO, n=3) 
Spleen NO 0.1+0.2 <0.01 

(SO, n=3) (n=3) 
Fat NO <0.05 <0.09 

(n=3) (n=4) 
Kidneys NO 0.02±0.02 <0.03 

(SO, n=3) (n=4) 
Femur NO <0.1 <0.2 

(n=3) (n=3) 
Body NO NO <0.0005 

(n=3) 
Head NO NO <0.0007 

(n=3) 
Whole fetus <0.008 NO NO 

(n=4) 

ND: not done 
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APPENDIX 5 

Table AS.l. Table of abbreviations, symbols and units used. 

S~_mbol Unit Meaning 

At Hf), A2(tf) Bq Activity concentration of 210Pb and 210Po, 

respectively, in tissue of a fetus of 

ges ta tional age, tf. 
AD (chapter 8 Bq Activity in blood. 

only) 

Ah Bq Activity in haematopoietic tissue. 
AS, AB cm-2 Surface area of the sample and background 

control autoradiographs, respectively. 
C Bq.kg-1 Activity concentration of autoradiographic 

sample. 

CD Activity concentration in blood. 

Cf Bq.kg-1 Activity concentration in fat. 

Ch Bq.kg-1 Activity concentration in haematopoietic 

tissue. 

Ch(i, t, a) Bq.kg-1 Effecti ve acti vi ty concen tra tion in 

haematopoietic tissue, for bone i, age t, 

and a-particle a. - Bq.kg-1 Mean effective activity concentration of Ch(t, a) 

a-particles a in haematopoietic marrow 

of skeleton at age t. 

CRa, Cpo Bq.kg-1 Activity concentration on sample 

autoradiograph from 222Rn and 210Po, 

respectively. 

D g.cm-3 Density of the autoradiograph sample. 

Da(x) ).J.Sv. s- 1 Dose equivalent, for a-particle a at a 

distance x from a fat-haematopoietic 

tissue interface. 

D beLt> ).J.Sv Dose equivalent from 210Po in bone, 

irradiating the marro\v of bone i, at age t. 
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Table AS.I. Table of abbreviations, symbols and units used (continued). 

Symbol Unit Meaning 

Dh(t) j.J.Sv. y-1 Mean annual dose equivalent to the 

haemopoietic marrow of the skeleton at 
agel 

D mU/t) j.J.Sv Dose equivalent from 210po in marrow, 

irradiating the marrow of bone i, at age t. 
Do.(x) j.J.Sv. s-1 Dose equivalent per second, for a-particle a 

at a distance x from a fat-haematopoietic 

tissue interface. 
E MeV Residual energy of a-particle. 
Eo. MeV Initial energy of a-particle a. 
f -- Ratio of the single to multiple track events 

on the background blanks. 
f(h) -- Fraction of tracks emitted at a height h that 

prod uces a recognisable track. 
F -- Equilibrium factor. 
h j.J.m Height above the CR-39 surface. 

k Bq.kg-1.d per Autoradiograph calibration factor. 

track.cm-2 

kRat kpo Bq.kg-1.d per Autoradiograph calibration factors for 222Rn 

track.cm-2 and 210po activity in the autoradiograph 

sample. 

Kb(t) -- Age-dependent modifying factor for bone. 

Km(t) -- Age-dependent modifying factor for 

marrow. 

L j.J.m Etch cone length, which is the distance from 

the point where the particle enters the 

plastic to the end of the etch cone. 

Lc Bq.kg-1 The critical level of detection. 

m I.J.m Diameter of the etched-out end of the track, 

\vhich is equal to zero in the case of a 

track which is not etched out. 

m(h) - Relative emissivity of the tissue at a height 

h. 
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Table AS.t. Table of abbreviations, symbols and units used (continued). 

Symbol Unit Meaning 

Mi Jlm Minor axis of the etch cone. 

Mj Jlm Major axis of the etch cone. 

n -- Ratio of the ranges in the irradiated and the 

emitter tissue. 

NSI N m -- Number of single and multiple track events, 

respectively, on the sample 

autoradiograph, excluding the 

background component. 
p -- Point at distance x from interface. 

Qa -- Quality factor for a-particles. 
I Jlm Radial distance of 'shell' in haematopoietic 

tissue from centre of fat cell. 

Ie Jlm Radius of cavity in fat. 

rs Jlm Radius of spherical fat cell. 

R Jlm Residual range of a-particle. 

Ra Jlm Range of a-particle. 

Se(Xc) -- Geometrical factor inside cavity at a radial 

distance xc. 

Ss(xs) -- Geometrical factor outside sphere at a radial 

distance Xs. 

Sex) -- Geometrical function, at distance x. 

Sa -- Mean geometrical factor for representative 

annulus of active marrow, for a-particle 

a. 

SO -- Standard deviation. 

SE -- Standard error. 

tf week Age of gestation of fetus, from last 

menstrual period. 

T day Time of exposure of autoradiographs. 

T1I2 s Physical half-life of radionuclide 

u -- Ratio of densities of the emitter and 

irradia ted tissue. 

VB Il m .h -1 B u 1 k etc h r <1t e . 
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Table AS.t. Table of abbreviations, symbols and units used (continued). 

Symbol Unit Meaning 

VT Jlm.h- 1 Track etch rate, V T is a function of the 

residual range R. 
x Jlm Distance from fat-haelnatopoietic tissue. 

interface 

Xc Jlm Shortest distance between cavity interface 

and point P. 
xs Jlm Shortest distance between spherical 

interface and point P. 
X Jlm Horizontal projection of the distance from 

the end point of the etch cone to the 

most distant point of the opening mouth 

of the etch cone. 
Z Jlm Distance from the post-etch surface of the 

(chapters 3 plastic to the most distant portion of the 

&4only) etch cone in a direction normal to the 

plastic surface. 

Z (chapter 8 -- Fraction of fat in marrow. 

only) 

Z(i,t) -- Fraction of fat in marrow for bone i, at age t. 

~ radian Dip angle, the angle between the plastic 

surface and the particle track. 

f1 Jlm Amoun t of rna terial removed by bulk 

etching. = VB.T. 

11a Mean 210po/210Pb ingrowth ratio of sample 

while autoradiography. 

11f -- 210po/210Pb ingrowth ratio in fetal tissue at 

time of death. 

11Uf) -- 210Po/210Pb ingrowth ratio in tissue of fetus, 

of gestational age tE· 

AI, A2 s-l Physical decav constants for 210Pb and 210po. - ' 

p track.cm-2 Track density on the CR-39 surface. 



Table AS.t. Table of abbreviations, symbols and units used (continued). 

Symbol Unit Meaning 

PRa track.cm-2 Multiple track event density on sample 

autoradiograph (excluding background) 
from 226Ra. 

PPo track.cm-2 Single track event density on sample 

autoradiograph (excluding background) 
from 210Po. 

't ~m The effective sampling thickness for the 

sample being autoradiographed. 

'tRa, 'tRn ~m The effective sampling thicknesses for 226Ra 
and 222Rn. 

" radian Angle between a-emitter contribution and 

radial line through P. 
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